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Chapter 1
Overview of the Report

The research described in this report represents the fourth in a series of
studies conducted by the Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory's Centerfor Performance Assessment intended to provide (a) a clearer understanding of
the task demands of classroom assessment and (b) a sonse of the assessmenttraining teachers need in order to meet those demands in an effective and
efficient manner. The first study in the series was completed in 1982 withMIR funding and provided a very general look at classroom assessment based ondiscussions with small groups of teachers. The second study, completed in1983, added considerable detail to our understanding of classroom assessment
based on one on one structured interviews with teachers. Study three allowedus to test the generalisability of the results of studies one and two through
the development and ire of the 'Teacher's Self-Analysis of ClassroomAssessments --a comprehensive questionnaire distributed to a stratified sample
of teachers across the nation (Stiggins Bridgeford, in press).

These three studies each contributed significantly to our understanding of
the nature and demands of classroom assessment and to our understanding oftraining teacher needs (Spandel, 1982; Stiggins, 1984; Stiggins, Rubel and
Quellmalz, 1985). However, the interview and questionnaire-based research
methods used tended to constrain the depth of conclusions we were able tc,
draw. Essentially, we were unable to discern what discrepancies exist, if
any, between the assessment methods teachers report using and methods theyactually use. The only viable strategies for describing actual classroom
assessment practices is to directly observe those practices. Such
observations formed the basis of our fourth study of classroom assessment.

Before planning our own observations of classroom assessment environments,
however, we conducted a comprehensive review of available research onclassroom assessment to take advantage of observational studies previously
completed. The results of that review comprise Chapter 2 of the report.These results fed directly into the design of our rese.dh.

Specifically, case studies were conducted of 30 classroom assessment
environments. Two types of research methods were used to conduct these casestudies. Five classrooms were the focus of ethnographic studies of the
assessment environment. Researchers served as participant observers for
approximately 20 school days to document these key aspects of the methods used
to measure student developments

1. what are the purposes served by classroom assessment? Which purposes
do these teachers rely on most frequently?

a. Assigning gradei
b. Diagnosing the neads of individual students
c. "Diagnosing the needs of the class as a group
d. Determining student achievement potential (sizing up)
e. Grouping for instruction (course placement)
f. Selection for advanced or remedial programs
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g. Guidance and educational planning (by the student)
h. Feedback to parents (beyond grades, as in conferences)
i. Evaluating instructional activities
j. Feedback to students (beyond grades)
k. Control and motivate students
1. Feedback.to school managers
m. Communicate expectations
n. Prepare kids for later assessments

2. what are the various student characteristics measured? Which are
measured most often? Most extensively?

a. Achievement--mastery of materials in a specific subject matter
area
(1) to determine mastery (criterion referenced)
(2) to rank order students (norm referenced)

b. Ability to function in higher levels of cognitive operationc. Aptitude--measure the ability to learn
d. Social characteristics--as in behavior or interaction

(1) of an individual
(2) of a group

e. Personality characteristics

3. What are the assessment strategies used? Which are used most?

a. Types of assessments
(1) standardised tests
(2) text embedded assessment
(3) behavioral observation and rating
(4) product observation and rating
(5) teacher-developed paper and pencil tests

b. Key dimensions upon which these might vary
(l) planned in advance vs. spontaneous
(2) structured vs. informal
(3) identified as a test vs. not so identified
(4) important vs. unimportant (to teacher, to student)

4. What is the form of the assessment record (or feedback)?

a. Grade in a gradebook
b. Other permanent record
c. Written comment (UxAMP)
d. Verbal comment
e. Non - verbal commentary

The resulting case descriptions comprise Chapter 3.
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Thirty-two additional classrooms were studied via teacher journals
describing key assessment events. Each journal spanned ten weeks and was
conducted in response to this request.

JOURNAL ASSIGNMENT
Over the next ten weeks, please keep a journal describing the

assessment activities and environment in your classroom. he
purposes of this assignment are to (a) raise your level of awareness
of how and why you measure student characteristics, and (b) provide
me with a profile of how you use your knowledge and skills in the
assessment arena.

The journal is to provide a succinct record of the most
important assessments and evaluations you conduct. Therefore, to
make the assignment manageable, you are to make only one journal
entry each week. That entry is to be made at the end of each week
and is to describe the single, most important asse_bment you
conducted over the previous week.

Important Note: Please be advised that the most important
assessment you conduct need not be a paper and pencil quiz or
test--although it may be. The basis of the assessment might be an
observation and professional judgment on your part. Further, the
assessment need not be a group test. It might focus on an individual
student or small group of students. Finally, the essessment need not
nenessarily be a measure of academic achievement. It might focus on
personality, social or affective characteristics. These are all
possible candidates for the assessments you describe.

More specifically, select the most important assessment you
conducted and describe it in terms of the following points:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

State the purposes for the assessment and the reason for iCc
importance,

Summarize what you wanted to measure (e.g., recali of mcionce
facts),

Describe how you measured it (e.g., true/false tests,
observation, etc.) and why you selected that method,

Specify the origin of the assessment (e.g., you developed it,
textbook, etc.),

Comment on haw it worked and how you might revise it in the
future.

A summary of journal results is presented in chapter 4.

6
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The purpose of these studies was to define in as much detail as possibleall of those ingredients that. contribute to an effective classroom assessmentenvironment. Our goals were to identify as many of the factors contributingto the quality of the environment as we could and to describe each factor interms of a continuum along which any particular classroom might vary. Givensuch a list of factors we would be in a position, in future research, to
generate a profile of the assessment environment in any classroom.

Such a profiling tool would be useful in further study of assessment
environmental. It will greatly increase the efficiency of our analysis ofenvironments so we can study many sore cases, seek a typology of environments,define effective and ineffective environments, uncover the antecedents to
ineffective environments and determine those teacher training and resource
needs which will allow us to convert ineffective to effective environments.

The list of factors uncovered through observation and journal is presentedin the fifth and final chapter.
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Chapter 2
Insights Into Classroom Assessment

ABSTBACT

Because the field of educational measurement has tended to concentrate its
efforts on research and training in large-scale and paper and pencil
assessment methods, teacher-developed classroom assessments have been thefocus of minimal research or training. The purposes of this paper are to
summarize that which is currently known about measurement in the classroom and
to draw implications for future research on testing in the schools. Insightsinto classroom assessment are gleaned from research on testing, research on
teaching (specifically teacher decisioa making) and classroom ethnographies.
The results serve to illustrate a sharp distinction between the scientific
assessment that is the goal of the measurement scholar and the practical
assessment needs of the teacher. Many unanswered questions about the
classroom assessment environment are identified and reasons are presented forgenerating answers as soon as possible. Teacher and adminiatrator training
priorities are also considered in light of the research review.

9
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THE MEASUREMENT PARADIGM

In any field of inquiry, Kuhn (1970) has told um, we can expect scholars
to adopt a set of conventions of research design and concept development to
maximise the efficiency of their communication and the productivity of their
research efforts. Those conventions define the dominant paradigm for that
field of inquiry:

'a paradigm is an implicit, unvoiced and pervasive commitment by
a community of scholars to a conceptual framework. In a mature
science, only one paradigm can be dominant at a time. It is
shared by that community and serves to define proper ways of
asking questions...land of defining] those common "pussies' that
are defined as the tasks of research [in that field].' (Shulman,
1985, p. 8)

What paradigm guides scholarship in educational measurement? Available
evidence suggests that we tend to regard measurement in education as a process
of documenting the student achievement using collections of standard paper and
pencil test items for purposes of public accountability. Evidence of the
dominance of this conceptualisation can be found in measurement textbooks,
research reported in scholarly journals, and in published standards of
accepted professional practice in measurement.

Consider, for instance, the message conveyed to teachers and graduate
students in these opening sentences from an introductory measurement textbook
by Mebrens and Lehmann (1984):

Educators have always been concerned with measuring and
evaluating the progress of their students. As the goals of
education have become more complex and with the increasing demand
by all parts of our citisenry--pupils, parents, taxpayers and
other decision makers--for accountability on the part of
educators, these tasks of measurement and evaluation have become
more difficult. (p. v)

These authors go on to instruct that a test is defined as 'a standard set
of questions to be answered...[from which] we obtain a measure (that is, a
numerical value) of a characteristic of that person.' (p. 4) In fact, Mehrens
and Lehmann go on to describe a variety of other forms of and purposes forassessment. But the dominant form of assessment covered in their instruction
to teachers relates directly to the quantification of achievement via
collecting of various types of standard paper and pencil test items.



Consider also the message about educational measurement contained in these
opening sentences of another introductory textbook by Ebel (1979).

There is a paradox in educational measurement today. While
assessments of achievement and competence are being more crgently
called for and more widely employed than ever before, at the same
time tests are being more sharply criticised and strongly
opposed. Perhaps these apparent inconsistencies are in fact
wholly consistent. If demands for more measurement of
educational outcomes arise out of dissatisfaction with how much
is being learned, those responsible for the teaching are likely
to feel threatened by possible exposure of educational
shortcomings. (p. 1)

The message that assessment should serve an accountability purpose comesthrough loud and clear. Subsequent instruction on test development teaches
students about tests defined as follows: "The most commonly used types oftests are the essay type, the objective, the mathematical problem type and theoral examination type.' (p. 56) For all practical purposes, the entire text
deals with the design, construction, evaluation and use of tests comprised of
standard paper and pencil test items.

This pattern of dominance of one form of assessment is seen repeatedly inthe textbooks that introduce educators to the assessment process. Please notethat our only purpose is to establish the clear dominance of a certain pointof view. We do not claim that these texts address only this one form ofassessment. To their credit, text authors expand the paradigm to include
tests from two key sources--teachers and professional test developers. Otherevidence, however, suggests that the dominant paradigm is much narrower inscope.

For instance, an examination of research and scholarly writings in thefield reveals a clear narrowing of the scope to a focus on the standardized
tests developed for and used in large-scale testing programs (i.e., for
accountability purposes). For instance, until very recently, nearly all major
studies of testing in the schools focussed on the role of standardized tests(Goslin, 1967; Lortie, 1975; Airasian, et al, 1977; Stets and Beck, 1979;Rudman, et al, 1980; Salmon-Cox, 1981; Sproul and Zubrow, 1982; Kellaghan, etal, 1982; Fyans, 1985; and Tollefson, et al, 1985). Further, in a recent
special issue of the Journal of Educational Measurement (Burstein, 1983) onthe "state of the art integrating testing and instruction," the editor
introduced the issue as follows:

Linking testing and instruction is a fundamental and enduring concern
in educational practice...Fundamental questions about how well
achievement test items reflect both student knowledge and the contentof instruction are clearly at the heart of the matter...(yet1 The
contributors [to this special issue( were asked to limit their
conception of achievement testing to include standardised achievementtests, curriculum embedded or locally developed domain-referenced and
proficiency tests, and state assessments. Thus, teacher made
tests...were aystematically excluded. (p. 99, emphasis added)
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A review of the four most recent volumes of that uame journal conducted by
Stiggins and Bridgeford (1985) revealed that nearly all reports dealing with
the measurement of achievement dealt with topics relevant to the use of
objective paper and pencil tests and a vast majority of those focused on
topics most relevant to standardized- -not teacher- made-- tests.

But the final end perhaps most telling piece of evidence that standardized
tests dominate curtent thought about educational measurement is the fact that
the only written standards on acceptable testing practice are the RevisedStandards for Educational and Psychological Tests (APR, 1984) which detail the
ethical responsibilities of publishers of standardised paper and pencil
tests. No such standards exist for teacwir -made tests. No such standards
exist for tests relying on other than paper and pencil test items.

Utility of the Dominant Paradigm

The extreme dominance of this conceptualisation of educational measurement
over the past four decades is testimony to its utility. As Coffman (1983) and
Calfee and Drum (1976) point out, it has afforded education an image of
scientific precision and ultimately has fostered a tradition of scientific
inquiry in educational research and psychometric theory. Politically, it has
given educational measurement a visible role in documenting the effectivenessof schools in our society. The coin of the rvale in determining the value of
schools is clearly the standardized test score.

However, it is the premise of this paper that the cost of providing only
outcome measures of school effectiveness research hex been very high,
partionlarly in terms of the contribution of educatig.-

. measurement to
research and development in teaching and learning. As the roseatch summarized
below will reveal, the kind of measurement referenced under the dominant
paradigm represents only a small fraction of the assessment that impacts thequality of schooling and impact of schools on students. Unfortunately,
however, due to our narrow vision of measurement research, we know little
about the nature, role, or quality of the remaining assessment. One price wehave paid for our concentration on large-slale standardized paper and pencil
tests of achievement is that we have negleJted research on teacher-developed
classroom assessment.

This neglect has led us to a crucial conflict for the field of educational
measurement as we proceed through the decade of school improvement. One
potential role for measurement is as a process variable, in School
improvement. That is, measurement could be considered one of those skills
like classroom management that can be the focus of research and training.
Teachers might be trained to measure better so classroom assessment is
improved and the quality of overall instruction is improved.

Or, measurement might serve as an outcome variable, providing the index bywhich we measure the success of other instructional improvement efforts. Thv
dominant paradigm casts measurement in this role--an accountability role, apassive role. So we concentrate our resources on ensuring the quality of
standardized outcome measures.



Me are unable to do otherwise, because we know little about classroom
assessments nor how they might be improved. To illustrate, Clark and Peterson
!1985) after reviewing all available research on the relationship between
teacher behavior and student achievement, are able to draw conclusions aboutonly one small facet of effective teacher-developed assessment practices--the
management of oral questioning during recitation or discussion. It is equally
troubling to have those most deeply immersed in the vast and growing body of
research on teaching conclud, In general, the kinds of tests we use are
inconsistent with, and in many cases irrelevant to, the realities of
teaching.° (Shulman, 1980, emphasis in oriOnal).

Lazar - !orris, et al (1980) conclues their comprehensive review of research
on testing in the schools as follows:

In-class assessments made by individual teachers have yet to be
examined in depth. Sow these and other assessments are united
with teacher instruAional decision-making processes and how they
affect classroom organisation and time allocation to other
objectives are areas that should be explored. Teachers place
greater reliance on, and have more confidence in, the results of
their own judgments of student performance, but little is known
about (these) kinds of activities. (p. 24-25)

The unfortunate consequence of this neglect is that the measurement field
missed a golden opportunity to Islay a key role in school improvement through
better classroom assessment.

Focus of the Review

The purpose of this paper is to summarise what is currently known about
classroom assessment in the hope the; it will foster further movement toward a
broadening of the dominant view of educational measurement and thus expand our
measurement's role in the process of school improvement. Three bodies of
research are reviewed. First, we explore for insights into classroom
assessment arising out of the body of knowledge on testing in the schools.
Then we turn to the growing collection of studies on teacher decision making
for insights as to the nature and quality of assessments used in decisionmaking. And finally, we will turn to available ethnographies of classroom
assessment fir material descriptive of classroom assessment. In each case, we
explore their implications for teacher training in educational measurement.
In conclusion, we will look beyond available information to a series of as yet
unanswered questions about classroom assessment, and will explore implications
for future measurement research.

13
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INSIGHTS ?RON RESEARCH ON TESTING

Although research on testing in the schools has tended to concentrate onthe role of standardized tests, a few of these studies provide insights into
the nature of the c.asarcom assessment environment. These studies are
reviewed in this section, focusing specifically on what they tell us about the
relative importance of various types of assessment, assessment processes in
the classroom, the quality of classroom assessments, and prevailing teacher
and student attitudes about assessment.

Relative Importance of Assessment Types,

Studies of testing in the -chools tells us that teachers rely on their o.aassessments as the primary source of information on student achievement. Thefollowing report of research by Korine-Dershimer (1979) and Joyce (1979a,b)
depicts the importance testers attach to their own measurements:

Norine-Derehimer and Joyce observed the reactions of the teachers
when a set of domain-referenced diagnostic tests that the state
had mandated was leturned for each of the classroom teachers'
use. Performance of each pupil was keyed to each objective and,
if pupils were low, the printout specified what kind of
curriculum materials could be used to remediate the deficiency.
The investigators waited until two weeks after the tests had come
back to interview the teachers because they wanted to study how
teacbers' conceptions of their pupils had changed since the
beginning of the year, especially after this marvelous new set of
information had arrived. It turned out, however, that not a
single one of the ten teachers tad looked at those test results.
They simply did not find them useful. They were convinced that
they already knew sore about their students than any one of those
tests could possibly detect. Most of the teachers did not
believe the test' )of any value at all. (Shulman, 1980, p. 68)

Studies conducted at the Center for the Study of Evaluation (Herman and
Dot:. Stemma, 1982 and Yell, 1980) suggest that, depending on grade level, a
third to three-quarters of assessments used in classrooms are teacher
developed. Other 'tudies reveal quite clearly that those assessments includefat more Tilan collections of paper and pencil test items. For example, Hermanand Dort -Stemma (1982) report, nearly every survey respondent reported that'my own observations and students' classwork' was a crucial or important
source of information." In another study, Salmon-Cox (1981) concludes,"overwhelmingly, we found hat teachers, when talking of how they assess their
students, most frequently mention 'observation'. Clearly this favored teacher
technique is quite different from the kind of information provided by
standardized tests." And Nellaghan, Nadaus and Airasian (1982) point out"standardised test information appears to represent an auxiliary or secondarycriterion in (instructional) judgment, since teachers were nearly unanimous instating that the most commonly reported grouping criteria were the teachers'
own observations and tests."
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In fact, Stiggins and BridgofJrd (1985) surveyed 228 teachers across the
nation to determine preferential use of various assessment types. Each
teacher was asked to distribute 100 points across four types of assessment
(teacher-made objective tests, standardized tests, structured performance
(behavioral) assessments, and spontaneous observations) to convey the relative
importance of each type. Although there were some differences as a function
for assessment purpose, grade level and subject, teachers assigned an average
of 34 points to their own objective tests, 26 points to structured performance
assessments (preplanned observation and judgment strategies), 21 points to
spontaneous observations and judgments and 19 points to published tests
(including curriculum embedded and standardised tests). Salmon -Cox (1981)
foLnd that, of 87 high school teachers she interviewed, 44% reported using
their own tests for evaluating students, while 30% need interaction, 21%
relied on homework, 61 used observation and none reported using standardized
tests.

These data suggest that, if our goal is to ensure quality assessment its
the classroom, we need to focus research on understanding the quality of
assessments relied on by teachers. We have not done so. Heartel, et al
(1984) reviewed recent summaries of available research on testing and
concluded as follows:

From the results summarized, it can be seen that the majority of
information currently available on perceptions of testing in
schools focuses on teachers' attitudes toward nom-referenced,
standardized testing. Far less information is available on
students' perceptions of and attitudes toward the tests they take
throughout their academic lives. (p. 7)

Airasian (1984a) echoes this view:

If the present state of knowledge makes it difficult to describe
the full complexity of classroom assessment, it does not prevent
us from making some generalizations which are useful in focusing
concern and pros!dbm3 guideposts for discussion. In spite of a
great deal of work which has been done on classroom assessment in
recent years, distinctions auong the varied purposes of classroom
assessment have not always been identified or articulated. (p. 8)

The Nature of Assessment Processes

Despite the neglect, measurement research has been able to provide some
insight into the nature of classroom assessment. We know, for instance, that
classroom assessment environments are designed and constructed by teachers who
have had little formal training in assessment (Ward, 1982; Coffman, 1983).
Many have had no formal course work and most no insorvice training in the
subject. Further, the analysis of textbooks discussed in the introductory
section of this paper noting the emphasis on objective testing issues suggests
that the training conducted was narrow in focus. Analyses by Stinnet (1969),
Moeller (1979) and Burdin (1982), reveal no requirements that teachers be
trained in testing to be certified.
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In spite of an apparent lack of formal training, however, teachers are
able to employ a wide range of measurement strategies. This point was clearly
established in the previous section. However, Stiggins and Bridgeford (1985)
provide further amplification of teacher use of assessment methods by
exploring the importance *leachers attach to different forms of assessment as
purpose, grade level and subject matter varies. They conclude that this
sample group of teachers are quite consistent in the assessment methods they
use across purposes. As purpose varies from diagnosis, to grouping to
grading, etc. the relative importance teachers attach to different forms of
assessment remains quite constant. Further, of the 228 teachers surveyed,
less than 5% reported teking any action toward revising their current testing
patterns.

However, there is evidence of fundamental differences in the nature of
assessment as grade increases. For instance, Herman and Dort -Breams (1982)
report that 75% of the tests used by the over 350 high school teachers they
surveyed were teacher developed, while the over 400 elementary,teachers relied
sore heavily on curriculum embedded tests (tests included in text materials).
Stiggins and Bridgefocd (1985) rakoct that when assigning grades, relative
importance of different types of assessment changes with grade level: As
grade level increases., the weight given to objective tests and structured
performance assessment goes up, while that given to published tests and
spontaneous observations and judgments goes down. (p. 10)

Stiggins and Sridgeford (1985) also report differences in the relative
importance of different assessment processes as a function of school subject.
Math and science teachers, as expected, tend to rely most heavily on paper and
pencil objective tests, while teachers focusing on communication skills
(writing and speaking) rely more heavily on structured observations and
professional judgments.

Airasian (1984b) summarises other dimensions of classroom assessment which
have been researched.

There appear to be two sets of characteristics measured in
classrooms--scholastic variables and social variables (Airasian.
Kellaghan A Madaus, 1977/ Herbert, 1974/ Pedulla, Airasian and
Madaus, 1980).

o The relative importance assigned to these two factors varies
with grade level, with social factors seen as more important in
elementary school (Salmon-Cox, 1981).

o Teachers size up' students as individuals and group very
quickly and these initial estimates remain quite stable (gist,
1970; Airasian, Kellaghan a Madaus, 1977).

o Students appear sensitive to these early teacher assessments,
learn their positions in the pecking order' of the class and
respond accordingly (Morrison and McIntyre, 1969; Rist, 1970).



o Teachers interact differently with students they perceive to be
of high or low ability (Brophy and Good, 1974).

o Teachers can accurately predict student test perfozsance and
thus use standardised test results to corroborate their own
judgments (Sellaghan, Nadaus and Airasian, 1982).

Three in-depth studies have been conducted of the characteristics of
teacher-made tests. Fleming and Chambers (1983) report the results of an
analysis of well over 300 teacher-made paper and pencil tests, and Stiggins
and Bridgeford (1985) report the characteristics of teacher-developed
structured performance assessments. Fleming and Chambers drew these
conclusions about teachers' paper and pencil tests:

First, teachers use short-answer questions most frequently in
their test makiag. Second, teachers, even English teachers,
generally avoid essay questions, which represent slightly more
than 1 percent of all test items reviewed. Third, teachers use
more matching it than multiple-choice or true-false items.
Fourth, teachers devise more test questions to sample knowledge of
f...tcts than any of the other behavioral categories studied. Fifth,
when categories related to knowledge of terms, knowledge of facts,
and knowledge of rules and principles are combined, almost 80
percent of the test questions reviewed focus on these areas.

Sixth, teachers develop few questions to test behaviors that can
be classified as ability to make applications. Seventh,
comparison across school levels shows that junior high school
teachers use more questions to tap knowledge of terms, knowledge
of facts, and knowledge or rules. and principles than elementary or
senior high school teachers do. Almost 94 percent of their
questions address knowledge categories, contrasted with 69 percent
of the senior high school teachers' questions and 69 percent of
the elementary school teachers' questions. (p. 32)

In another study, Carter (1984) studied the test development skills of 310
high school teachers and reports that teachers had great difficulty
recognising items written to measure specific skills--especially higher order
thinking skills. She also reports that teachers learned to write original
items at higher skill levels very slowly and felt insecure about their test
making capabilities.

. In their research on teachers use of performance assessment, Stiggine and
Bridgeford (1985) explore those assessments in which "students are called upon
to apply the skills and knowledge they have learned...(through the] completion

. of a specified task in the context of a real or simulated assessment
exercise...(in which] the process or product completed by the examinee is



observed and rated by the teacher" (p. 5). Over three quarters of the 228
teachers surveyed reported using this furs of assessment and described them asfollows. They tend to be:

o 'ally divided between evaluations of processes (students
performing as in speaking) and products created by students,

o scored both holistically and analytically but result in a single
grade being assigned,

o scored by the teacher rather than the student or a colleague,

o interpreted in criterion referenced terms--in terms of a
pre-established standard,

o public and preannounced rather than unobtrusive assessments, and

c are often used with little attention to assessment quality.

The Quality of Classroom Assessments

Research on testing in the schools has provided very little
information concerning the quality of teacher-developed assessments. And
that which is available is quite narrow in scope. For instance, we can
infer that same teacher-developed assessments have validity, since
teacher-based assessments allow same teachers accurately to predict
student performance on standardized achievemont tests Monaghan, et al,
1982; and ?yens, 1985). Further, teachers often feel their tests are
valid (Farr and Griffin, 1973).

However, there are some indications of potential quality problems.
For instance, Fleming and Chambers (1983) and Carter (1984) cite a needfor teachers to write better test items--particularly items that are less
ambiguous and take students beyond the simple recall of facts and
information. In additions Stiggins and Bridgeford (1985) report
inattention by teachers to those procedures that are likely to promote
valid and reliable performance assessment, such as clearly articulating
and communicating scoring criteria, defining acceptable levels of
performance, repeating observations, keeping written records and checking
judgments against other data such as test scores. Further, they found
that attention to these quality control steps increased as grade level
increased.

There is some preliminary evidence that teacher-developed tests are
very short i.e. contain a minimal number of items (Fleming and Chambers,1983). Test length can impact test reliability. It may also be that
some teachers are insensitive to the potential problems with their
assessments. A lack of knowledge of what might go wrong precludes (a)
test design to prevent pzoblems and (b) investigation to see if potential
problems in fact arose. Time pressures may also preclude careful test
design.



Gullickson's (1982 and 1985) studies of South Dakota teachers'
testing strategies further reinforce a lack of quality control
strategies. For example, few of she teachers surveyed compute summary
statistics needed to evaluate test performance; most limit test questions
to short answer and matching both of which test lower cognitive levels;
few teachers take time to improve their tests; and teachers usually reuse
items without careful item analysis. Overall, Gullickson concludes that
teachers do not know how to evaluate their test items; take necessary
steps to improve quality; or to accurately set criterion levels for
student performance. Further, they do not value statistical analysis of
test items as a helpful strategy in the classroom ( Gullickson, 1984a, 6).

Research on teaching has also provided some information on the
reliability of teachers' assessments. That research is discussed in a
later section.

Attitudes about Assessment

Although ;wet research on testing in the schools has focused on attitudes
toward standardised tests, a few studies allow us to draw some conclusions
about both teacher and student attitudes about classroom assessment. Some of
those attitudes are reflected in the patterns of test use among. teachers.
Teachers value assessments that provide information relevant to the decisions
they may face. Salmon-Cox (1980) interviewed 35 elementary school teachers
who articulate same of those values. Teachers judge students even in the
absence of formally communicated information. They give social and background
characteristics greater emphasis than ability in classroom assessment. An
observation of students is the most frequently used mode of assessment for
these teachers. She would later conclude that teacher preference, in effect,
is for-continuous movies, with sound, while a test score or even a profile of
scores, is more akin to a black and white photograph. (Salmon-Cox, 1981)

Stiggins and Bridgeford (1985) explored teacher attitudes about testing by
asking teachers to Lidicate their concerns about various types of assessment.
By far the most frequently expressed

concern was uncertainty about how to
improve test quality and to manage the assessment environment. Although
teachers in this sample were not in the midst of changing their assessment
methods and were generally comfortable with their current procedures, they
consistently noted that they were interested in suggestions for improvement.

Student attitudes about standardized tests have been studied to some
extent, but again until very recently, researchers have expressed little
interest in exploring student perceptions of teacher-developed assessments.
One study of standardized tests included same student-directed questions about
classroom assessment. That was conducted by Stets and Beck (1979) and reports
that students are more concerned about teacher-made than standardized tests.
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Most think teacher-made tests are harder and twice as many get nervous before
a teacher-made test. Neartel's, et al (1984) analysis of questionnaire
responses of over 600 high school students provides a more comprehensive
perspective. They conclude that

Students conceive of tests as limited to formal, paper-and-pencil
assessments, usually asking objective questions, and quite
separate from ongoing instruction. The purpose of testing is
primarily to assign marks and grades. While students consider
tests important and are willing to work to earn high scores, they
see tests as requiring mostly memorisation, perhaps to the
detriment of other types of learning.

Students understand that Were should be more to schooling
outcomes than answering multiple-choice questions; over half
recognise that many important ideas are not tested at all.
Nonetheless, while students may feel that they know more than
their test scores show, they are most comfortable with the
familiar true-false and objective types of items; they dislike
testing formats that require more extensive response. (p. 29)



INSIGHTS FROM RESEARCH ON TEACHING

Research on teaching has focused on relationships between teacher behavior
and student outcomes, relationships bcuween student behavior and learning,
classroom processes, and the cognitions of both students and teachers as
instruction procewda (Shulman, 1985). Vile purposes of this research have been
to explicate those models of teaching that help us better understand theteaching and learning process so teacher training experiences can be designed
to maximise teacher effectiveness.

Although contemporary research on teaching has not focused specifically on
effective classroom assessment, this body of research does provide some
interesting and useful insights to supplement what research on testing has
shown us about the natu tof the classroom assessment environment. Recent
summaries of research 4 teaching compiled by Shavelson and Stern (1981),
Clark and Peterson (19 4) and Shulmaa (1985) instruct us in two specific
areas. First, these summaries provide a window into teacher decision asking
processes, allowing us to see the complexity of the teacher's classroom
assessment task. Second, we can 'see this window to explore the nature and
role of assessment before, during and after instruction. From this vantage
point, we can see the great challenges teachers face in accurately assessing
student characteristics.

As we look at measurement in the classroom and in research on coaching, we
will point out implications for measurement research, development and training.

The Complexity of Classroom Assessment

Research on teaching tells us that assessment is unquestionably one of the
most complex and important tasks faced by teachers. Each investigation of the
teaching process arises out of a model or conceptualisation of teaching and
learning. Literally every model of effective teaching requires that teachers
base their Instructional decisions an some knowledge of student
characteristics. We begin to comprehend the complexity of classroom
assessment as we explore the range mid frequency of the decisions teachers
sake and the plethora of student characteristics they must consider in making
those decisions.

Investigations of classroom practices have tended to focus on three skijor
types of decisions, each placing significantly different measurement demandson teachers. These have been labeled preinstruction (proactive, planning)
decisions, interactive decisions (made during instruction), and post
instructional decisions. Shavelson and Stern (1981) summarise 30 studies of
teacher decision making, identifying the type of instructional decision
teachers faced in each and the salient cues those teachers considered in
making those decisions. Salient cues represent specific student
characteristics considered. Sixty-six such cues were listed across all
studies. If we classify these cues as representing academic, social, orpersonality student characteristics, and employ the preinstructional,
interactive and postinstructional categories to group decisions, and cross the



two classes as in Table 1, what results is a frequency count reflecting (1)
the extent to whilth teachers must be able to measure more than academic
achievement and (2) how factors considered vary as a function of the nature of
the decision.

TABLE 1
Frequency of student characteristics reported in
research by type and decision context studies

(adapted from Shavelson and Stern, 1981)

Decision Context
Characteristic Planning During

Instruction
After

Instruction
Total

Academic 15 11 2 28

3ocial 5 15 3 23

Personal 6 4 5 15

Total 26 30 10 66

When faced with planning decisions, greatest reliance was placed on
academic and ability variables as antecedent variables. Decisions made during
instruction had antecedent° in social interaction along with academics while
decisions rendered after considered a variety of salient cues. Clearly
teachers must measure more than achievement.

A Closer Look

Available research also allows a closer look at classroom assessment by
concentrating on those studies focusing specifically on teachers' decision
making during instruction (interactive decisions). Same of the other student
characteristics considered by teachers according to this research are listed
below. These too give testimony to the complexity of classroom assessment.

Social Characteristics

Disrupciveness
Work habits
Classroom behavior

Consideration of others
Group Mood
Participation

Involvement
History of deviant behavior
Behavior
Peer relations
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Personal Characteristics

Motivation
Self-confidence
Sex

Determination
Openness to new ideas
Sense of humor

Activity level
Attentiveness
Attitudes
Fax ly background
Heulth
Personality

Cooperativeness
Maturity
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But perhaps the most important point arising from the above lists frog a
measurement perspective is that these factors are not just considered in
managing disruptive behavior. They play a role in planning instruction,
managing interactive exchanges and in evaluative judgments about students.
Further, when teachers gather information about these factors, they have no
published standardised tests to rely on. They are left to their own devices,
with little support or training. More about that later.

Most models of interactive decision making (during instruction) have the
teacher observing some form of student behavior or performance and comparing
it to a standard to see if the sample is within tolerance (Finger, 1977;
Shaveleon i Stern, 1981; Clark and Peterson, 1985). These decisions occur
frequently. For instance, Clark and Peterson (1985) synthesised six studies
and concluded that teachers make an interactive decision on the average of
every two minutes. To understand the measurement implications of this pace
and the importance for learners, consider the fact that half of these
decisions have antecedent thoughts on the part of the teacher based on
concerns about the learner, including comparisons of behavior, etc. with
expectations or standards (Clark and Peterson, 1985; and Harland, 1977). In
this context, the teacher must either assess very rapidly with validity and
reliability or rely on an existing reservoir of valid and reliable
information. Surely this is an assessment demand unparalleled in other
professions.

As if interactive decision making were not complex enough, we must also
consider the pre- and poet -instructonal decisions teachers face. Planning is
a complex enterprise for teachers. In this case, however, the research holds
a surprise. Work conducted by Zaharik (1975), Finger (1977), and others
(summarised by Clark and Peterson, 1985) reveals that teachers do not tend to
focus on assessments of student characteristics when they plan. Nor do they
focus on goals and objectives. The instructional activity is most often the
planning unit. Teachers focus on activities and content--what they will du
and cover. Shulman (1985) explores the implications of these data for
measurement aind evaluation:

For years, those of us in educational research, especially in
evaluation and measurement, have been insisting that teachers
learn to think straight educationally. By that we mean they have
to learn to think of outcomes stated in terms of behavioral
objectives. However, if generations of practioners do not think
in such a way, an alternative consideration might be that there is
something adaptive in focusing instead on activities and content
covered.

Teachers appear not to evaluate their day-to-day activity In terms
of general assessments of achieved outcomes, but rather attend to
variations in student involvement. When we ask teachers, 'What
did you achieve todayiritirtharinclined to say, "Well, we
covered three more pages of math, and the kids were really
involved.. We then become critical and berate teachers for not
thinking in terms of objectives--which ones they achieved and
which not. I believe we have to treat the teachers' observations
as data rather than as sources for blame. That is how teachers
evaluate what they do. When they plan their instruction, they
plan for such things as grouping, pacing, and involvement. (p. 70)
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This tendency on the part of teachers to focus on accomplishments may also
have implications for the evaluation of students. Although no research has
addressed this issue specifically, it may be that in grading, teachers rely
more heavily on what the student has done--tasks completed --and less heavily
on the quality of work or what was learned as a result of the experience.
More about this later.

When teachers do focus on student characteristics during planning, it is
often only early in the year and it is done very quickly and efficiently.
Calderhead (1983) and Salmon-Cox (1980) point out that experienced teachers
become very proficient at using available information to understand their new
class almost before it arrives in the classroom. However, these rapid
conclusions based on scant data can have detrimental effects. Peterson and
Barger (in press) suggest that teachers may become fixed on initial
impressions and use subsequent data to maintain a consistent picture of thestudent. That is, it may be difficult for a student to break down an initial
incorrect impression--one that was based on unreliable, inaccurate information.

Dealing with Complexity

Given this impressive array of decision contexts and student
characteristics, how do teachers proceed? The research on teaching provides
acme clues. For instance, Simon (1957) suggests that, when faced with an
overload of information to process, teachers simplify their view of reality,
thus creating a manageable task. Teachers find algorithms and heuristics that
allow them to process and store information parsimoniously, often as a reflexaction.

For example, teachers may reduce the number of assessments to be conducted
by tapping groups rather than individual data. Dahlof and Lundgren (1970)
found teachers identifying a 'steering group° --a select subset of students in
the class whom they could check tax for reliable information on whether to
repeat instruction or proceed to the next topic. Jackson (1968) illustrates
the nature of some of the group cues teachers zero in on to evaluate whether
instruction is working:

Oh, look at their faces...they look alert, they look interested,
they look questioning. They look loke they're anxious to learn
more about it...And other times you know you haven't done a good
job when they look blab or disinterested or (show an) I don't care
attitude.

A theatrical sense is something that you can't learn, but a good
actor can sense his audience. He knows when a performance is
going well or not going well, simply by the feeling in the air.
And it's that way in the classroom. You can feel when the kids
are resistant. (p. 122)

As mentioned earlier, it appears that teachers gather information very
quickly and form it into impressions of student ability very early in the
school year (Calderhead, 1983). And once those judgments are made assessment
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of ability ceases leaving those impressions solidly in place and allowing theteacher to move on to other aspects of the complex assessment task. There isalso evidence that teachers turn to characteristics that are most easily
measured such as social behavior and task completion which often become ascrucial as achievement in classroom assessment Miner and Rukia, 1974). And,as research on testing showed us in the previous section, when teachers
measure achievement, they focus on those levels of achievement most
efficiently measured, such as recall of facts (Fleming and Chambers, 1983).

Row successful are teachers at dealing with the complexity of the
'assessment environment? As both Rudman et al. (1980) and Shavelson and Stern(1981) clearly indicate, teachers' decision asking strategies are the focus of
an increasing number of studies. Shavelson and Sterns' (1981) literaturereview on teachers' pedagogical judgments, decisions and behaviors provides a
thorough egamination of the research being currently undertaken in this areaof inquiry. Outcomes from this review plUs a number of additional studies,
briefly summarized here, indicate the diversity of information on teacher
decision makingand judgment processes--issues at the heart of the
instructional and evaluative role of the teacher.

Shavelson, Caldwell and Isu (1977), for example, conducted a
laboratory-based experiment to determine whether teachers reconsider their
initial estimates of student abilities when presented with new information and
if they considered the reliability of information when making judgments. Theoutcomes of this study indicated that teachers revised estimates of students
when presented with new and differing information and that teachers showed
appropriate sensitivity to the reliability of information sources. Similarly,a number of other studies noted in Rudman, et al. (1980) comment equally
favorably on teachers' ability to correctly judge students' ability and
successfully estimate students' performance on standarised tests.

Other studies, however, recount numerous problems in teachers' judgments.
For example, Brophy and Good (1970) concluded that teachers' expectations ofstudents clearly correlated with differential patterns of interaction between
teacher and student. After coding the behavior of teachers and students, the
researchers note that teachers consistently favored the highs over the lags in
demanding and reinforcing quality performance. Students perceived with high
expectations were more frequently praised when correct and less frequently
criticized when incorrect or unable to respond. A later study of this samenature Good and Brophy (1978) verified similar outcomes and also indicated
that teachers were totally unaware of their different levels of interchange
with students who they judged to have different abilities. Weinshank (1980),in a multi-phased investigation of the clinical problem-solving skills of
reading and learning disabil:cy specialists, discovered surprisingly low
diagnostic and remedial reliability among specialists. Wienshank noted thatthe mean agreement betweer any two clinicians on a given case (0.08), was no
more than would have occurred if it were a chance occurrence. Surprisingly,clinicians were almost as unlikely to agree with themselves when presented
with a replicate case, as they were with other clinicians. Rudman, it al
(1980) also recount similar investigations that substantiate low reliability
in diagnostic evaluations of students by reading specialists. The studies by



Weinshank and others provide some of the most conclusive evidence of problems
with teachers' ability to diagnose students' skills and, hence, with the
accuracy of their judgments. As Shavelson and Stern 01981) point out,
teachers' assessments of behavior are the critical factor in determining
instructional decisions and 'Teachers' judgments about students, for example,
and not the original information about students, appear to be the basis for
decision making' (p. 475). Research by Oil and Freeman (1980), also confirms
the inadequacy of teachers' judgment procedures in natural as well as
laboratory settings. After observing and interviewing ten teachers, the
researcher concluded that teachers clearly lacked 'information- processing
strategies to make complete, specific diagnoses.' ( Shavelson & Stern, 1981,
p. 477)

Although most of these foregoing studies on decision making (with the
exception of Oil's work) were conducted in laboratory settings, the gradual
incorporation of naturalistic observation in classrooms has not yet provided
more encouraging results on teachers' assessment accuracy. Whitmer (1983), in
studying the judgment process of five elementary school teachers during
marking, found an emphasis on completion of tasks rather than quality of
outcomes in teachers' procedures. 'The factor of completion, or the filling
in of columns across the teachers' record book, appeared to carry a heavier
weight than the quality of completed work.' (p. 26) Teachers failed to
consider the level of difficulty of tasks in grading students or to weight
various tasks or assignments in deriving summative grades. Teachers' emphasis
on expediency and sisplicf:ty in grading, often at the expense of careful
discrimination about student work, further reinforces the assumption that
teachers' practices in evaluating students lack rigor and possibly
appropriateness.

Again, these findings from research on teaching are preliminary, arising
from a few studies which focus on a narrow set of subjects and grades. Very
few teachers have been studied with respect to the reliability of their
assessments and judgments. But there exists at least the danger of fallible
assessment information--especially in the assessment and decision-making worli
described in this research. And it this case, the impact will be on the
achievement and academic and personal self-concept of an individual learner.

Classroom Bthnographies

Bthnographies of the schools have focused particularly on interactions in
multicultural classrooms. Many of these studies have investigated teacher
decision making, particularly the role of ethnicity and culture in the
evaluation of students' informal classroom behavior and their performance onassignA tasks. More recent work has also considered classrooms in which the
children and the teacher all have similar cultural backgrounds, but in whichthe interactional messages from teacher still present difficult decoding
challenges to the students.

Although ethnographers have not addressed assessment in the terms familiar
to and used by assessment researchers, their studies of classroom interaction



are directly relevant to assessment research. They have, for example, studied
'teacher assessment of the intellectual competence of children on the basis of
social performances, including

(1) the cues teachers employ to make judgments of
competencee.g., how children talk, listen, sit, respond to
procedural instructions...; (2) the relative differentiation of
the teacher's typolom of children in the class--the range of
taxons or dimensions of contrasts in the teacher's cognitive map
of the kind of students in the class; and (3) the relative
stability of the teacher's typology over time: (Erickson, 1977,
p. 64)

In this section, we explore some of the results of these studies and their
implications for decision assessment.

Crosscultural Studies. Pioneering work in this area was undertaken by
rebov (1970, 1972) and focused first on oral standardised testing situation .
He found that most black children performed very poorly on such tests, tracing
the problem to cultural attitudes toward the test situation. Ethnographers
argued that the children's extremely verbal behavior in unmonitored or less
structured classrooe ltuations belied these negative evaluation of language
and cognitive ability and suggested that the testing situation itself was an
uncontrolled factor in standardised testing.

These ethnographic studios have long since led to study of less formal
classroom testing techniques and general classroom interaction. In many cases
researchers have :.yoovered explanations for school failure in mismatches
between culturally determined behavior patterns that the children bring to the
classroom frol their homes and comrunities and those prevailing in the
classroom. In monocultural classrooms as well they have found that failure to
understand the teacher's norms and codes of interaction have been misdiagnosed
as failure to comprehend instructural content.

Classroom ethnographies usually focus on verbal interaction between
teachers and students. Ethnographers of schooling have frequently studied
question and answer sequences because classroom teachers often test children
by asking questions. This strategy demands that individual children perform
for their teacher and the class, demonstrating their knowledge as succinctly
or as expansively as poisible, depending on the particular exercise. This
type of interaction requf:as that the children be willing--in fact eager --to
display their talents before others and that they be prepared to risk failure
before their peers as an acceptable route to learning.

Parental standards for polite behavior serve as children's models for
interactional success. These standards may or may not be cong.went with those
expected by and promulgated by the schools. As Heath (1982 an: 1983) has
shown, incongruities may be recognised by the children, who adapt if they can,
at the danger of acting in an inappropriate fashion when at home. Adaptacion
may prove too difficult, if the expected behavior is embarrassing to them
personally or damaging to their relationships with peers. Or children may
simply fail to recognise or understand the behavior expected of them and
continue to adhere to their own cultural patterns.



For instance, known-answer questioning in the classroom has proven
unsuccessful with American Indian children. In fact, teachers and
ethnographic researchers working with many different tribes report that any
form of classroom interaction that singles out one pupil to act as performer
seems doomed to failure (Philips 1972, Dupont and Wax 1969). These children
are reluctant to read aloud and, if forced, will be accompanied by thu
whispered recitation of their classmates, who supply the text, should the
speaker stumble over an unknown word. Rather than vying with one another in
assessment contexts, Indiun students more often tend to function solidly as a
group, aiding fellow students by providing difficult answers or distracting
the teacher's attention from an individual in danger of reprinaud.

Oral speaking style has also been the subject of considerable study.
Cooley (1979) studied American Indian students enrolled in a freshman college
speech communications class and uncovered an approach to public disarms's that
was very much at odds with the instructor's model of persuasive speech.' The
instructor regularly failed Indian students because their speeches were not
organised around a single central topic, nor did they make arguments
substantiating their point of view or draw connections between apparently
unrelated remarks. lather, the Indian students presented a series of
arguments relating to their topic, some substantiating and some contradicting
each other. The listener was left to draw connections among them; no point of
view was articulated by the student speaker. Performance criteria were either
unclear for students or out of reach.

Cooley extended his inquiry to the Indian Iommunity, attending public
meetings and pow-wows. There he discovered the models for the students'
classroom speeches. Tribal leaders did not interpret information for their
audience; they presented all the known facts and deferred decision to the
group after all the presentors had been heard. He concluded that

It is the role of the listener to put that information together
and to arrive at a conclusion about its worth or about how it
applies to the subject at hand. Any overt marking of the
relationship between topics, whether by the use of transition
devices or of cohesive devices, could be construed as an attempt
to lead the audience toward a decision, and that would be improper
(p. 557).

A study of a very different population yielded analogous findings.
Michaels and Cook- Dumpers (1979) studied oral storytelling in a first grade
classroom and found that white children attempted to construct their stories
using a 'topic-centered' style in which all description is subordinated to anddirectly related to a single, central point. However, black students tended
to construct stories that were 'topic - chained'. Topic-chained stories are
constructed of a series of comments, each with its own topic; the connections
between them are not made explicit. Failing to understand this difference,
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the white teacher frequently ilterrupted the students before they came to the
point at which the various elements would tie together. The researche. foundthat

For the white children in the class, who already have more
elements of the scheme for topic-centered style, the teacher is
better able to collaborate with them and so build on their
narrative intentions. With the black children, an the other hand,
the teacher's questions lack the rhythmic synchrony and therefore
must ofteen be seen by the children as interruptions. Most
importantly, the teacher's comments do not build on what the child
already knows and so provide the necessary guidance and
synchronized collaboration that would lead to the acquisition of
an expanded, lexicalized, topic-centered style (p. 658).

Watson-Gegeo and Boggs (1977) found that yet another model for narrative
style among native Hawaiian children caused similar evaluation problems.

Cooley's, Michaels and Cook-Guapore, and Watson-Gegeo and Boggs' studies
of oral style all illustrate the importance of ethnographic research for
correctly analyzing student behavior upon which assessment is based. In
cross-cultural classrooms effective teaching may be blocked by lack of shared
assumptions about behavior, leading to student resistance and student
failure. Saville-Troike (1980) has characterized the importance of this
work: When the differences are' understood, they may be used as an
educational base; when they are not, they create a formidable barrier tolearning (and assessment, we might WM.

Single culture Studies. In addition to thescrosscmltural studies, anumb, Jf ethnographers have undertaken research in single culture
classrooms. They seek to ask the question of how teachers communicate with
their students and how they make--or fail to make--their assessment criteria
clear. In ethnographic terms, what is the 'code' of the classroom society,how do members of this classroom culture acquire the code, and what are the
implications of failure to completely command it? This work suggests stronglythat teacher evaluation of students may be based not only on the students'
comprehension of instructional content, but also on their ability to
comprehend behavioral signals.

Gearing and Epstein (1982) undertook a microithnography of a four-student
remedial reading group, finding that the teacher's best intentions at
fairhandedness and positive motivation for the four students in fact served to
further differentiate the two high achieving students from the two low
achievers. In the case of this reading group, the key to success for students
was the ability to respond not only correctly, but in a precisely timed
fashion, judging when the teacher shifted from a monolog mode to a
question-asking mode. Given the opportunity to respond to a synonyms game,
the two higher achievers were successful, building, as the teacher had hoped,
their self-confidence and motivation to learn the words. Looking through theequalizing 'chance' factors the teacher had built into the game to make it
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'fair' for everyone, the ethnographers were able to observe consistent
patterns of minimal or no response an the part of the low achievers. In fact,
the game functioned to reinforce their failure. Gearing and Epstein refer to
this covert function of differentiation among the students as the 'hidden
curriculum' of the classroom--a key component of the classroom assessment
environment.

Mohan (1979, 1980, 1982) inquired extensively into the structure of
classroom events, particularly the shifts in behavior that are required as
instructional activities change. Although cast in different terms, he, too,
is describing a 'hidden curriculum'. Success in interactional routines such
as turn-taking, he argues, is a critical factor in assessment, regardless of
students' mastery of the material. Mohan (1982) contrasts the 'content' of
classroom instruction with the 'form'. A student may command the content
required by the teacher, but failure to wait one's turn or failure to bid to
answer are both assessed negatively.

If a student drovides correct content without proper form, the
student will be sanctioned. A history of such inappropriate
behavior can lead the teacher to treat the student negatively. If
a student attends to form without an equivalent concern for
content, that student loses opportunities to express knowledge. A
history of lost opportunities can lead a teacher to believe that a
student is inattentive, unexpressive, and the like. It is in this
arena that teachers' expectations are built up, and worked out
interactionally. (p. 80)

Nonverbal behaviors have also been the object of ethnographic study.
Schultz and Florio (1979) analyzed the social meaning of teacher movement
within a monocultural classroom, finding that it functioned as a signal that
activity and therefore behavioral expectations for the ea:dents were
undergoing dbanqe. Using videotapes, the researchers correlated a
kindergarten teacher's movement within the physical space of the classroom
with the changes in her agenda for student activities. In some of the
classroom activities, the students were expected to pay close attention to the
teacher; in others they were free to continue their private activities. They
found that the teacher used physical movement to indicate shift from, for
example, announcements to wocktime to cleanup time, and that students were
evaluated on their responsiveness to these shifts. The researchers found that:

A kindergartner's failure to interpret appropriately the social
meaning inherent in the teacher's calls, movement, and use of
space can qasckly contribute to the formation of a less than
promising 'institutional biography' for that child. Insight into
patterns of interaction operant in the classroom and the
children's behavior within them may enable teachers to reflect in
a more rich and differentiated way about the children whose
performance they are expected to assess (Shultz i Florio, 1979
p. 29-30).



TONARE1 A SYNTHESIS

We claimed at the outset that the firld of educational measurement has
given too little attention to understanding the assessment issues that
teachers face in classrooms on a day to day basis. To illustrate this point,
we have reviewed available research on testing to glean insights into
classroom assessment. The results of that review were disappointing. To
supplement, we turned to emerging research on teacher decision making and .

available classroom ethnographies for further insights. Still, the composite
picture is narrow in scope and out of focus.

Summary of the Review

Research on Testing. From the body of research on testing in the schools,
we know a grant deal about large-scale standardised testing for accountability
purposes. But in the classroom, we know only that such tests are of secondary
importance. We know that nearly all assessments used in the classroom
originate with the teacher, and that observation and judgment is an important
tool in that context.

Regarding the nature of the assessment process, research studies point out
that it Is carried out by teachers who typically have little formal training
in assessment and what training they have had is narrow in focus. Some data
surges! that assessment methods tend to remain the same for a teacher
regardless of the purpose, yet assessment methods change as grade and subject
matter changes. Research on classroom assessment suggests that both
scholastic and social criteria serve in evaluating students, and techers use
such information to form initial and lasting impressions of students. Both
students and teachers appear sensitive to those impressions !Ind behave
accordingly. One analysis indicates that teachers' paper and pencil tests are
short, objective, and measure recall. Another survey suggests that structured
performance assessments are used as formal assessments in schools.

However, we know little about the quality of these assessments. One
analysis suggests that teacher-developed test items are of poor technical
quality. Other studies indicate that teachers do not check the technical
quality of their tests and often do not attend to quality control procedures
in performance assessment.

We are able to draw only preliminary conclusions about attitudes regarding
teacher-developed tests. One study found a few elementary teachers valuing
social and family background characteristics more than ability in decision
making. Another found teachers generally comfortable with the assessments
they use, but concerned about improving their quality. A large-scale survey
of students revealed that they find 'menhir-developed tests more difficult and
take them more seriously than standardised tests. In another study, the
students reported that (a) tests do not help them know what to study, (b)
tests generally call for memorisation and (c) they prefer tests requiring
short rather than extended answers.



This is not a highly focused picture of teachers' assessment practices.
Decades of research an testing in the schools guided by the dominant paradigm
tells us little about the classroom assessment environment. Research on
teaching and learning-- particularly research on teacher decision making --adds
some detail to the picture, but not a great deal.

Research on Teaching. First and foremost, this research gives us a
first-hand look at the tremendous complexity of the classroom assessment
task. Teachers measure dozens cf student variables for a variety of reasons
and do so at an incredible pace. While planning instruction, teachers tend to
focus on activities to be accomplished rather than goals or outcomes. They dc
consider student characteristics early in the school year while sizing up the
class. Those fast impressions appear quite stable. During instruction,
teachers make interactive decisions about every two minutes. In most cases,
they consider student characteristics as antecedents to those decisions.
Decisions are also made after instruction (eg., grading, retention, etc.).
However, the research on teaching is surprisingly silent on assessment issues
in this domain.

Teachers use a variety of strategies to simplify the information
processing load of the classroom. Some gather information quickly, form
lasting impressions and move on to other tasks. Others focus on a select few,
in measuring key student factors and generalise to the class, and still others
gain efficiency in measurement by attending to easily counted factors--tasks
completed, behaviors exhibited, etc. When measuring achievement, many
teachers rely on short, easy to score objective tests of recall. There is
little evidence of the impact of these strategies on the quality of resultingdata.

Ethnographies of classrooms add a few other details to our picture of
classroom assessment. They suggest that discrepancies between the interaction
patterns students derive from home cultures and the cultural experience of the
teachers can bias assessment results. These studies also suggest that
teachers' performance criteria may not always be obvious to students. When
students are unaware of key social, scholastic and behavioral criteria, their
performance may suffer.

The Unmet Challenge

Although we know too little about classroom assessment, one point becomes
quite obvious: Teachers placed in the environment described above trained
only in the measurement methods described in standard measurement texts face
real difficulties. There are fundamental and far reaching differences between
the science of educational measurement and the assessment demands of the
teacher. We have been aware of these differences for decades and generations
of researchers have failed to address them. In 1938, goatee was encouraged to
see progressive trends moving beyond standardised tests to deeper measurementissues:

The discussion of (contemporary) movements practically fills the
testing literature, crowding out much of the former concern over
such quemtione as old-type vs. new-type tests, true/false vs.
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multiple choice tests, guessing vs. not guessing... The present
concern is with more fundamental issues; the novelty of the
objective and standardised tests has passed, the surface
attractiveness of carefully printed instruments has worn off, and
those workers who are now leading thinking are searching the test
movement to ascertain what fundamental values there are (p. 523).

Those educators were unable to reorient thinking. The measurement
paradigm in place today was to assume dominance with the accomplishments of
psychometricians during World War II.

Five years later, in 1943, Scates clearly articulated some of those
fundamental values by pointing out some of the key discrepancies between the
science of measurement an classroom assessment. We quote extensively from
that paper below, because these passages convey so vividly issues that seem to
have been neglected for so long. Scates reveals why we fall short if we train
teachers only in the methods of scientific meat cement:

It is important to recognise that the criteria of statistical
measurement are those of mathematica and the Laboratory; the criteria
of the teacher are those which serve to produce good citizens. The
two sets differ greatly in emphasis (p. 3).

In the main, science is concerned with abstracting a specific element
out of a complex: --with isolating a character that is common to a
group of objects, and freeing the character from restrictions of
immediate circumstance. The teacher's concern is !et the opposite.
He is working with variable individuals to build a variable product
(P. 3).

The scientist may be satisfied with a series of cross-sectional
observations; the teaches most be aware of continuing behavior. The
scientist is primarily analytical, seeking the elemental, the
universal, the permanent; the teacher is primarily constructive,
seeking to produce an artistic whole that is unique and changeful (p.
4).

The scientist is sleeking truth: Generalisation stripped of all
complicating factors, which cannot be overthrown by any amount of
subsequent investigation... The teaches is not cuarged with
producing a uniform product in Coto or in any particular trait...
Education is expected to be effective, but not to produce any one
thing (p. 5).

The scientist must be strictly uniform, insofar as he can, in his
observations. He most have an observational instrument which will
reflect the same trait or quality in every instance and in the hands
of every observer... The teacher, on the other band, with much
greater tolerance granted him, has no such interest in either
objectivity or precision... Impersonal observations may have a more
universal quality but they are also more barren... (Thus) the things
that science wants out of its observations the teaches wants in (p.
5-6, emphasis in original).
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Formal testing cannot be continuous, but the need for watchful
observation and interpretation (on the part of the teacher) is
continuous... Some tendencies (among students) are revealed by only
fleeting manifestations The teacher must detect changes in
attitude, in effort, in cooperative spirit as quickly as they begin
to manifest themselves... An author cannot wait until his book sells
to write the second chapter, an artist cannot wait until his picture
Is judged before deciding its composition; and a teacher cannot wait
until his pupil is tested before deciding what to do the next hour or
the next day (p. 7-8).

To the scientist, the trait measured by a test is uniform throughout
its range; to the teacher, growth presents stages of development.
This is a serious difference, for a test designed to reflect only
changes which can appropriately be represented on a linear scale
cannot describe ritb acceptable fidelity those changes which take
place through a series of differing forms of manifestation. New
factors appear as each new developmental stage is reached and certain
old factors drop out or change in importance...floc example)
Reading ability is a complex of many elemental abilities; one egge
differs greatly from another, and the factors which it is necessary
to evaluate in estimating the satisfactoriness of development in one
level may not be factors which it is important to assess when
appraising another level (p. 9-10).

The test maker who begins his thinking with the teacher's problems
and utilizes principles where they will aid, without
letting the principles warp his product out of conformity to the
practical needs, is bridging the gap between the two situations. But
the test maker or the textbook writer who approaches the problem of
appraisal by asserting his convictions that all units on a scale must
be equal, that a test must be objective, highly reliable, and
statistically valid... is just not focusing the practical problem
(p. 13).

This review of available research on testing and in fact a review of
current training in assessment (for teachers and graduate students) reveals
that we have still not met this challenge.

Implication for Research: Seeking New Insights

Unanswered questions about classroom assessment abound. Some of them are
listed below. When we are able to combine answers to these with generalizable
information on topics summarized above, we will be in an excellent position to
revise training for teachers, and make measurement a process variable in
school improvement efforts:

Bow do concepts of reliability and validity differ when your goal
is to make generalisations within an individual rather than across
individuals?



Does student performance vary as the context or assignment varies
from classroom to home to work for instance? Or from working
alone to working as part of a group? If so, what are the
implications for measurement methodology?

Is it possible that interactive decisions (requiring rapid
assessment) and post instruction decisions are based on
independent but parallel classroom measurement systems? Do data
from one often cross over into the others? What are the
implications, if reliability and validity standards vary across
systems?

What are the crucial differences in assessment environments as
grade level increases? As subject changes within and across grade
levels? How do teachers adapt to these differing requirements?

How (and bow well) are social and personality characteristics
assessed by teachers who are loft to their own devices? How do
these variables weigh in the various pre, instructional, and post
decisions? what are the effects on students?

Are teachers initial impressions accurate? If not, how are they
changed? What are the effects on students?

Do teachers measure more than recall if we consider the full range
of assessment methods they use--not just their paper and pencil
tests?

Are teachers short objective tests and quizzes reliable? If not,
does an accumulation of unreliable data yield a reliable grade?

Teachers favor activities and content to be covered in planning
instruction. Does this translate into student evaluation by
counting tasks completed? If so, how is this assessment
conducted? How is it translated into feedback?

What are the specific strategies teachers use to simplify the
information processing requirements of the classroom? What are
the implications of each for the reliability and validity of the
results?

What is the assessment process like from the students
perspective? Is it fair? Useful? How does it impact learning?
Academic self-concept? Personal self-concept? Does this differ
as grade increases, or subject varies? By sex, race social
context?

To answer these and other important questions abase classroom assessment,

a wide range of research procedures must be used, including many not
traditionally part of measurement research; stimulated recall, thinking aloud,
policy capturing, journal keeping, repertory grids, lens modeling, interviews,
group discussions, field observations, case studies with narrative
descriptions. The methods are available. Unanswered questions abound. Our
research task is clear.
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Implications for Training

As this research is completed, the demands of the classroom assessment
environment will become more and more clear. In the meantime, however, it is
clear that current teacher and administrator measurement training priorities
must change.

Administrators who are currently training to serve as accountability

agents by reporting standardised test scores to the school board might aiao be
trained to be instructional leaders--to assist teachers with their day to day
measurement of student growth. Such training in classroom assessment methods
might be part of administrator certification programs.

Teachers might also be provided with relevant, focused inservice training
on classroom assessment strategies and useful quality control procedures.. At
least some of the content of that training is suggested by the research
reviewed here. Training priorities include measuring higher order reasoning
skills, writing quality paper and pencil test items, integrating assessment
and instruction via oral questioning strategies and designing quality
performance assessmentsbased on observation and judgment.

This new training effort might extend beyond the school walls:

Legislators, taxpayers, parents and the public in general might also
be trained to understand the limitations of large-scale testing
programs--to understand that the mese presence of a testing program
does not assure quality education and that more testing will not of
itself produce better schools. The public must become aware of
(a) the full range of complex student characteristics (not just math
or reading skill) that can be influenced by quality education, and
(b) the many alternatives available to us for measuring those
characteristics equitably. In short, we need to develop a new
generation of critical data consumers--a generation that knows the
attributes of good assessment. (Stiggins, 1985, pp 10-11)

Classroom Assessment: A ley Issue

Why is this issuean issue disregarded for decades--such a high priority
now? There are at least two important reasons.

First, educational outcomes are having greater and greater implications
for policy makers. As Cole (1984) and Airasian (1984a) have pointed out, *-is
casts our measures of achievement in new roles and makes it even more cruc..41
that they be of highest quality. It happens that the outcome data given most
publicity are the results of standardised testing programs because laypersons
and policy makers trust them, yet these measures have been criticised for the

narrowness of focus and insensitivity (Dunkin and Biddle, 1974 and Shulman,
1985). Brophy and Good (1985) have reviewed the research on teacher behavior
and student achievement and again call for expansion of our conceptualisation
of achievement to include other measures. We cannot effect such a change
until we know more about teacher-developed assessments and find ways to
include themin the school effectiveness equation.



A second reason to pursue research on classroom assessment as a high
priority is that the improvement of teacher developed assessment con serve as
a valuable tool in our school improvement efforts. Measurement c*n:be more
than an outcome variable in the effectiveness equation. It can also be a
process variable if considered from the teacher's classrook #erspeaiive. But
classroom assessment will not reach its potential unless aneuntilve focus
our research effort on those procedures, discover effective and ifiiffective
practices and then translate restIckrch into practice.
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Chapter 3
Ethnographic. of Classroom Assessment

ABSTRACT

Three case studies of classroom assessment environments are summarised in
this chapter. Each is described in terms of background information,
assessment schedules and procedures and teacher and student perspectives onassessment. All three studies focused on 6th grade classrooms to allow for
some comparability of results. Study one describes a classroom in a middle
school in a small industrial community. Study two examines a classroom in an
affluent suburban community. And study three explores assessment in a privateurban school.
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CASE STUDY 01
Background Information

The Community

The information included in this classroom assessment environment case
study was gathered via observations in a 6th grade classroom in a middle
school in a smell industrial community during April and May of 1985. The
population of the community is approximately 5500 residents. It is located
about 25 miles from the nearest metropolitan area: The community supports a
high school, the middle school and two elementary schools.

The School

The school staff includes a principal, vice principal, 28 teachers, 2
secretaries, 4 classroom aides, a librarian and 2 counselors. Total
enrollment is 533. Of these, 151 are sixth graders divided into 6 classes,
one of which is taught by Carol. Carol's classroom was the focus of this casestudy.

The Teacher

The 1984-85 academic year marked Carol's return to full-time teaching
after an absence of 10 years. She was trained at a major midwesternunit 4 taught for two years in an open community school, taught primary
grac : 2 years and then left teaching. After several years as a social
worker, Carol returned to education, serving as substitute teacher for one
year before returning to the classroom full time in the fall of 1984 where she
was placed in charge of 27 sixth graders for the 1984-85 school year.

The Classroom Routine

It was Carol's practice to manage the classroom in a routine manner. The
daily routine was as follows:

7:45-8:40 Mathematics. The students arrive and begin immediately to work
on 2 to 4 "warm up' math problems that Carol placed on the board before theirarrival. They solve and discuns the problems and then turn attention to
grading homework. Students trade papers, Carol reads answers, students count
the number wrong, Carol places the litter grade scale on the board and
students grade and return papers. Papers are then handed in. About 15
minutes into the class period, instruction begins on new material. This often
involves recitation and student work on the board, after which students aregiven their assignment and 10 to 20 minutes to work on it. During assignment
work time, Carol often identifies students who had difficulty with the
previous day's assignment and gathers them in the back of the roam for special
help.
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8 :45 -9 :40 Science IM, 11, P) or Computers (T, Th). Science class also
begins with the grading of homework. Students trade papers, answers are
provided by Carol or class members, grades are assigned and papers are handed
in. Occasionally, students read their grades aloud for entry into the gradebook. This is followed by about 30 minutes of instruction (experiment,
project work, reading from the text, discussion, etc.) and 5 to 15 minutes towork on the homework assignment.

Computer instruction is completely individualised, with each student
working at a terminal. Since there are twice as many students as terminals,
students work with partners, dividing terminal tiffs. Instruction and
evaluation are completed unit by unit on the terminal, where progress recordsare stored. Carol offers assistance as needed and checks unit completion
records before the student can proceed to the next unit.

9:45-10:20 Planning_ Period. During this time, students participate in a
variety of activities outside the classroom. Some go to physical education,
same to band, others to work on special projects. Carol uses the time for
planning, materials preparation, etc.

10:25-11:10 Language Arts. Students begin this period with a 10 to 15
minute journal writing assignment as specified by Carol. Occasionally,
journal entries are shared with the class. Students then trade workbook
homework papers and grade them using the standard percent correct scale,
return them, and hand them in. Instruction on new material is carried out, an
assignment is given and students work on their assignment.

11:10-11:30 Spelling. Students trade homework papers, correct and grade
them and band them in. They then receive an assignment which they begin
immediately to work on. One day pet week during this time slot is spent in
the library.

11:30-12:00 Lunch.

12:10-12:25 Rome Rocs. This is designted as personal, recreational
reading time. Carol reads to the class and they read books of their own.

12:30-1:25 Reading. Students are ability-grouped for reading
instruction. As soon as those from other classes arrive, the students trade
homework assignments, grade them and hand them in. They then work on the next
unit of reading instruction or activity, which often includes completion ofpart of their next reading assignment.

1:25-2:15 Social Studies. Students trade, grade and band in homework.
Instruction follows, typically involving the entire class in discussion and
recitation, movies, reading from the textbook or some combination of these.They are then given an assignment which they work on until the day ends at
2:15.
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Variations in Routine. While this is a description of a typical day in
Carol's class, there were occasional tiziations. Tor instance, some studentswere called out of some classes on a daily basis for special instruction. Inaddition, special activities, such a. movies, speakers, etc., often required
that sixth grade classes be combined for a period and on occasion the entireclass leaves the room or school for a period of time during the day for fieldtrips, to view exhibits, etc. Also, unit tests and other assessments were
common and these broke up the routine described above. These were onlyoccasional variations in what turns out to be the highly structured
environment that is central to Carol's classroom management scheme.
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The Assessment Environment

As I watched this routine with.its variations unfold through 14 days of
observation over a six-week period, I was intent on finding, documenting and
understanding those events that comprised the assessment environment in thisclassroom. I sought to understand the purposes that drive the assessment
systemfroe the teacher's and students' point of view. I sought to understand
what student characteristics are measured, using what measurement strategies,to create what kinds of records and feedback. And finally, I tried to
understand the impact of that environment on student learning and attitudesabout learning. In the report that follows, I will collect the events and
insights derived from extensive participant observation into a portrait of one
particular assessment environment.

The Purposes for Classroom Assessment

The purpose that dominates classroom assessment in this case is the
assignment of grades. The specific procedures used to achieve this purpose
will be described later. But clearly, a vast majority of the assessment
practices feed into the grading decision. Measly every sample of written
student work is transformed into a grade. That means II to 10 work samplel
(e.g., assignments, tests, etc.) across all subjects per day nearly every day
are assigned grades and those grades are recorded for later averaging.

However, there is also clear evidence that grading is not the only purpose
for classroom assessment. For instance, Carol uses homework to diagnose which
students had difficulty with the assignment. In most class periods
immediately after homework or tests are handed in, while students work on the
next day's assignment, she scans the grades, identifies those who had problemsand gathers them in a Workroom for special help. This is a daily routine.

I also observed some diagnosis of group needs, but this is not as
frequent. On occasion, such as when everyone did poorly due to inadequate
instruction from a substitute, Carol recycled, covering and regrading the samematerial. But by and large, the need to keep up a constant pace of
instruction in order to cover the material regained for the year kept Carol
from being able to recycle the entire group too often. Rather, she chose to
recycle individuals. Another illustration of this was seen in reading.
Students who failed to reach mastery on specific parts of criterion referencedunit tests were given individual instruction on those parts and retestedlater. The Ber:cons reading series (Houghton Mifflin) was structured to allowthis. Further, Carol always computes average grades for students at
mid-trimester, even though they are not required or reported, because those
average grades gave her a sense of the individual needs and progress ofstudents.

Carol also reported using her own assessments early in the year to size
students up--to estimate achievement potential. She did not consult prior
student records for this purpose, but chose instead to rely on her own dataand insights. She reported being able to make relatively accurate judgments
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of potential based on 3 to 4 weeks of assignments, tests, and behavioral
evidence of self-management and instruction. This year's first imprelAions
were borne out over the year, with the exception of one student, whom she
misevaluated. This was a new student in the community who made an outstandingfirst impression which was not sustained.

Another obvious use of classroom assessment in this environment is to
control and motivate purposeful student behavior. This control takes two
foram, one pubtle and one obvious. Subtle control comes from the use of
assessment to communicate achievement expectations. This was done through
example and through oral questions and answers during class. For euample,Carol used examples of good and poor work to reinforce the level of
performance expected. She also communicated the levels of cognitive operation
she expected with her question and answer strategies during instruction. The
extreme importance of these levels in the environment is addressed later. But
clearly, students learned their achievement targets frail:era's assessments;not from lists of instructional objectives she banded out.

The more obvious control comes from the heavy emphasis on grading and
completing work in order to receive high grades. As mentioned above, nearly
all student work is graded. A chart of incomplete assignments is posted for
students to review. The opportunity to participate in a special field trip is
the retard for work completion. When grades are assigned, students always
have the option of not reading a low grade into the book. they can redo thework and 'go for a higher grade.6 Without question, students are motivated
through grade practices.

Finally, assessment serves the purpose of providing feedback to parents
beyond grades assigned. Based on classroom assessments, teachers are able toselect from among a predetermined computerized set of 100 alternative comments
they want to communicate to parents about a student's. work. These comments
are then printed on the report card by the computer along with the grade.

Another use of assessment uncovered during my visits was as an
instructional strategy. Both science and social studies textbooks (and
accompanying teacher guides) used questioning during instruction to triggor
student thinking and learning. For instance, when a key point was made or a
key concept defined in the text, students were immediately asked a series of
questions to help them internalise the key point. In addition, Carol
occasionally gave tests under apparently real test conditions and then didn't
take grades, preferring rather to tell the students that the event was
intended as a learning experience. these are examples of the tight coupling
of assessment and instruction to promote student learning.

Wring my observations, I was also able to fled widens* of the systematicuse of assessment for ability grouping in math and reading, selection for
advanced and remedial programs (involving very few students) and providing
information an student achievement to school managers via the standardized
achievement test battery. However, none of these purposes was served by
Carol's classroom assessments. All were based on testing programs carried outoutside the classroom context using published tests. There is a district wide
standardized testing program. The achievement battery was administered prior
to my observations. Carol received the results during the case study. She
showed interest in them and put them to no apparent use.
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In sum, the classroom assessment environment served many purposes. One
purpose -- grading --was clearly dominant. But many other important purposeswere also given attention. Most of those relate to the promotion of
individual student learning.

Student Characteristics Accessed

The classroom assessment environment in this case focused on a wide
variety of vastly different student characteristics. Of course, the primary
and most visible focus was student achievement. But even the measurement of
this most important outcome was carried out with surprising dimensionality. Iwill illustrate that point below. But in addition, other student
characteristics assessed included student ability, classroom behavior and
social development and personality.

Achievement. Turning first to the heart of the assessment mattes, based
on my observations, it was clear that students were assessed to determinemastery of a wide range of content knowledge and a wide range of reasoning
skills. Let me begin by exploring the assessment of reasoning skills. Table1 reports the results of an analysis of samples of questions posed to studentsin different sources within each subject. Samples of question from each
subject meteor area were classified according to the level each represented on
Bloom's Taxonomy of the Cognitive Domain. Mote that all subjects probed far
more than the recall of facts and information. Mote also the high degree of
consistency in percentages across different sources within subjects--with the
important exceptions of the total mismatch in social studies and slight
misalignment in science. This consistency suggests that assessments reflectedwhat was taught, at least with respect to reasoning skills in math, readingand science. The social studies assessments lacked instructional validity.Carol had been vaguely dissatisfied with the tests before seeing the resultsof this confirming analysis.

Rowever, among the levels of reasoning skills tapped, one was noticeably
absent. Rarely were students asked to make and defend a value judgment --toevaluate. Such questions are rarely posed in texts, by Carol in class (sheposed evaluation exercises twice during the 14 days of observation) or onassessments. The one exception to this was a series of evaluative questionsposed on a criterion referenced reading teston which students scored
uncharacteristically low. Further, when Carol asked for evaluative comments
on a movie shown in class, students were reticent to express their opinions.
Evaluative seasoning is given little attention in this classroom.
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Table 1
Analysis of Depth of Questioning

Social Studies

Workbook Text
Test Review

Sheet
Assessment
Unit Test

Recall 21% 16% 79% 84%Comprehension 30% 41% 3% 0
Application 17% 0 0 0Analysis 10% 19% 18% 16%Synthesis 10% 24% 0 0
Evaluation 13% 0 0 0

Science

Activity
Book Text Worksheet Unit Test

Recall 4% 26% 8% 50%
Comprehension 35% 26% 24% 15%Application 21% 7% 32% 10%Analysis 18% 26% 24% 25%
Synthesis 14% 11% 4% 0
Evaluation 7% 4% ea 0

Math

Text Class Assessment

Recall 0% 0% 0%
Comprehension 0% 5% 0%
Application 88% 86% 81%
Analysis 12% 9% 19%
Synthesis 0% 0% 0%
Evaluation 0% 0% 0%

Readimg,

Text
Teacher
Manual*

Practice
Book

Test

Manual

Recall 0% L 55% 0% 4%
Comprehension 67% 41% 50%
Application 19% 11% 8%Analysis 14% I 24% 30% 29%
Synthesis OS OS 8%Evaluation 0% E 21% 18% 0%

*Dicussion questions grouped as Lmunderstand or remember, I-interpret,
B- evaluation.
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Nearly all assessments are like the reading test in that they are
interpreted in a criterion-referenced manner. In fact, I can recall only one
instance during my observations when an assessment served a norm-referenced
purpose--that is, to rank students. That was for placement purposes in the
ability grouping context. In virtually every other case, fixed cutoff scores
were established for the assignment of grades, so theoretically, every student
could receive an A on any given assess.. -t.

Without question, these assessments measured how much students knew and
how well they were able to use their knowledge. Proceeding through the daily
schedule, in math students were called upon to aptly what they had learned to
solve problems; in science, all levels of reasoning skills were required; in
computers, students were called upon to perform and show progress in computeroperations. In language arts, students performed in two distinct ways, but
only one was evaluated. They wrote daily in their journals, but their writing
was almost never formally evaluated. During my observations, day-to-day
instruction focused on learning 16 rules of capitalisation. Application of
these rules was consistently evaluated and graded. Spelling was dominated by
assessment of ability to recall correct spelling. Reading assessment focused
primarily on mastery of comprehension objectives, with application and
analysis also given attention. And social studies assessments varied
greatly. While Carol used recitation to assess the full range of reasoning
skills, the tests provided with text materials tested only recall of facts and
information, as previously mentioned.

In carrying out the paper and pencil assessments (e.g., unit test,
quizzes, etc.) Carol relied completely on assessments provided by the
publishers of the instructional materials. She developed none of her ownassessments. Since this was her first year with new materials in sixth gradeand since she faced 6 new preparations daily, time did not permit new testdevelopment.

Another dimension of student achievement that deserves prominent mention
in this discussion is the assessment of students' pace of work completion.
Teachers at this school are very concerned about students completing work on
time. Students loose one grade level for every day work is banded in late.This has had the effect of making some students supremely aware of the need to
work at the fastest possible pace--regardless of the quality of the result.
The students first instinct when they began computer work was to move ahead asrapidly as possible, until Carol slowed them with admonitions that they attendto quality. When students do board work in math, they compete to be the firstto solve the problem, in many cases regardless of accuracy. In letters to
imaginary fifth graders advising them bow to get good grades in sixth grade,
the most frequent suggestion among Carol's students was to get work in ontime. The same was true of the students in a neighboring classroom. Studentsurged their younger friends to try hard and listen and behave in class. Butdoing high quality work was rarely mentioned.

In sum, the measurement of achievement in this case includes both an
assessment of how much students learn and whether they complete their work ina timely manner. To an outside observer, the latter sometimes appears tooutweigh the former.
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Ability. Carol gathers and uses information on student ability. This
assessment is subjective, multidimensional and very important. It is
subjective in that ability is defined as the amount of effort expended by he
student and the pride students take in their work in relation to the actual
quality of achieved results. Carol observes students across a variety of
subjects over an extended period of tine. She uses personal interactions and
assignments to track her long it takes them to master new concepts and how
much difficulty they have in doing so. Some understand immediately, according
to oral and written classroom assessment, while ethers may'understand by the
end of a period of instruction and still others may take several days to
understand. In a matter of weeks and months, she sees the pattern emerge for
each individual student.

This is an important assessment because it allows her to establish
expectations for each student. The student is evaluated in part in terms of
perceived ability and achievement in relation to expectations. But in this
case, I don't mean evaluation in terms of grades. Those are almost totally
determined by percentages correct on and timely completion of tests and
assignments. But if a student's average is borderline, work in relation to
expectations is considered. These expectations are also considered by Carol
in choosing comments to enter an the report card and in conducting day-to-day
classroom interactions. Carol may not be specifically aware of it, but I
think she poses questions to students that will allow them to feel same sense
of success--very tough questions occasionally to the one very bright girl in
the class (that only she could answer) and less challenging questions to less
able students, whom Carol calls on to answer from among many volunteers. This
aspect of the classroom assessment environment was subtle in its manifestation
and very sensitive in its treatment of students.

Classroom Behavior and Social Development. while ability, achievement and
pace of work are central aspects of Carol's assessment environment,'Other
student factors come into play also. For instance, classroom behavior and
compliance with specified rules are carefully monitored. expectations are
made clear both in terms of verbal descriptions of appropriate behavior and in
terms of feedback for inappropriate behavior. That feedback is delivered
swiftly in a very private, personal manner- -never involving public
embarrassment for the perpetrator.

Carol reports that she monitors social development in terms of peer
relations, group work, temperament, activities during non-academic times and
her interactions with them. She also draws inferences about personality in
these same ways, adding confidence, anxiety, self-concept and sense of humor
to the traits observed. These student characteristics are not trivial. They
are central to effective classroom functioning--as crucial as any grade or
test score. This fact was made abundantly clear during my observations. Let
me illustrate.

This classroom environment is managed via a relatively tight routine;
rules of behavior and expectations are clear. Violations of accepted personal
and social interaction patterns - -which are defined by the teacher--are also
enforced by the teacher. The importance of the evaluation and sanctions that
hold thin sytem together became very clear with the arrival of a substitute
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teacher. The tightly managed interpersonal routine was broken and the
environment imediately deteriorated to near chaos. However, when Carol
returned, she was able to reassert the routine, her expectations an0 sanctions
to restore order. It became apparent that the quality of a classrosm learning
environment hinges to a greet extent ot*. evaluation of student sociAl behavior.

Assessment Methods

Studen't achievement was aszessed in many different ways in this
^isms° . These inciud paper and pencil assessments (including homework

14,msenms), oral questions end observations of s lent behavior ad products
pertormance assessments). As mentioned previously, virtually all of

i...AISMOUVAI it the first two categories wars based on exercises prowilled
by che publishers of the instructional materials used in Carol's classroom.
However, oral qucutions and performance assessments tended to be products of
Carol's planning.

hasessments by Subject. These as& *anent methods varied only a bit from
subject to subject. Student achievement in science was measured via
performance on daily text and activ"y book assignments and unit tests
provided by the publisher. The daily assignments required the student to
arniwer a series of questions over material covered in text chapters, or they
included workbook exercises related to experiments conducted during class
time. Unit tests included about 20 multiple-ch-ic, test items along with a
few fillip items.

The oral questions Carol posed during class arose from several sources,
depending on the mode of instruction that day. If an experiment w
conducted, the teacher's manual provided probes for use during class. If
instruction revolved around reading the text, it included discussion questions
as part of the presentation. In addition, Carol generated most of the follow
up questions that direct class discussion. I will say suck' more about her
particular questioning strategies in a separate section below.

Performance assessments also Awed r role in science assessment, as
students were occasionally called upon to produce certain products, such as to
lee common household materials to construct a model of an atom. PerformrIce
assessment ore different variety provided the sole basis of assessmegit in
computer science. In this case, students had to carryout the steps in the
computer operation process to the computer's satisfaction. Thee assessments
focused entirely on keyboarding skills.

Math assessment was the most unidimensional. Assessmerts were based on
student ability to solve computational and story problem. HoA work, oral
questions, textbook assignments and chapter tests all focused on these same
skills.

Language arts assessments. were based on homework workbook assignments that
required proper application of the 2tammar, punctuation and capitalisation
roles that teem to dominate instruction at this grade level. The tests
observed focused on memorisation of 16 rules for using capitalisation. These
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assessments ware brief and sharply focused on specific skills, as were oral
questions during class. Performance assessments of two sorts were observed.
Students were called upon to write. But evaluation of their writing was
informal -- almost casual. then it was formal, the formality focused on th.,
corLectness of the presentation more than the quality of the prose. A second
kind of performance observed was the actual construction (writing,
illustrating and binding) of a book by students.

Spelling assessment, like math, was straight forward. Spelling worksheets
and tests tested the ability to spell correctly and find correct misspelled
words in lists.

Reading assessments included many more dimensions. Text and workbook
assignments called tor the application of a variety of different reading
skills. Most assignment exercises and unit tea". items were multiple-choice or
fillin. Unit tests were criterion (specific Ow.pctive) referenced, including
five items per objective and up to 10 objectives per test. Mastery level on
these power tests was 3 of 5 items correct. Objectives not mastered were
retested at a later time, using parallel tests. Many of the oral questions
that guided instruction were open-ended and were provided by the teacher's
manual. Performance assessments took the form of required written book
reports, due ewery 6 weeks. Performance criteria, scoring standards and
alternative strategies for satisfying this requirement were spelled out in
writing for students.

Written asoesements in social studies were based on multiple-choice and
fillin items on homework assignments and unit tests. The oral questions which
direct claim instruction were posed in the text presentation. Homework
assigniemits included workbook sheets and responses to items in the text.

Similarities Across Subjects. There are some striking similarities across
these different subjects. First, everything was graded. More about these
procedures below. But clearly, grades dominated the assessment environment by
brute force and sheer numbers alone. Second, almost all assessments (oral and
written) were based on exercises for which the response is either correct or
incorrect. Shades of correctness almost never came into play. This pattern
relented somewhat in performance assessments, where degrea3 of quality come
into play. Somehow the rigidity of this correct/incorrect dimension of the
environment may relate to the students' difficulty in making tneir own
evaluative judgments. The rewards of the environment came to students who
knew the answer. Matters of opinion received far less attention.

A third important similarit, cross subjects not mentioned previously, WA
than. students were frequently cAled upon to do self-assessments. They had to
take responsibility for letting Carol know when they needed more or special
help. Early in the year, she reported that they were less willing to risk
exposing their weaknesses. But after discussing the advantages and seeing the
risk pay off many had become open to the idea. For example, when special help
was offered in the backroom to those receiving low grades on assignments from
he night before, some students who had received good grades were always
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Grades and Grading Practices. Carol made her expectations most clear
through her grading procedures. Those procedures were fixed across all
subjects. Ninety percent correct received an A, 80 percent a 8, 70 percent a
C, 60 percent a D and below 60 percent an P. This sequence applied to the
longest or shortest asigmment or test. Even in those performance assessment
cases where percent correct does not apply, the continuum is covered to grades
for recording. Grades were entered in the book daily. All entries were given
equal weight (regardless of length or importance) and the accumulated grades
were averatad at the end of the trimester.

The domination of grading practices can only be seen when considered in
light of the instructional time spent. Homework assignments were graded a
minimum of 6 times per de- (once per period) at tk-L. start of each period.
Assuming that it takes 10 minutes per period 6 periods everyday to trade
papers, grade them and read scores, that means an hour per day was taken up
grading homework. When we add tests, quizzes and performance assessments, we
can rapidly accumulate a quarter of the day being given to activities directly
related to grades.

Oral Questions. These tend not be related to grades, but did contribute
to the nature of the classroom assessment environment. Carol asked many
questions during the dry. I estimate that questions were asked at a rate of
30 to 40 per period ov,:r 6 periods. That means that the attending child needs
to be ready to answer 180-240 questions per day. Obviously, no child attends
continuously. But seas definitely attend more than others. To find out who,
I observed and charted Carol's question asking patterns.

Tile first observations attempted to track Carol's 'action zone' in terms
of room arrangement. The original research on this topic found teachers
ini..racting most with students in the center of tihe room and less with
students in the extremes. Carol's pattern differs. Her average number of
questions per student per period was twice as high on left and right sides of
the room as down the middle. This might allow kids in the middle to rest
somewhat more.

The second set of observations focused on who Carol called on to respond.
She called on volunteers over 90 percent of the time and non-volunteers the
rest. Volunteers answered correctly at least 80 percent of the time, while
non-volunteers were right less than 30 percent. Apparently volunteers were
tuned in, while non-volunteers had learned that they could rest if their hand
was not in the air. Carol revised this procJdure upon learning these results
and the percent of correct responses by nom-volunteers began to increase.

Performance Assessments. Chile paper and pencil assessments and oral
questions clearly dominated the assessment environment, student product and
behavior observations and ratings also played a key role. Examples of
performance assessments at work were mentioned above. These included writing
assessments, book reports, science product assignments and computer
keyboarding skill assessments. Others included production of social studies
maps, art products, evaluations of student classroom social behavior and
performance tests in music and physical education.
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What was most striking about these assessments was the range of clarity
with which performance expectations or standards were communicated to
students. In some cases the requirements were crystal clear. The computers
were always clear in what they expected both in pace quality of
performance. Carol was similarly clear in communicating expectations about
book reports and classroom social behavior. However, she was consistently
less clear in stating what she meant by good journal writing, good science
products, quality social studies maps, etc. And in these cases, when gradias
came into she tended to rely on easily countable (correct/incorrect)
features of the product, such as mechanical or appearance problems in writing
or accuracy of labels on maps. Then reversion to.the objective criteria made
no sense, &te tended not to assign grades to the assessments. In ebort, I
would estimate that students were very clear on Carol's performance
expectations in about half of the performance assessments observed.

amary of Assessment Methods. The important generalisations arising from
these observations of assesrment methods are these: In this environment,
paper and pencil assessments and oral questions dominate, but service
difference purposes. Paper and pencil assessments--nearly all of which
include items that are correct or incorrect--feed into grade procedures.
These items are prepared by the text publishers. Oral questions, on the other
hand, rarely feed into grades, but do serve to motivate students to attend and
learn. Another kind of assessment-- performance assessment--fills the middle
ground between the two. Students seem more motivated to involve themselves in
performance-based measurement activities than paper and pencil tests, even
though these ton feed into their grades.

Feedback Arising from Assessment

Throughout the fonegoisig discussion, I have commented on various aspects
of the feedback given to students and parents on student development. Some
examples included the use of grades and computer printed comments on report
cards and the swift but very private delivery of feedback by Carol to students
whose classroom social behavior is inappropriate. However, I as able to make
some additional observations about the feedback dimension of this assessment
environment tL -t deserve comment.

For example, I found marked differences' among students in their need for
feedback. In computer clan., some students repeatedly volunteered information
on their achievement, seeking praise from Carol. In other classes, some
students repeated and continuously volunteered to respond to questions and do
board work, while others tended not to risk. Whether this is due to
differences in knowledge level, confidence attention or some combination of
these is not apparent. But this is a central aspect of the assessment
environment about which we need to know more. It is obviously a reward to be
called on to answer, because it means to the student Carol has confidence in
her or him to respond correctly. The motivational potential of this factor
would be Lemons' if it could be harnessed.
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I also want to comment further on how Carol delivers feedback to students
and parents. Grades, of course, represent the primary mode of communication.
But there are others. She used the comments on report cards, but found the
computerised list of 100 possibilities inadequate and impersonal, particularly
for the average child. She used group praise extensively, commenting on how
well the class did es a group on certain tests and assignments. She also
consistently praised correct answers to questions during recitation. These
represented key aspects of this classroom assessment environment.

have already commented on the kinds of performance that are rewarded but
want to reinforce one key point in that regard. The single most prominent
piece of feedback observed during my term of observation was a field trip to a
local restaurant for lunch and video games for those who had completed all of
their assignments. This had the effect of greatly reinforcing the
desireability of completing work. I may have overlooked other important
aspects of feedback, but I saw no such visible feedback for doing quality,
work. The assumption my be that grades are the reward for that aspect of
performance. If so, it m'ght be interesting to compare the perceived value of
the two for of feedback in the students' eyes.

Student Views of the Assessment Environment

In order to gain some understanding of how the students view the
assessment environment in Carol's classroom, I talked with them casually,
listened to them interact with one another and interviewed several of them.
As a result of these observations, I am able to draw the following conclusion's

o Students see grades and grading practices as fair. They know what is
expected and they know that those who don't study don't get good
grades.

o Students know they can always go for a better grade on an assignewnt
but rarely do so. Time carat- permits them to redo the assignment
immediately. And, after a lay or two, they lose the motivation to
redo the work.

o Good students see themselves In control of the rewards they receive,
while less able students tend tr ..tribute responsibility to others
(teachers or administrators). rley tend not to take responsibility
for their poor performance.

o Carol often has students read graders aloud to enter in the grade
book. She does this for efficiency. The effect is that it makes
grades all that much more dominant in the environment. Students
don't like having to read low grades.

o Some slower students remain reticent tc let Carol know their
weaknesses for two reasons--they don't like to be the one slowing
everyone else down, and/or they don't want others to know.
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o Students vary in how they prepare for big tests. Most rely heavily
on workbook and text review sheets. Many strive to memorise material
and have parents ask them trial questions. Good students have better
preparation strategies than poor students. Students see tests as
problems in memory and little else.

o Students are vary aware of the constant barrage of grades they
receive day after day. They often find it tiring and sometimes
difficult to gain control over. The constant demanding pace makes it.
difficult to keep quality up--particularly for poorer students.

There is no question that student perceptions of the assessment
environment vary little with the students position on the achievement
continuum. Good students have few difficulties and would make few changes in
the assessment processes. Pow students often have unusual perceptions of
what it takes to be successful in the environment. For instance, one student
had concluded, after studying bard and failing and not studying and doing well
(once or twice), that i* was pointless to prepare for tests. A key to helping
these students to achieve better may be to try to learn and correct their
inappropriate, ineffective study strategies. In any event, there may be
specific aspects of the classroom assessment environment that present unique
problems to the less able student. The effect of these may be to perpetuate
some of the poor performance. We need to study and understand these more.
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CASE STUDY 62
. Background Information

This report describes classroom assessment practices in a suburban sixth
grade classroom. Information for the study was acquired via classroom
observation and teacher interviews during the spring of 1985. The study's -

primary pv.rpose is to provide initial and specific classroom information on a
range of practical assessment issues, including how teachers use assessments,
what techniques they rely on, what student characteristics they evaluate, how
they record assessment results and drovide feedback to students and others.
In the following pages, I first provide a Grief description of the school and
general classroom setting and schedule and then describe, in greater detail,
the assessment practices in that setting.

The School and Classroom Environment

This sixth grade class was located in an attractive, suburban elementary
school in Oregon. The school, a modern single-level building, was situated on
a quiet street in the midst of a rapidly growing and predominantly
professional community. The largest of three elementary schools in the
community, Adam elementary school included about 500 students from
kindergarten through sixth grade. The classroom I observed was one of two
sixth grade classes, each with approximately 26 students. Although each sixth
grade teacher instructed a core group of students, neither classroom was fully
self-contained. Students were grouped by ability for both math and
reading/spelling. Ann Lerman, the teacher in this classroom, was responsible
for instructing her homeroom students in English and social studies as well as
teaching a combined group of 4th graders it reading/spelling and math.

Students in the class were evenly divided between boys and girls as well
as between low and high performers. In fact, students in Ann's homeroom class
ranged substantially in ability. Eleven of the students, close to half of the
class, were assigned to the slower 6th grade math and reading/spelling
sections. On the other hand, a number of the students were in the gifted and
talented program. Ann noted that several of her students had test scores low
enough to place them in the resource room for special assistance. Parental
requests, however, had resulted in those students being retained in the
regular 6th grade sections. Despite this diversity of skills, the class
overall seemed fairly well balanced between high and low performers.
Generally, students were eager to participate in classroom discussion and
activities and were conscientious in completing homework and class assignments
promptly. Overall, however, this class seemed to be the slower of the two
sixth grade classes, and as Ann noted, was generally less academially
proficient than her previous class at Adam.

The teacher, Ann Larson, bad been in this elementary school for the past
three years. She acknowledged that thilenvironment vas a sharp contrast to
her previous experience in an inner city school in Portland. Ann, who was in
her late 20'e, maintained a well-ordered classroom. She firmly and
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consistently monitored student talking and established clear expectations
about students' homework responsibilities and on-task behavior. Students were
assigned seats and appeared to have been originally grouped so that those
needing more assistance were closer to Ann's.desk. The diagram on the
following page illustrates the seating arrangements for the class. This
classroom setting as well as the tenor of the school further prompted
attention to well-ordered activities. Since none of the classroom had doors
and the two 6th grades opened into one another, it was important that the
noise level remain manageable. Added to this physical feature, Ann
acknowledged that she was most comfortable with a specific and consistent
class structure, and noted that both 6th grades worked closely with the
assigned texts and workbooks. Classroom activities involved a regular pattom
of instruction, practice, questioning, correcting homework and discrete
assignments, often specified in the text. Instruction was consistently
organized and paced for the group as a whole rather than individualized.

The daily schedule for this class normally included the following
activities and subjects:

9:00 - 9:05 am Homeroom. Students arrived in the class, had a few
minutes to talk briefly with one another or their teacher and to organize
themselves for the first class. Ann usually reviewed the day's schedule
during homeroom and announced any changes or special activities.

9405 - 10:00 am Eilla!t. Ann began by asking students to clear desks of
everything but the Engiisignment or text. During English, students
regularly worked from the textbook on English usage, e.g., appropriate use of
adjectives, adverbs and topic sentences. Ann introduced new material, asked
students to read instructions orally, and gave them ample opportunity to
practice or respond to sasrle questions in class. Classroom activity usually
involved answering a eection of questions from the text and/or correcting the
previous day's assignments. Students regularly exchanged papers, corrected
answers in class and read out grades based on a percentage scale which Ann
recorded in the grade book.

1040 - 11:00 Reading and Spelling. Students were souped by ability for
the reading section and moved into their respective 6th grade classrooms. Ann
instructed the slower reading group which consisted of about 18 students.
Class began with a brief period of silent reading, followed by one of a number
of activities--spelling words and defining vocabulary words, oral reading,
completing study sheets and correcting assignments.

11:00 - 11:30 am Social Studies. Students moved again into their
homeroom classes. Social studies for Ann's class involved regular study units
on Russia and on Africa and on the stock market (described in more detail
below). Social studies usually included discussing current events, completing
maps and worksheets, answering questions from the text and grading homework in
class.

11:30 - 12:25 pm Math. Students changed classes for math. Ann instructed
the high ability group which consisted of over 10 students. Activities
regularly included correcting papers, reporting grades, doing sample problems,
reviewing and answering questions and completing assignments.
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12:25 - 1:05 pm Lunch and Recess.

1:05 - 1:35 pm Stock Market. Ann taught an innovative unit to her
homeroom class as the second part of the social studies activity. During this
class, students assumed the role of stock buyers and brokers and individually
invested, tracked and summarised their costs and earnings from a $10,600
initial investment in a series of stocks. Activities consisted of buying and
selling stocks, and graphing and reporting the results of their activities.

1:35 - 2:10 pm Social Studies. During this period, Ann instructed the
other 6th grade class in social studies. Activities paralleled those in her
-own social studies class.

Prom 2:15 pa on, students went to either music or PS followed by a study
hall or optional band, choir or orchestra. Classes were dismissed at 3 :30 pm.

I joined Ann's class as an observer on April 9th. During the following
seven weeks, I attended class two days a week, usually on Tuesday and
Wednesday although this schedule varied during the following weeks. I

normally joined the class at 9:00 in the midst of the informal homeroom
period, and stayed until students left for their elective classes (e.g., music
and PS) at 2:15. As an observer, I collected several kinds of information
that have been incorporated into this description. The most important has
been a narrative description of all facets of the classroom assessment
environment including--standardised and teacher developed assessments,
assignments, teacher praise and reprimands, questioning strategies and
instructional activities. In addition, I recorded interactions between
teacher and students in six individual class periods, attending specifically
to the students who volunteered, versur those who were called on, students who
answered correctly versus those who did not. Several other valuable sources
of information also supplemented these regular classroom observations. They
included (1) informal discussions as well as more structured interviews with
the teacher on her assessment practices and/or specific classroom activities,
and (2) students' written commentary on what it takes to get good grades as a
6th grader. This latter activity provided perspective on the students' view
about what was called for and rewarded in this sixth grade ciast.

The purpose of our classroom studies is to relate how teachers use
assessments to diagnose, place, judge achievement, evaluate instruction and
provide feedback to students and parents. In the following pages, I discuss
the kinds of student characteristics assessed, the assessment strategies used
most frequently in the classroom, the characteristics (e.g., teacher
developed, objective, performance based) of these assessments; the methods of
recording and providing feedback; and the assessment purposes relied on most
frequently.
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Classroom Assessment Practices

In this classroom, the key assessment focus was evaluating students'
achievement and mastery of subject content. Despite the emphasis on this
activity, Ann also regularly assessed a number of other important student
characteristics; namely, student aptitude, classroom behavior and social
development and personality. Each played a role in the understanding of
students, management of instruction and judgment of student proficiency.

Student Characteristics Assessed

achievement. Assessing students' mastery of subject content was a central
activity, accomplished by quizzes, tests and the completing and correcting of
daily assignments. Grading of students was based almost exclusively on
outcomes from these three activities with considerable weight given to the
completion of classroom assignments. All graded papers and tests were
cavorted to a straight percentage scale and recorded in the grade book. Ann
acquired almost all of these paper and pencil assessments from the publishers
of the instructional materials. Few assignments or tests were exclusively
teacher designed.

In addition to written assessments: Ann informally used oral questioning
to track students understanding. Although cuss participation did not figure
in actual grade practices, it did assist Ann in monitoring progress, adjusting
the pace of instruction and in judging students' comprehension. Both oral
questioning and written work (assignments and quizzes) assessed students'
recall and understanding as well as their ability to apply information to
other settings. Although assessment of higher ardor thinking skills was not a
stated goal, Ann readily integrated this into much of her questioning. For
example, in social studies discussions, she frequently asked students to
compare and contrast or analyze information. Test items, in social studies in
Particular, did not have the same balance between recall of knowledge and
terms and higher order thinking skills.

Sligentlptitude. In addition to judging students' achievement, Ann
employad a variety of methods to determine each student's general ability to
handle the instructional material. Much of this occurred at the beginning of
the school year as Ann noted students' responses to questions, skill in
answering 'ritten questions and general facility in learning information. She
noted that early "sizing -up" information had pointed out the need to slow the
pace of instruction and to emphasize basic skills in English and reading for
her current group of students. Knowledge about students' general ability also
prompted her to dispute several planned 7th grade placements for her
students. In one instance, for example, she disagreed with placing a student
in a low math section because his in-class performance and level of questions
and comments demonstrated abilities that were at a much higher skill level
than indicated on the test.
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Ann's overall judgment of student ability also contributed to her
expectations about student performance. She consciously considered ability
levels in grading certain borderline students and provided encouragement for
effort to less proficient students. During recording of grades, she
periodically praised students who were less academically proficient for
showing improvement in scores, even though their scores were consistently
lower than other students.

Classroom Behavior and Social Development. Ann clearly ronitored
students' behavior and their ability to manage themselves independently and in
groups. She maintained consistent routines and clear rules on talking and
inattentive behavior. The most frequent reprieands were for talking or
disruptive behavior. Ann moved a number of students during my observations,
locating them in settings where they could be more productive. She was also
conscious of other general aspects of the student's percohality, their social
development, confidence, anxiety levels and self-concept. and discussed these
characteristics when analysing students' responses to classroom situations.
Although those latter characteristics had no direct influence on grades, they
did affect the way Ann .naged and motivated the class.

Since assessing achievement levels was a major factor in this classroom, I
would like to next exasine the assessment strategies that assisted Ann in
evaluating students' progress.

Assessment Strategies

During my seven weeks in the classroom, paper and pencil tests from the
texts and district mandated tests, used to place and evaluate students'
progress, played a major assessment role.
students were given the following tests:

Test Type No.

During my 16 days of observation,

Total

District Mandated 4
Math Placement 1
Levels Test-Math 1

Levels Test-Reading 1
Levels Test-English/LA 1

Unit Test-Social Studies 1 1

Weekly Test-Reading 2 2

Quizzes 5
English 1

Reading 1

Stock Market 2
Math 1

12

6
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This section describes some of the characteristics and uses made of these
tests including: (1) the test's purpose and origin; (2) the kind of questions
included; (3) the feedback received by students; and (4) the use and
interpretation of results.

District Testing

During these weeks, district mandated tests absorbed a substantial amount
of classroom time--four full clamorous periods. Two specific types of tests
were used (1) a district developed math placement test and (2) a district
adopted test to measure student progress (the Portland Levels Test). In the
district-wide math test, results from the 50-question test, developed by
district teachers, determined student placement in (next year's) 7th grade
accelerated class. As a followup, teachers received students' test scores as
well as a list of students who would be placed in the accelerated class.
Feedback on results did not, however, iuclude information on how students
performed on components of the test, or how the class oseerall performed on
each math skill (e.g., fractions, multiplication). Students also did not
receive specific score results.

Although test results did not give an indication of students' weaknesses
and strengths, both students and teachers clearly viewed the test and its
results as important. Ann, for example, was pleased at the significant number
of students in her math class who were placed in the accelerated class. So
test results provided an indirect evaluation of instruction for the teacher.
A number of students, on the other hand, appeared part!cularly anxious during
preparation for the test, asking a range of detailed questions about
completion of the answer sheets. Ann noted, following the test that students
had been uptight and participation in the accelerated program was important
for students because of family expectations.

The Portland Levels Test was also administered during these weeks. The
language arts, math and reading subtests took 3 full 55-minute time periods.
The test's purpose is to track student growth over the year. However, this
year the tests were offing aligned with the local curriculum, and teachers felt
that scores did not give an accurate reflection of student progress. Ann also
noted, moreover, that the test results were not helpful in teaching.
Nonetheless, these district - mandated tests involved careful preparation time,
thorough attention to instructions and very specific attention to exact
starting time. For example, Ann told students when it was 10 seconds before
the test and asked them to begin exactly as the second hand passed 12. Ann
also reminded students about strategies for taking timed tests and the
importance of not wasting time on questions they were not sure of.

Ann received students' scores on the levels test for both spring and fall
testing prior to the end of the school year. Although she reviewed the scores
and noted students who showed gains and those whose scores declined, Ann used
this information as a supplementary rather than primary information source
about student progress. The results did not seem useful. for assessing
students or instruction. In addition, Ann did not mention how either the
school or district intended to use this test a:formation. In other words,
these district-mandated testing activities, although obviously an important
activity, seemed to have minimal effect on classroom practices or the
diagnosis of students' needs.



Classroom Testing

Ann's own testing activities combined with the grating of daily
assignments and informal check of students' progress via questioning or
observation were the central assessment features of this class. In respect to
classroom tests, Ann noted that stns relied almost 4xclusively on the tests
provided in texts and accospar7ing teacher guides. In sows instances, such as
the end of unit social studies test. Ann suppleHented theist test questions
with a few additional questions.

The tests ,nd quizzes given students Suring these weeks were objective
tests; questions were multiply choice, short answer, and true-false. The
social studios unit test also included a brief essay question. Prior to a
major test, Ann carried out a thorough review with students and described
exactly the kinds of orations to expect on tho test. During the review for
the social studies test, the only ardor unit test given during my observation,
she indicated that it woulJ include a brief essay at least 4 sk, l'ences long
isld spelling would be counted throughout. Both review and test. .12 this

inat_ce, emphasized factual informationknowledge of terms and recall--to a
greater degree than had been apparent in the classroom discussions. At the
conclusion of this test, Ann promptly reviewed answers, returned graded papers
on the following day and further discussed answers and reviewed questions that
posed particular problems. Because students had unexpect.i difficulty on this
test, Ann modified the grading and decided to grade on tt.., curve rather than
use the usual percentage scale and to not count spelling errors in the essay
question. Ber review of students' grades and informal questioning about the
difficulty of individual test questions, prompts' Ann to conclude that the
lower grades were due to (1) students' lack of familiarity with multiple
choice questions that called for all correct answers and (2) insufficient
studying by students. She also notes that students had perforL-: far better
on homework assignments than on the test, despite the fact that she viewed the
test as relativerf easy. This unit test was the most important classroom test
given students during my observation.

Classroom Assignments and Diagnosis

But tests were definitely not the only way Ann judged students' progrees
in a subject. Assignments, completed almost daily and corrected in class,
provided an equally important source of information and contributed
significantly to a student's overall grade. For example, in the mid-term
Progress repd:t, 71 percent of the 2100 nossible points (20 assignments) were
baaed on assignment grades. Assignment results were key influencers of
student grades. Similar to the test questions, assignments were usually part
of the curriculum materials and frequently called on students to answer a
series ot (mations. Almost all assignments were graded; in firct, studonts
frequently asked Will this be graded2. Assignments were regularly corrected
in class and scores were converted to a percentage scale which the student
read out loud to Ann for entry into the grade book.
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Although Ann frequently collected papers after grading, she also used
ther informal methods of tracking students' general progress. To maintain a
general sense of the group's progress, she regularly asked students to raise
their hands and indicate how many questions each had missed. In-class
assignments were often preceded by practice assignments of one or two
questions or problems. While students completed these questions, Ann
consistently circulated throughout the room observing each student's
progress. The number of questions raised, the speed with which students
completed the practice questions all indicated how much additional
clarification needed to be provided.

In this setting, the prompt completion and correcting of assignments
played as much, if not more, of a role in the grading process of students as
did tests. For students it also meant that their performance was constantly
visible before classmates. The process of recording assignment scores was
also a time when Ann verbally acknowledged good grades. For the skillful
student it was a chance for others to hear how well they had scored and to be
verbally praised for the performance. Other students, who repeatedly had to
acknowledge low grades, must have viewed the daily display with apprehension.
While the regular grading and verbal reporting probably motivated some
students to complete assignments and to stay current with their classrnam
work, the daily recording of grades also prompted students to constantly
compare themselves to their peers.

Evaluation Criteria

Completing assignments on time was an important criteria for success.
What other evaL.ative criteria other than assignment completion were
specifically noted by the teacher in preparing students for classroom work?

Although the overall esriteria for performance may be discussed early on in
the school year, I looked for explicit comments to students about what
criteria were being evaluated. During my observations, I recorded five times
when Ann clearly noted criteri.1 for Wm assessments. Most of these involved
evaluating some type of written productthe essay on a test, a descriptive
paragraph, the stock market booklet. Because these criteria tell students
explicitly what assessment expectations are, I've outlined the criteria in the
following:

2252e

a. Test essay Write a paragraph with at least four
sentences. Spelling counts. The
paragraph should be well thought out.

b. Descriptive paragraph Spelling counts. Use at least 10
sentences. Sentences must all support
a topic sentence. Bake certain
sentences make sense. Use descriptive
adjectives and action verbs.

c. Revising paragraph Watch spelling and use a paragraph
format. Link sentences to topic.

111111111.
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d. Stock market booklet Neatly organized, accurate
descriptions. Use paragraphs; expect
oiler, understandable sentences; should
be neat.

e. Reading stories Use nice, clear, lour, voice.

In several instances, Ann used a student's assignment to illustrate her
standards. For example, she read one of the descriptive paragraphs assigned
in English to the class, noting how effectively it war written. Most
evaluative criteria were communicated verbally rather than written down, and
most focused on straight-forward characteristics such as spelling, number of
sentences in a paragraph, or clarity of the sentences. During my observation,
students had only one opportunity to revise an assignment and improve the
quality of it. For most students, this involved making the assignment neater
rather than improving content.

Students' View

What did students perceive as the important criteria for success in this
6th grade classroom? To answer this, we asked students to write a letter to
an imaginary 5th grader describing what it takes to be successful in 6th
grade. Students identified the following issues as most essential.

No. of Responses

o Get homework done and turn it in on time 20

o Listen, pay attention, don't talk
and follow directions 15

o Study notes and past assignments for tests 15

AM%

The next most frequently mentioned responses of students were (1) study
and try hard (9 responses), (2) chock assignments for mistakes, and (3) be
neat, use nice handwriting and correct headings (8 responses for both).
According to these responses, assignment completion and appropriate behavior
were the criteria students recognized as most significant contributors to good
grades. Surprisingly, few students mentioned quality of wok or participation
in class. A summary of student responses is included at the end of this paper.

Questioning Stratlim

Daily questioning activities allow teachers to informally monitor
students' understanding, 'Loth individually and as a group. To analyze
teacher-student interactions in this clans, I recorded question and response
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patterns in three English and three reading/spelling class periods and noted
students who

1. volunteered responses and answered correctly or incorrectly

2. were called upon and answered correctly or incorrectly

3. were asked to read orally

4, initiated questions and

5. received praise for their participation.

These interactions are summarised in detail in the following tables.

In reviewing responses, these patterns were clear: (1) students eagerly
volunteered to answer questions and most volunteers answered correctly;
(2) relatively few students were called upon to answer questions; (3) students
spent a significant amount of time asking questions about assignments or about
correcting papers; and (4) students who volunteered and participated actively
in class were far more likely to receive praise than other students.

Many students volunteered to answer questions. In English, for example,
68 percent of all questions asked were responded to by volunteers. In
reading/spelling, 82 percent of the questions were answered by volunteers. As
the table on the following page illustrates, most volunteers also answered
correctly--in English, 13 of 17 responses (76%), in reading/spelling*, 21 of
24 (88%). The number of students called upon in each class was significantly
lower. In English, students were 'called upon' to answer 32 percent of all
questions; all responded correctly, and almost all were high performers. In
addition, 11 English students (42.percent of the class) did not
participate, during these class periods, in question answering acV,1,1*ies. In
reading/spelling, 17 percent of the questions were directed at specific
students; these students, as the table illustrates, were much more :likely to
respond incorrectly than correctly.

since Ann relied on volunteers to monitor student's understanding, some
students could readily slip by without being called upon and without attending
to classroom discussion.

Students' Responses to Qucstions
N V 0 C CP*

English
Reading/spelling

26 16% 524 0 32%
11 10% 72% 14% 3%

* I recorded only Ann's homeroom stude-ts in the reading and spelling class.
The figures recorded reflect the responses and participation levels of 11
students, not all students in the class.

** Symbols represent the following: Val volunteer, answer incorrectly; e.
volunteer, answer correctly; C called on, answer incorrectly; ® called
on, answer correctly; A student asks question; R student reads orally;
P student receives praise; N number of students.
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Students not only answered questions eagerly--a sign of their
involvement --they also asked a groat many questions themselves. In fact
during the English sections over three times as many questions were asked by
students as by the teacher. In reading, approximately two times as many
questions were asked. The vast majority of these questions had to do with
students correcting papers in class and with requesting help on assignments.
The somewhat surprising number of questions from students about management
rather than content issues illustrates the time and effort devoted to the
grading of papers, particularly in determining how many points an answer
should receive.

Finally, Ann consistently provided praise for volunteering and answori-g
questions correctly, for reading orally and for reporting high grades.
Consequently students who participated actively in class--volunteered
frequently, etc. --were far more likely to be verbally praised and reinforced.
There seemed to be far fewer opportunities for reinforcement of students who
were less proficient academically or verbally, and less reinforcement
occurring in the reading/spelling than in the English.

Summary Tables**

English (n26) Reading/Spelling (n11)
No. of Students No. cf Students

Total Responding Total Responding
Responses Boys Girls Total Responses Boys Girls Total

VV 4 2 1 3 3 1 2 3
13 4 6 10 21 3 6 9

C 0 0 0 0 4 2 1 3
© 8 1 5 6 1 0 1 1
A 83 13 10 23 56 4 7 11
R 23 10 8 18 7 2 5 7
P 37 12 8 20 7 2 5 7

Providing Feedback to Students. In this class, grades recorded in the
gradebook were the major record of student progress. Both 6th grade teachers
used a computer to record and average grades from assignments, tests and
quizzes. At midterm, students received a printout of their grades on all
activities and their grade average so they could identify exactly what
assignments were missing or had posed problems for them. Ann relied primarily
on this numerical summary to give feedback to students on their progress. She
also acknowledged that final grades in borderline cases were affected by the
amount of effort students displayed. There were no other permanent records
such as a file of sample poets or annecdotal records maintained on students.
Students received a grade report with letter grades at the end of each term.

** Symbols represent the following: V volunteer, answer incorrectly; em
volunteer, answer correctly; C called on, rumor incorrectly; @ called
on, answer correctly; A student asks question; R student reads orally;
P student receives praise.
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In addition t. :he feedback provided by grades, Ann provided a
considerable amount of informal verbal praise to students in class. Praise
such as 'good" or °very good" was most likely to occur in these instances:
(1) after a student had responded correctly to a question, (2) read a section
in the reading book, (3) reported a good grade on an assigment, or (4) asked
a relevant question. As a group, students were praised for appropriate
behavior such as beginning classwork promptly, or keeping noise to a minimum.
Praise also was used to acknowledge sad encourage effort. For example, during
reading activities, students who had difficulty with oral reading frequently
received a comment of good or 'very good. Also, students who volunteered
or who tended to be disruptive frequently receive( praise for their
contributions and class participation. Quieter students, who volunteered
infrequently, were less likely to receive praise. Ann, also, consistently
proviaed positive comments to students as they reported grades on
assignments. Students with high grades regularly received 'good" or "very
good.' In a number of instances, students who normally received lower grades
received praise for evidence of improved work even though their grade might
have been average or lower.

Although students corrected their own and other students papers almost
daily, students did not have any personal involvement in evaluating
themselves. For example, they did not keep track of their grades on
assignments, nor keep a folder of writing papers nor complete any rating
scales or checklists critiquing their projects or those of their peers. As
may be true in most classrooms, grading and evaluation was primarily an
external activity and students had little opportunity to apply evaluative
criteria to their own work or work of peers.

Purposes for Assessment

Although grading, including evaluating tests arc, assignments, was the most
important assessment activity in this class, judging students' achievement was
not the only assessment activity. For example, Ann also used assessment to
diagnose group and individual needs, to place or group students, and to
motivate and control. This section describes how these types of assessments
were used.

Diagnosis. Assessing the progress and needs of students, individually or
as a group, affects the pace and character of instruction. As noted
previously, diagnosis of the students' progress as a group occurred frequently
and involved a myriad of activities--informally checking papers as students
completed assignments, asking questions of students with varying skill levels,
observing students' progress on practice problems, and monitoring the number
of questions asked about an assignment. Ann also noted that she used pretests
with her math class to see if a unit should be taught or skipped. 1h ..Iveral
instances, diagnosis clearly led Ann to reteach a lesson or review certain
concepts, but it was not linked to individualising learning activities.
Instruction was provided on a group basis. Students who needed extra help
were asked to come in after class for assistance. Ann arranged small group
acsistanct two or three times during the time I observed, at other times she
expected students to contact her if they were having difficulty.
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Although Ann was aware of several studtats with potential learning
problems, these problems were primarily managed in the context of regular
group instruction. For example, one student consistently reported low grades
on assignments and tests. Tot he was a fluent reader, frequently answagd
questions in class correctly and received average scores on the district
testing. In class, Ann called on this student frequently, consistently
praised him for his efforts and reprimanded him for incomplete assignments. -

Despite these strategies, the student continued to perform poorly. Although
Ann modified group instructional activities to assist this btudent, a more
individualized diagnosis of his specific problems seemed to be required.

Placement and Grouping. In this school, students received placement tests
in reading and math at the onset of each year. The placement tests, from
Harcourt Brace, consisted of a series of reading selections and comprehension
questions and math problems coveting addition and subtraction, sounding
numbers, multiplication, division, fractions, decimals and geometry. Mew
students also took these two tests, and classes were assigned based on test
results. According to Ann, two other factors played into modifying final
decisions about placement--teachers' observations of students during the
initial week of class and parental requests. Ann noted that some of her
reading students, whose test scores would have placed them in the resource
room, had been placed in hoc room by parental request. Parents wanted to make
certain their students were progressing at grade level and not segregated into
a special learning context. This resulted in a reading class of substantially
differing abilities, but Ann felt all were managing to keep up with grade
level work.

The initial weeks of class also provide time for teachers to 'size up' the
class as a whole, as well as individuals in it. Ann relied on a range of
standard classroom activitiesquestion answering, completing assignments,
classroom discussions to help her &terming the groups needs and abilities.
During these initial days, she noted that the students in this class were
definitely not :41) proficient as her last year's class and decided that she
would place more emphasis on basic skills and limit the amount of writing
assignments students were expected to complete. Intial 'sizing up' activities
also prompted Ann to consider eliminating the unit on the stock market because
she was uncertain about the students' ability to 'ndle it. In retrospect,
after seeing students' writing assignments and t r success with the stock
market unit, Ann ipdicated that these modificatious were probably not needed
and questioned the limited amount of writing that she required of students.

Student Motivation. Ann frequently used tests and assignments to motivate
and control student behavior. For example, in introducing activities for the
week, she regularly told students that they would be tested on the material on
Friday. Ann :Aso kept students focused on classroom activities by telling
students that papers would be corrected at the end of class. The importance
of an assignment was determined by whether or not it was graded. For example,
when explaining the required booklet on stock market transactions, Ann
specified at the onset 'This will be graded.' Students, also, frequently
asked 'Will we grade or correct this?' Ungraded practice papers were often
treated as unimportant; Ann frequently reprimanded students for crumbling them
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up and throwing them in the wastebasket. Correcting and grading papers in
class and completing homework which would be graded the following day was a
routine part of the daily activity and a method of keeping students constantly
aware of and progressing toward their next tasks.

The only subject this pattern did not occur in was the stock market
activity. During this social studies class, students reported on a personal
(imaginary) investment activity. Rather than a series of short tern
assignments, corrected on a daily basis, students engaged in a long term
activity and summarized the results in a final booklet. The students' focus
was on learning how to complete and clearly describe their investment
activities. Although students did not have daily written assignments, the
vast majority stayed motivated and engaged throughout the activity and
responded positively to the departure from typical class patterns.

Evaluating Instruction. A teacher's ongoing instructional evaluation is
primarily an internal process--a daily review of how attentive students were,
bow quickly they grasped material, or whether concepts needed to be retaught.
However, a more visible example of evaluation occurs when students perform
poorly on a major test. For example, in evaluating results of the social
studies test, Ann informally considered test difficulty; format of the
questions; time spent in review; and students' general results on homework.
She did not, however, consider whether the test questions themselves were
appropriately linked to instruction; whether questions tested what was taught;
whether the test judged students' actual understanding of material. Ann,
instead concentrated on dealing with grading issues (e.g., grading on the
'curve' rather than with the normal percentage scale). In this instance, the
test seemed to have little value as a means of judging or modifying
instruction and there seemed to be relatively little link between to Ping rand
instruction.

Feedback to Students and Parents. Grades from assignments and tests were
the major feedback provided students and parents. These scores were reported
in detail on the midterm computer printout which provided a summary of total
points available, points earned by the student on each assignment, and an
average of the number of points earned. This average was indicated in
percentage points and equated to a letter grade (e.g., 90-100 A). In
addition, Ann indicated on the printout whether the student's work was below
average, average or above average. The printout did not include any summary
cnsments about students' attitudes, progress or behavior. Ann noted that the
computerised reporting was a new system, one that alerted parents to their son
or daughter's progress well before grades were released. Both sixth grade
teachers felt it provided important documentation of a student's daily work
and helped circumvent potential conflict with parents about grades. Parents
and students also received regular report cards at the end of the term.
Grades were computed on a percentagelscale: A 90-100, 3 80-90, C 70-80,
D 60-70, F below 60. The scale was used in all subject areas.

As I mentioned earlier, students also consistently received feedback on
both performance and in-class behavior. Ann provided regular reinforcement
for homework grades, test results, answering questions in class, reading
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orally, and initiating questions. Periodically she encouraged those who
missed questions by saying "good try." Ann also provided feedback to the
group and individuals about on-task behavior and closely monitored disruptive
students and general class behavior. She praised positive group efforts,
commented on productive work habits, and firmly disciplined students who
disrupted the class or failed to hand in homework on time.

Students' classroom work was judged in terms of being right or wrong and
scored according to the percent correct. For assignments that required a
different kind of evaluation such as the stock market booklet, or a
descriptive paragraph, Ann gave clear, specific criteria. The criteria,
however, emphasised characteristics that were more easily measured -- spelling
errors, length of paragraph, number of descriptive adjectives rather than
content issues. In the regular subject areas, she concentrated on more
measurable and objective characteristics and on assignments that could be
easily and efficiently corrected.

Since most classroom feedback was tied to grades or classroom
participation, students who generally performed well in those areas received
the majority of positive feedback. For the quieter and less academically
?roficiont student there were fewer opportunities for verbal reward and
seemingly less opportunity to feel successful. In addition, the kind of
feedback provided did not seem to help students learn to perform more
effectively. For example, although Ann suspected that students had not
studied adequately for the social studies test, I did not observe her
specifically discussing how they might review more effectively for the next
test. ,Feedback in this setting seemed to provide nor',. consistent
reinforcement for competent learners, and less easier nce or benefit to those
who were less academically skilled.
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Summary Comments

At the onset of this chapter, I noted that the objective of this study was
to further understand classroom assessment practices and describe how
assessment is used to diagnose, place, evaluate achievement and instruction,
and pw7ide feedback to students and parents. In summarising my observations
in this 6th grade class, these points seen particularly relevant.

Assessing student achievement by grading is the major assessment activity
in this classroom. This assessment occurs daily,In every subject area,
through the scoring of classroom assignments and the grading of quizzes and
tests. In fact, assignments are just like mini-tests and overall have as much
if not more weight on a given grade than the tests themselves. In evaluating
assignments, the major criteria are completeness and correctness. Scores on
homework were recorded daily in almost every subject 4- e.

In this classroom, assignments as well as tests were almost always part of
the instructional materials for a unit. Ann depended upon the publishers of
the curriculum materials to provide relevant, well-written assessments. In
only a few instances did she supplement the test with additional questions.

Both assignments and tests were paper and pennil assessments usually
calling on students to Answer multiple choice, ed answer and fill in the
blank quotations. Students had very few assignment& that required the teacher
to judge products or performance apart from homework. The primary exception
to this were students' activities in the stock market unit.

Although district-mandated testing !absorbed a fair amLunt of instructional
time, this teacher depended exclusively on her own tests and assignments to
fudge students' progress. The formal tests had little or no influence on
Ilassroom activities and were used primarily to facilitate student grouping
for the following year.

Students received frequent praise and reinforcement for their grades,
participation in class discussions and responsible behavior. Academically
proficient students, however, tended to receive and have opportunity to
benefit more from the reinforcement available than lid students who were less
accomplished in the classroom.
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Student Comments--How to Get Good Grades

Comments No. of ResponsesMEOW
71=1/0

Get homework done on Lime, turn
it in on time

Listen, pay attention, don't talk,
follow directions

Study notes and past assignments
for tests

Study and try hard

Check assignments for mistakes, including

misspelled words, punctuation, capitals

Be neat, use nice handwriting and
correct headings

Understand what you're learning,
ask if you don't

20

15

15

9

8

8

5

Be good, don't get in fights,
don't talk back 5

Take time and do a good job 3

Concentrate on work, don't goof off 3

Try to do all extra credit and
extra reading 3

Complete all assignments,
complete make-up 3

Study in a quiet place, right
after se'ol 3

Help teacher, get on her good
side, be nice to her 3

Never talk back to teacher, don't mess
with her stuff, or get out of seat 3

Answer questions when called on 2

Never cheat or copy answers 2

Read thoroughly, don't skim,
following along when others read 2
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Student CommentsRow to Get Good Grades

Comments No. of Responses

Make up bad grades 1

Don't tattle or make fun of others

Don't complain about long assignments 1

Consequences/warnings

If homework is late, you'll write
25 sentences

Get a 0 if assignments not completed 1

Get stricter at end of year 1

Extra hints

Get sleep and eat a good breakfast
before tests

Write assignments down, check off
when completed

1

Sometimes teachers give answers
by accident

1

Good notes make it easier to study,
it helps remember things 1

Coed grades are important
1
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CASE STUDY #3
Methodology

This report is based on over two months participant-observation in the
sixth grade classroom at Mount Stanton School (1). In the period from 1 Aprilto 3 June, 1985, this researcher spent an average of 15 hours per week with -

the students and teachers of the sixth grade, observing the instructional
process in the classroom, assisting with oral reading groups, doing some
one-on-one work with students working on individual projects, following the
students as they went off to their other classes, occasionally joining in the
Lower School faculty in the lunch room and their after-school meetings, and
informally interviewing students, teachers, and staff.

Further, a variety of documents relating to classroom assessment were
collected: samples of homework and classwotk assignments in math and language
arts; the class newsletter and various notices to parents; evaluations by
camping trip counsellors; the semi-serious personal awards list from the clans
camping trip; student self-evaluations of their year's work; student-generated
lists of ways to succeed in the sixth for incoming sixth graderul and a sample
of id-year and all available year-end student evaluations. In addition, for
the single textbook unit used in the class, an analysis of the cognitive
domain of questions was conducted.

In the paragraphs below I will attempt to characterize evaluation and
assessment in the Mount Stanton sixth grade. Assessment is an ongoing,
visible part of the instructional activity in the sixth grade classrom.
Student-teacher interactions were documented in fieldnotes; sample homework
and Glasswork assessments supplement these observations.

The two sixth grade teachers devote many hours to constructing prose
evaluations of each student twice yearly. Final evaluations were availaole
for 38 of the 42 sixt4 graders; a sample of 12 dd-year evaluations was alsocollected. These evaluations--especially the final evaluations, which report
the period during which 3 was present in the classroom--provide direct insight
into which aspects of academic and personal behavior are assdesed and how they
are weighted. Further, when compared and contrasted with classroom

11
(1) The school nave, as roll as the names of alp personnel and students are
pseudonymous. I wish tc oxtend sy thanks to the staff and students of the
Loazr School for their geudrot cooperation with and support of this
research. Most gratefully I acknowledge the limitless interest, attention,and patience of the sixth grade teachers. They maintained interest despiteall my intrusions and gave fully of their intelligence and broad experience tothis project. The students of the sixth I especially thank for their time and
ci 'imity. They made me feel welcome, sometimes even useful --a rare and
gratliying experience for a researcher.
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observations, the teachers' final evaluations reveal the degree of congruence
between informal and ongoing performance assessment and formal, permanentassessment records.

The materials available from Mount Stanton also offer some insights in to
the students' view of assessment. Two student assignments, their year -ene
self-evaluation and their lists of ways to succeed in the sixth, are compared
with the teachers' final evaluations. Self-evaluations were available for 18students. For 11 students these self-evaluations are substantial enough thatthey can be compared on an individual, as well as group, basis with the
teachers' final evaluation report. Lists of ways to succeed in sixth,numbering from one to 12 suggestions, were completed by 22 students. Whilethe comparison of self-evaluations and teacher evaluations primarily addresses
specific aspects of academic and personal growth, the ways to succeed lists
suggest how closely students' and teachers' understandings of desirable
classroom behaviem conform.

In order to create a context in which the assessment activities of the
Mount Stanton sixth grade can be properly understood, the first major sectionbelow will provide background information on the school and the sixth grade
itself. The structure and atmosphere of the sixth grade will be described insome detail, since the instructional method and philosophy of its teachers
determine, to a great extent, the form and function of the Amassment
activities to be reviewed.

The succeeding sections will address specific assessment questions:

o What are the forms in which assessments are recorded, both in
informal teacher records and school files?

o What are the sixth grade teachers' principles for assessment, i.e.
what is the range of student characteristics and behaviors that
should be assessed?

o What are these teachers' strategies for assessment; how are
assessments of student performance actually conducted?

o What are the instructional or other pedagogical purposes that
assessment serves in this classroa?

o How and how effectively are assessment principles communicated to the
students; 'n what ways do students participate as co-active members
of a cooperative assessment process?

In order to address these issues, especially th* final question of
feedback to students, the various asssessment documents described above willbe compared and contrasted. The study focusses almost exclusively on the
activities of the sixth grade as a homeroom group, thus the subjects of math,
language arts, and reading, for which the homeroom teachers are responsible,
constitute the primary academic foci of the report.
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"Running The Sixth" at Mount Stanton School

Mount ikanton School is a well established, private, nonsectarian,
independent, coeducational preschool-12 academy located on a wooded campus in
a major Vest Coast metropolitan area. It enrolls 575 students, ten percent of
whom receive partial or complete waiver of the $5,300 annual tuition fee.
Students are drawn from the city, its suburbs, and surrounding semi-rural
communities, primarily the children of professionals. Parents must provide
transportation to school. Their level of involvement in their children's
a...cation is generally high.

TPe schaol has four divisime, 'wowed in its own building: a
preschoo. enrolling children from age three-and-a-half through kinderosrten:
the Lo .,r Jcbool, of which the sixth grads in the final class: the Middle
school, grades seven and eight: and the Upper School, grades nine through
twelve. Enrollment per grade is smallest in the Lower School, averaging 40
per grade, and greatest in the Upper School, averaging 50 per grade. In
addition to the divrisional buildings, the no, pus boasts a classroom and studio
buildings, a cafeteria/assembly building, an auditorium, a wood shop,
gymasiums and plating fields, and an administration balding. Each division
of the school has a principal: general administration any planning is directed
by a headmaster who capons tr the corporate board of 'drustees.

The greater:. transition for studelts at Mount Stanton tokes place nicer
the sixth cradle, when they shift fru: a single f..lass per grade to
achievement-grouping for their various subjects The transition from the
Lowy' school also marks a transition toward the Upper School's more
traditionally structured, college-preparatory curriculum. During the Middle
School years the students also move from the ungraded evaluatiou rystem of the
Lower School toward a graded system, fully instituted by the r h grade. In
grades seven and eight prose evaluations are the standard ..:eporting
form, however grades are also computed and are available upon request of
student or parent. Thus, the sixth grade is a pivothl yea for Mount Stanton
students: the evaluations and assessments of the sixth grade teachers are
infozmed by this impending change in student life.

In the Lower School teachers enjoy a high degree of discretion their
curriculum and pedagogy. However, the school has a well articulated
philosophy for learning and teaching. The teachers' primary purpose,
according to the Wwer School Parent Handbook is:

...to help children develop '-,11ectually, socially, and physically,
and, in the process, through welt- discipline and through the
satisfaction derived from doing atask well, become self-reliant
individuals.



Throughout the Lower School each grade is maintained as a single,
team-taught class. Students break out of their contained classrooms into
smaller groups for art, music, shop, science, and French. Physical educationis a daily class, conducted as a coed activity in grades one through five, but
separately for boys and girls in sixth.

Mount Stanton places considerable stress on character development, as well
as academic achievement. Character development is accomplished in pert
through experiential learning. Educational outings are Zzequent, ranging, forthe sixth grade, from a walking tour of the city to a visit with the state
governor, from trips to soccer tourneys with out-Of-town schools to a
week-long mturalist and camping trip to the ocean. These excursions are tied
to classroom learning, in the sixth requiring advance discussion, reading,
and/or film-viewing, as well as individual writing and drawing projects.

The Sixth

The students in the sixth grade axe run (An teacher jargon) by a coed
team of five yearb' standing. Clint is the Lower Sr.00l's most senior
teacher, the assistant principal and a Mount Stanton sixth grade veteran for
over 20 years. He and his i Lecipal describe him as the creative,
imaginative partner and, Wised his classro6m style is dramatic, engaging,and affectionate. Clint it a veritable legend at the school; students from
years ago, as well as current Upper School students, make time to drop in on
his class. Brenda is, both in self-description and according to her partner,
the organisational mind, the one who makes things run. She began at the
school five years ago, having found public school teaching too regimented and
fraught with disciplinary problems. Brenda projects a low key, sincere, and
thoughtful personality to the students: they know she is a caring person,
interested in any issue they bring to her.

The two teachers divide some of the labor of running the sixes. Brenda
maintains meticulous class records, ctLrects the majority of the homework and
classwork, and generally keeps track a. time, people, and things. Clint takes
on much of the discipline work, teaches one of the PE classes, and helps
supervise the students when they go t4 shop class. Clint's extra efforts
provide some free moments for Brenda to work on the students' papers and
undertake administrative work, such as'drafting the evaluations.

The atmosphere of the classroom is highly informal, even to the point of
giving the appearance of being unstructured. In fact the informality is
coupled with a highly structured system made as explicit as possible to all
participants. One of the teachers' primary tasks in the fall, they report, is
to make the system for running the sixth clear to the students. All the
members of the sixth are on a first-name basis. The teachers ar yarm and
physical3. as well as verbally, affectionate toward the students. Studentsfeel fre .N bring any concern or anecdote, school or nonschool, to either
teachr- and receive a receptive, interests' ~oaring. Brenda and Clint
toler4te relatively free movement in the classroom end the students can
generally come and go as they need to, provided theta is no clear4
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group-focused activity going on in which they have a responsibility to
participate. Considerable student-student interaction is allowed around the
general instrutcional activity, in fact the seating arrangement (see Figure
One) is designed to facilitate this. Queried about this student-student,
rather than teacher-student seating orientation, Clint explained that:

Kid-kid interaction is as important as what goes on between kid and
teacher....If you don't encourage that, you miss out on so much.
They learn from each other. They get skilled....It (talking to other
kids about instructional material) puts the capper on .ame skills.

The 1984 -85 sixth grade was large, 42 students. Sexes were fairly .verity
divided, 23 boys and 19 girls. Brenda and Clint feel the class runs best when
there is near parity in the sax of the students. Eleven of these were new to
Mount Stanton this year, close to the usual 25 percent new students they
encounter every 9 . Students are placed into the school at this age for
basically two reasons, according to Clint. On the one hand, there are
children wno have begun to have difficulty in the public school, causing
disciplinary problems andior becoming bored and unmotivated. These parents
hope their children will profit from the more individua14sed attention
available at Mount Stanton. On the other hand, 20010 parents feel that their
children, while performing and behaving well, are not realising their full
potential. They look to the stimulation the wide range of ictivities
projects for student research offered by Mount Stanton, as .:11 as its
emphasis on individual development. Five or six of the students were
preparing to leave Mount Stanton after the sixth grade, transferring to theirlocal public middle school. This is the usual level of attrition some
parents view the Lower School experience at Mount Stanton as the crucialperiod in structuring their children's attitudes toward learning. All these
students were very reluctant to leave Mount Stanton; some had serious
anxieties about the graded and more heirarchically structured envilxneent they
expected to enter.

Ages of the classmates ranged from 10 to 13 years. Several students who
had came up through Mount Stanton from preschool had entered the Lower School
early and thus were ahead of their age group. Nor is it uncowin for students
to repeat a year at the school, leading to older-than-average sixth graders.
(One student was a repeater from the previous year's sixth. Moan had not
performed wart academically or personally and he had agreed with his parents
and teachers that another chance to do the sixth would be a good experience.)
The students also ranged widely in maturation, some well into puberty and
c'hers still very such children.

Whiles not all the students in the sixth were above average in either
ab!lity or achievement, the school's overall student body ranks above the
eighcy-fifth percentile in nationally normed tests. T*cisions to request
repeating a grade nontribute to this, as well as refusal to keep students who
are not suited for the responsibilities that the school's students areexpected to fulfill. Brenda and Clint related a case from this fall in which
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they had, in fact, refuved to run a student who was academically and
emotionally unprepared for their sixth grade. Be was combative, did not
punctually meet his classes, and performed far below their minimal reading
levels. They were on the verge of requesting his removal when be was caught
stealing in the classroom and was summarily expelled by the principal. The
episode led to a soul-searching faculty meeting in which other teachers
admitted they had passed him on because be was simply too disruptive. New
guidelines for handling, and dismissing, problem students were established asa result.

Clint and Brenda structure their curriculum around a series of major
topics, many of them traditions for the sixth that Lower School pupils look
forward to for many years. Each successive topic requires a student project
that, by the end of the year, entails library research, several drafts of a
written report, an oral presentation to teachers and classmaLas, and a wall
mural depicting aspects of their topic and that serves as an aid in their
presentation. A first topic in the fall is used as an icebreaker, to help
integrate the new and continuing Mount Stanton students, and to facilitate
Brenda and Clint's getting to know the students well. Bach is assigned a
partner and required to write a biography of that classmate, introduL4
to the class, and draw a portrait. Subsequent topic foci included a biography
of an historical personage, a marine science or history study, and a report on
the city in whose suburb the school is located.

The sixth makes almost no use of textbooks. The single exception is Scott
Foresman's IMAGE I (1977), a short story and essay collection, out of which
one unit is assigned, taking up several weeks of reading time just before
ld-yeer. Reading is taught orally, in small reading circles. The students
choose among a variety of offered books, novels and non-fiction essays. -

Selections late this year included Parley NOwett's THE DOG WHO, WOULDN'T BE and
OWLS IM TES FAMILY, Esther Hamill* THE ENDLESS STEPPE, and Irene Hunt's
ACROSS FIVE APRILS. Language arts is taught through the major project work
and short, in-class and take -home assignments created cy Brenda and Clint and
dittoed worksheets drawn from a variety of sources. Math, too, is conducted
without a textbook. Clint teaches math from notes and assigns problems of his
own dividing and worksheets from various published sources for homework.

Much of the interaction is the sixth is one-on-one between teacher and
student. There is relatively little group rhetorical question-answek work.
Rather, in math or language arts, typically an assignment is given and the
students then apply themselves to the work. The teachers circulate to answer
individual questions an4 look over student progress, ra..sor than going over
the parts of the assignment with the entire group and calling on individuals
to recite.

Teachers' comments are carefully worded to be as encouraging as possible.
Absolute negatives were never used if a student had attempted to provide a
solution or answer a question. Clint and Brenda used phases ouch as 'Not
quite"; 'Think about it a little longer"; 'Can anyone help clarify this";
"Good try"; 'It's a tough one" when a student resporded wrougly. Or, they
simply said mt.ting and moved on to the met student. Since they consistently
gave positive feedback for correct response, absence of confirmation served as
sufficient inOicatoc that the response was not correct.
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During the period I was observing at the school the sixth grade was
focussed on two major activities. In the first five weeks the class vas
preparing for its week-long trip to the beach, the culminating adventure thatall Lower School alldren look forward to. Each student was prop.eing a
mural, wal presentation, and written report on a topic relating to the
natural or cultural historr of the ocean region they would visit. The weeks
following the trip were directed toward completion of the school year, and
included finishing oval reading books, participating in a fifth-sixth grade
musical production, completing shop projects, writing evaluations of theirsixth grade experience, and taking the required achievement tests for seventh
grade placement.

A Day in the Sixth

The school day L.. the sixth begins at 6:30. The teachers are available
early for individual help and some students arrive and work on due or overdue
assignments. Others wander in during the first 10 or 15 minutes. If Clint
has not provided a Pluming up at the end of the previous school day, then the
announlements inclu4e an assessment of 'how cm's' doing' in general. This
call to order is conducted from the teacher's speaking chair (see Figure One),
the locus of most announcements that the students are to pay particular heed
to. During these first sinutes Brenda sits at the teachers' desk receiving
student work and checking it off in her ledgers. She adds homework and
scheduling updates to the announcements, frequently pointing out the names of
those delinquent in homework that she has written on the blackboard. Often
Clint or Brenda leads the class in self - correcting, or having a neighbor
correct, a math or language arts assignment. These are than also submitted tothe 'in° basket on the desk for her to look over and record. Throughout this
period and at many other points in the day students freely leave their desks
to ask Brenda quiet questions about the status of their work or to request
help or clarification.

The first 50-minute period is devoted to language arts. Four days a week
the entire class participates; one morning a week the class splits into two
groups: advanced French students go to oral reading groups; low French
students continue with language arts. The teachers find a strong correlation
between slow learning in french and in the writing, grammar, spellingrequired for language arts.

The language arts class may be an individual writing period or a
group-focussed activity. Crony work during the language arts period included
going over ho^ework sheets on points of grammar and punctuation, with
discussion of the ashy. for each nswer; dictation of a list of words
associated with the upcoming trip to the ocean; and a team competition game,
spellint, baseball. Composition vock comprised most of the language oats
sessions during the period of observation. Some writing assignments were
large, ongoing composition tasks; others were short tasks to be completed thatday. when the observation period began the students were working on a
rhazecter sketch and cessions were devoted to drafting, revising, and cleaningup final drafts. Later students were given some language arts time V; work on
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their major reports for the ocean trip. Short assignments were in essay,
letter, and brief answer form, including a follow-up letter to the state
governor thanking him for meeting with the class; a short story; a bock
review; an essay comparing a novel and a short story that they had previouslyread; a thank you note to someone who had helped the student through the year;
a list of books reads with a comment about each; the students'
self-evaluations of their year's work; the list of ways to succeed for the
incoming sixes; and oral performance tasks including recitation of memorisedpoem.

For composition work, the teachers set an assignment, outline its
requirements, and then permit the students to proceed with it at their own
pace, circulating among them to offer assistance, advice, and direction and
allowing students to come to %them for private consultation. Generally, this
pattern of one-on-one work with students prevails over group recitation in all
Clint and Brenda's teaching. The teachers also rely extensively upon
modelling good student work to motivate others and to clarify tSe direction
their classmates' work should take. Brenda recalled that, on their second
major assigment of the year, several students came to her and Clint and asked
permission to redo their work after they had heard two classmates read their
essays aloud.

They just realised what we wanted and what they should be able to
do. It's (listening to classmates' work) the best way for them to
know what th' can do.

The record of one such session midway through the development of the
character sketch will illustrate Brenda and Clint's instructional method:

o Having seen their drafts, Clint requests that two students read their
essays to the group. Others pull out their papers and a third
volunteers to read; a fourth is called on and performs. Each reading
is followed by evaluative comments, generally positive, hot often
also directive; other studen.s pay close attent:on to these remarks.

o Following the first reading, other students begin to converge o.
Brenda's desk to receive their drafts from her or, wit; their own
Papers, to pose quiet, earnest questions about the character sketch
assignment.

o Following the fourth reading, Clint annouuceo, "If you haver't
finished your character sketch, do that now.* Students begin writing
at their desks, others move to Clint andBrenda for questions and
help. Sons, like the four readerr, Emceed to work on revisions of
their full drafts. Clint has up to eight students waiting for private
consultation at the teachers' speaking chats? each is haidled in
turn, in quiet conversation.

o Brenda pauses in answering inelividual questions at her desk to
clarify the assignment, asking the general group: Do you know what
the &enigma:A Some, having been absent on a group trip, do
not. She goes to each of them.
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o Having whittled down his queue of questioners, Clint begins circling
the roam, pausing by most desks to speak, guickly or at length, with
the writers. His circuit of both student circles takes over 10
minutes. He pauses several times to make statements to tho whole
group, clarifying the assignment, e.g., noting that the teachers are
not correcting spelling, since it is just a draft, but that these
concerns will come later.

o Clusters of students re -form at Brenda's desk and, fur Clint, where
he is seated next to a writing student. They take yuestions in turn,
then again circulate the room, making some evaluative comments loud
enough for the whole class to hear. For example, Clint tells one
student, 'That's a pretty good physical description (of he selected
character]; now what kind of personality are you going to give?'
Some subsequent student questions relate to this same topic, modelled
on their classmate's work.

o The session ends with Brenda outlining for the whole class the -next
steps in the writing process and evaluating their work. Maw that
they have completed the phyical description and characteristics they
will need to outline a story about their character. This should be
done in homeroom or recess periods or at home and is due to be shown
to one of the teachers in the next two days. Work seen so far is
rough; spelling, handwriting, punctuation are not good enough.
Brenda recommends students give their drafts to a classmate for
proofreading before submission to the teachers.

The next class period, from 9:20 to 10, is rench and reading, with the
class divided into two achievement groups on the basis of their proficiency inFrench. French I students are those who are new to Mount Stanton (and
therefore to the French program) and those who have not achieved well in the
language in past years. French II students are ongoing Mount Stanton etude is
with higher proficiency. Placemetit is determined by the French teacher's
test. The French class, held in the auxiliary classroom building, is, unlike
Clint and Brenda's homeroom classes, highly group structured and
performance-oriented. The Frenah teacher queries students randomly in the
class and they are expected to respond by reciting in French. The class is
extremely unpopular with the sixes. Their motivation is low and they
regularly fail to prepare their assignments. The French teacher writes a
separate report for the students' aid-ear and final evaluations.

The half of the class not attending French are divided into two small
groups for reading, each led by one of the homeroom teachers. Reading is
taught entirely orally. Students may select between the two books offered for
their reading circles, so the numbers may be somewhat uneven in each group.
One group convenes in the library and the second in a small circle of chairs
within one of the classroom seating ciraes. Bach member, including the
teacher, reads a section in turn. The students making up of French II groups
are generally quicker and mote fluent in their inglish reading as will.
Breads and Clint ftometimes select more challenging books for those groups.
However, the French I groups include the 1/ new students, many of whose
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language arts ability is high. Thus, the achievement grouping is modified, so
that as many as half the members of the French I reading groups are in fact
high level readers--for Brenda and Clint a critical aspect of the reading
progrce's success. Each group, in their view, must have some good readers tomodel for the others. For the low French group, "reading is the most
important class of the day," Clint states.

For Clint and Brenda oral reading fulfills a variety of important
educational goals. It offers them plenty of opportunity to assess the
students' progress. The mail performance trains the students simultaneously
in rending skills (scanning, vocabulary, grammar) and in self-presentation
skills (articulation, presence, pace). Finally, it illustrat-2 to the
children that, in Brenda's words, "there are a variety of ways to be
successful."

It brings out strengths in different kids. Gayle was a horrible reader.
She thought that Ito couldn't read at all and she said in her
(self-)evaluation, °I found out that everybody else had to learn how to
read, too." So it's sort of a humbling thing for some and a learning
thing for others. Plus the goal is so Obvious. They know from the sound
if somebody's good, so they know what to work for; the role model is
fairly defined.

After a recess period from 10 to 10:20, instruction resumes, with the
class again divided into smaller groups for different subjects. During the
observation period, the sixes were dividee into °A°,611°, "Cr, and °D° groupsfor this period, determining, for any day, whether they attend science, art,or math class. Both Clint and Brenda maintain that the students are not
ability- or achievement-grouped for these subjects. The current grouping had
been established shortly before the observation period was begun, however, xn
order to provide extra math catch-up time for a subset of the students who hadbeen away two weeks on a school-sponsored trip. Two groups jointly attend
Clint's math class and the ether two small groups go off to the c..asses taughtby the subject matter specialists. Like the French teacher, these teachers
write their own prose evaluations of the sixes for mid-year and final reports.

For math class, the 20 or so students take places in the seating circle
next to the blackboard, where Clint usually presides. The math period oftenincludes some presentation on the teacher's part, student desk work on
problems (self-corrected aorrected by a classmate), questions from
students, recitation, individual consultation between the teacher and
students, and student-student cowock. If Clint chooses to go around the
circle asking for answers to problems just set or assigned as homework,
students may decline to answer without providing any excuse. If some class
members appear lost, Clint frequently requeste that their neijhbors assist
them with a private explanation, showing bow they thowelves arrived Ao their
solution. This is the best method, Clint says, for they both learn from the
experience, the slower student getting more help--specifically, help from
someone who has just learned the process--and the quicker student forced to
analyze how he/she solved the problem.



Between 11:30 and 1:10 the sixes eat lunch and take their physical
education class. In order to provide separate classes for the boys and girls,
Clint assists the gym teacher by taking half the class himself. He regards
this as very important work. Growth in physical ability and willingness to
compete and cooperate in physical activities are crucial aspects of the Mount
Stanton education, he explains. Further, participation in PE enables him to
monitor student progress. Like the oral reading performance task, PS provides
an important, alternative avenue to success for certain students. PE
performance is noted on the mid-year and final student evaluations written by
Clint and Brenda.

The half-hour following PE is a cool down' period. The entire class
reconvenes for their most passive portion of the day. ;Ilint and Barbara read
aloud to the group or show films, or occasionally a speaker comes to adress
the Glass. This transition period is critical, they believe, so that students
can settle down emotionally from the rigors of competition and exertion and
gradually refocus their energy. During the first weeks of the observation
thi., period was used to show films about the ocean and marine life and to read
Ernest Hemmingway's THE OLD MAN AND TIE SEA, preparatory to the beach trip.
Students are expected to take notes during the films and to answer questions
about films and oral readings at their conclusion.

For the final two instructional periods of the day, from 1R40 to 2:20 and
2:20 to 3, the students are divided into equal thirds among mu.ic class, shop
class, and homeroom period. Again the groupings (this time "reds', "greens',
and 'blues') are not related to achievement or ability. Bread oversees the
homeroom students who are working on major projects and on homework. This is
a time for in-depth attention f-lm the teacher, should students require it.
Before the beach trip students worked on their murals, visited the library for
background reading, and worked on their written reports. As the school year
drew to a close, they put their time into tasks that needed to be finished up,
many requesting extra time to go to the shop to complete their wood projects.

Clint spends the last two periods overseeing the work of the now-homeroom
groups. He always drops in an the music class, 'just to see bow they're
doing." The music and art teachers provide their own prose mid-year and final
evaluations of the students. Most of Clint's time is spent at the shop,
providing additional help to the shop teacher. The sixes have the option of
working on a lawn mower motor-powered wooden go-kart, a project that Clint
enthusiastically leads. Such projects, he believes, provide opportunities for
students to really test out their abilities to organise, plan, and carry
through a complex task. Shop, in general, he argues, is important as a
vehicle for expresing different kinds of ability tram that usually
demonstrated in the 21assroom. Shop, too, is a separately evaluated subject,
but, unlike all other subjects, it is asessed with a form, with only brief
individual comments (See appendix). Students are rated on a four-point
"strong" to "weak" scale for behavior, motivation, and achievement. Although
shop is not conducted by the homeroom staff, if the students have elected to
work on the go-kart project, it appears on Clint and Brenda's final
evaluations.
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If time permits, Clint provides an assessment of the day's activities
after the class convenes for announcements and dismissal. The teachers
r.guire that every student's work area be cleaned up before anyone can leave.
Many of the students stop to give the teachers a huci ca,their way out of the
room.

Students whose work is overdue may be required to stay after 3, as
'members' of Brenda's After School Club". They are ordinarily given a day's
notice, so that they can arrange their transportation (or, perhaps, rush to
finish up). Notices for the After School Club and for those required to stayin and do homework during the morning recess period are written on the
blackboard for the opening of school. No excuses are accepted once detentionhas been assigned.
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Assessment Records

?ermanent Assessment Records

Permanent school records at Mount Stanton Lewer School include tw.) general
types of assessments, teachers' add-year and year-end evaluations and,
stetting with the third grade, standardised achievement test scores. The
teacher evaluations are sent home for parents and students to read and respondto. The test scores are available on request, but otherwise not distributedto parents or students.

Currently the school uses the SRA Achievement Series each spring for
students in the third grade and beyond. The sixes completed language arts and
math sections of the Level Filorm I version during the period of observation.
Overall scbaol scores on these tests are made available and are often of
interest to parents considering enrolling their children at the *awl.

Twice yearly each teacher ?spares an individual evaluation of the
students. The first evaluation is sent home in January or February, at which
time a parent conference is requested by the homeroom teachers. The second is
completed just at the end of the school year Barring serious problems such as
possible retention of the student, year-end conferences are held only on
parents' request. With the exception of the shop teacher, who uses a scaledform, each teacher prepares a prose report (See appendix). Mid-year and final
evaluations are parallel in fora and content.

For the sixes, the evaluation reports ate made up of an essay jointly
composed by Brenda and Clint: briefer prose evaluations from the teachers of
science, art, music, and French: and the shop teacher's rating form.At id-year Clint and Brenda's evaluation essays run about 900 words: at
year-end they are approximately 750 words in length. These reports reflect
the homeroom teachers' particular concerns, as well rs their responsibilties.

In the final evaluations, the first paragraph outlines the student's
performance during the week-long trip to the ocean, addressing such issues as
interactional behavior and willingness to learn experientially. The contentof this paragraph is developed jointly by the two teachers during their return
trip from the ocean and draws on the evaluations of the tent counsellors who
accompany the class, as well as the teachers' own observations. In some cases
a second, short paragraph points out other behavioral issues which Brendadeems important.

A paragraph is devoted to each of the homeroom subjects. Brenda composes
the sections on language arts and reading: Clint writes the math evaluation.
He also comments, at some length, on physical education performance and, if
the student has participated in the shop go-kart project, the succcess of thatendeavor is briefly noted. A final paragraph sums up overall personal and
ac;.deaic development.
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Teachers' Assessment Records

The sixth grade teachers keep careful, complete, and current records on
each student's work. Brenda maintains two file boxes of student work, sampled
throughout the year. One box contains scored objective work, such as math
problem sheets and grammar, punctuation, and spelling work sheets with teachercomments. The second consists of student writing samples. She uses these
materials, especially the writing samples, to assess for herself the progress
the class is making, as a group and as individuals. She also finds the
material valuable in working with the students (and their parents) to chow
them how far they have come. At year end all the work is given to the
students to take home--a re:,lord of their year's accomplishments.

Homework and classwork is consistently checked and scored and/cm commented
on. Brenda works every morning during the opening minutes of the class day tocheck in all incoming work, announcing who is overdue orally or through lists
on the blackboard. Students come up frequently throughout the day to look atthe check-off list, sometimes going off to rummage successfully in their desks
or cabbie holes for the missing assignment. Brenda's cheek-off lists indicate
only what is completed, not whether it was punctually submitted. Each paper
must be dated, however, creating a record of the timeliness of students' week.

In the early weeks of the school year homework completion reports are sent
home for the children's parents' signature and comments. These report-back
sheets are reinstituted if the students lapse in their personal responsibility
for their own work.

Assessments of major projects are recorded on a special form that Brenda
aas devised to reflect all components of the work (See appendix). These
evaluation summaries are distributed to the students at the completion of the
project and are also kept for Brenda's files until year end. They are a major
resource for composing the evaluation reports. For the oceanography project,
Brenda's summary of the classwork was supplemented with a teacher-authored
evaluation of the students' actual behavior during the trip and a brief
assessment of each student written by their trip counselor.

Performance in the oral reading circles is also recorded. Occasionally
Brenda does an assessment of group members after the reading session, noting
on a check-off form the general level of the students' achievement that day inskills such as vocabulary, sounding out words, asssurance, flow, and
comprehension. These records, too, are a valuable reference for preparation
of the evaluations, as well as monitoring student progress.
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Range of Behaviors Assessed

Making Citizens

Clint: About half our job is making citizens out of them

Brenda: That's right.

Clint: ...and it isn't working if they're just citizens with us.

Brenda: Mize-mhm. They have to go out into the wider world with it or
what we're doing isn't really working....Like they will say,
well, "I don't like her,' and we say, 'You don't have to like
her, but you have to be respectful and you have to do all right
with her."

In the Mount Stanton sixth grade, character development is equally as
important as academic development. Clint and Brenda view the last year of
Lower School as a transition point for their students. They are becoming
adolescents, beginning to address new issues in their own lives, starting toredefine themselves as separate, independent parsons. And they will be
entering a new educational environment. The Middle School teachers "neverknow the kids so well." This is their final year of genuinely intimate
relations with a teacher. Thus, they believe it is imperative to model
appropriate adult-adult behavior with their students, before they go off to
more Iatonymous environments and relationships. Says Clint:

To leave out ethical and moral things at the very time kids should be
learning these things is the biggest error. You might as well leave
out reading, because it can't be more important.

When Brenda and Clint describe their goals for their students, it is
invariably in terms of personal growth. During our first discussion of theclasuoom performance assessment study, Clint offered the assessment of the
ocean trip as an example of how he and Brenda work:

I'm always assessing them. I look for the ability to get along, to
Jo independent work, to take initiative, to solve problems.... (I
try to) assess different skills, let different assets
emerge...through traditional activities and non-traditional ones as
well. Building go-karte is a good example.

Clint and Brenda measure their teaching success as change in
students' everyday behavior. Clint counts this past year a success, for
they transformed a group whom the whole school considered 'unruly,
governable' into a supportive group of kids. Be recalls that at least ahalf-dozen of the boys came up to congratulate one of their el.:Nuts, onan excellent presentation: 'It's such a healthy thing when kid can say
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to each other, 'That's a nice job', or 'Boy, that's really neat."
Brenda and Clint also value the sixes' ability to interact with
comfortably with adults. They describe Ulrich, a somewhat troubled, and
trouble - making, early adolescent:

Clint: Ulrich's the kind of kid who doesn't have all the skills he
needs yet, but he's trying to find out how the world goes
together. But he'll be fine.

Brenda: He's a good, affectionate, caring person and he wouldast be
in another school. He'd be raising hell.

Clint: They'd widelch him.

Brenda: For a kid like that Iv be able to come up and give you a
hug at that age, it's pretty phenomenal, I think.

Clint: He'd easily be on drugs....

The teachers argue that certain levels of interactional skill and personal
confidence are prerequisite to successful functionij in their classroom.
Thus, for some students, progress in these areas must precede academic
growth. They describe Harold, who even at the end of the school year was
noticably lens interactive than most in the class:

Clint: Harold is a bright kid....He had pretty good academic
skills, but he's not going to use them, do anything for you
unless ...you get him chuckling. So having a good time
about coming to school is about as far as we could have
gone with that.guy.

Brenda: To have him able to write as sincerely as he does and to
have him think about his emotions and to have him think
beyond himself as far as emotions are concerned, those are
things that, well...He was the most unp'easant kid I ever
met in my life

Clint: ...he's a different person. And it's not academic, like
you're (researcher) talking about, but it does tie in....We
went with him with math from when h- didn't understand
something, that he juat would not listen. And he went from
that point to "Would you show me how to do this? I really
need to know how to do this now.' That's 180 degrees.

They find that self- esteem and self-confidence are essential bases for
academic learning. Clint offers Grle, a young, very quiet class 1....1..er as an
example. In previuus years he had taught her elder sisters, both of whom were
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exceptionally bright. Gayle, however, came to the sixth with a history ais a
marginal student:

She always felt stupid. Now she feels better about her whole life.
Success in reading has spilled over into her whole life....That's ourgoal I don't care if she's the world's wizard at math or writing or
anything else. Because she's come so far this year. And in the next
couple of years, the next part of her life, she's going to feel so
much better about herself that she's getting there quicker.

When they used to give pre- and post-testing in the sixth, Brenda recalls,
it was these very students with whom they stressed non- academic growth who had
often leapt furthest academically, sometimes as many as four grade levels.

Assessments of Personal and Social Characteristics

Clint and Brenda dedicate two to three paragraphs of their final
evaluations to assessments of social and personal characteristics. Table One
summarizes their comments from those sections of the reports. Personal skills
were most frequently noted (319 comments, averaging more than 8 commznts perstudent). This is consistent with the teachers' self-reported emphasis onpersonal development.

Over half of the remarks on personal skills address just five traits:
willingness to take risks and try new things; general humor; sense of
confidence or self-worth; overall kindness, thoughtfulness, and niceness; and
level of ability and/or willingness to function as an independent person.

Risk-taking, confidence, and independence were assessed for every
student. They are attributes that the teachers consider fundamental to
success in their classroom, academically as well as personally. Following are
typical assessment comments, illustrating how these three attributes intersect
as the basis for learning:

Arthur had a good time on our beach trip. Be was interested in
everything, wanted to give most things a try...

We loved Bill's enthusiasm for the beach trip experience and
appreciated his aggressive interest in all that was going on. He
learned a lot and spent days with his eyes wide open, always
receptive to opportunities.

Emily appreciated the independence and trust she received on our
beach trip and responded reliably, taking care of others as well asherself We would take Emily anywhere and hope she keeps us in mind
whea she reaches !beach trip] counselor age.
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TABLE ONE

Final Evaluations: Assessments of Personal fi Social Characteristics

Personal Skills

Risk taker/tries new
things/varied
interests

Good humor,

Confidence/self-worth
Kind/nice
Independent
Bad habits

Coordina5ed/athletic
Attitude

Uncooperative/insist
on own way
Leads

Independent thinker
Competitive
Follows instruction
or correction

Mischevious
Sincere
Sensitive/deep feeling
Respect rules or
boundaries

Balanced personality
Loyal

Forthright/direct/
clear

Good citizen

Decfsionmaker/accept
decisions

EmotiInal maturation
Other

41
39

32

30
20

16

15

12

11
11

9
9

9
6

6
6

6
6
5

5

5

5

4

11

319

Social Skills

Group Ilek
s

Appreciati
others

Cood sport
Relates to adults
Affectionate
Polite/courteous
Respected by group
Relate to teachers/
seek help
appropriately

Gives of self
Makes friends
Popular in group

Academically
Related Skills

35 Responsible/self
monitoring

21 Task completion
18 Serious about work
15 Volunteer to
15 perform/assist
13 Punctuality
12 Effort/attention

Organized
Enjoy learning

10 Study habits
8 Xnowledgeability
6 Ask qgentions
4 Other

157

2
1Stated positively or negatively, according to majority of remarks.
3Use obscenities, rumor-monger, fighting, spitting, game playing.

4Positive attitude = 8, negative = 4.

sJudgmental, complaining, creative/imaginative, emotional.
Cooperative/group oriented = 20, tight with a few friends = 8, loner = 6,
6uncooperative/not group-oriented = 1.
Self-motivated, slow worker.

n =38

95

99

62

37

33

23

19

16

9

8

5

5

5

3

225



Patti has done some changing, we think. She seems more able to
handle problems on her own--social, physical, and mental. She is
sore confident in her abilities, more willing to try new things, more
able to stick with tasks.

We have noticed many achievements with Gayle since September and
these were most apparent on the beach trip. Her insecurities are at
an all time low as confidence urges her into more risk-taking
adventures and learning experiences...Often, she was independent and
competent about responsibilities, chores, possessions, et al.

While humor and kindness relate closely to the social skills that Brenda
and Clint assess, they are seen largely as personal attributes, determininghow much the students actually get out of the experiences offered to them.

Kim ...enjoyed the (beach) trip while maintaining her consistent,
mature behavior. Kim took Iles* under her wing....Kim Aso had the
intuition to know when help was needed in the kitchen. She was a
reliable worker, never complained, and cheerfully accepted any taskput before her...We hope we can convince her to make the trip again
in a few years as a counselor.

Throughout the (beach trip) week Ali was good-humored, loving,
positive, and tough. She wanted to try it all and learn as such aspossible.

A wide range of specifically social skills (157 comments) were also
commented on in the final evaluations. Almost all evaluations (35 of 38)
contained an assessment of the student's attitude toward group membership and
cooperation with other students and with adults. In addition, students'
ability to interact with adults--the teachers and adults not well known to
them--was also assessed in 15 of the 38 cases. Appreciation (21 comments),
affection (15), and politeness (13) all appear as important aspects of f.ocial
development.

Among academic task-related skills, taking responsiblity for oneself again
appears as a critical attribute, in this case accounting for over 25 percentof the evaluative remarks (62 of 225 comments). The closely affiliated
characteristics of task completion and seriousness about work account foranother 30 percent (70) of the comments. Together with punctuality (19
comments) and level of effort (16), attention and completion characteristicsaccount for almost half (105) of the academically-related assessments.
Volunteering in class and in other work settings is notably frequentlyassessed (23 comments), consistent with the importance placed on cooperative
and group-oriented behavior generally.
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Assessments of Reading

Tables Two and Three display assessments of reading, in the final
evaluation and in a sample reading circle session, respectively. Oral reading
performance skills are most frequently assessed in the final evaluations.
Table Two shows 114 comments on performance, 60 on comprehension, and 51 on
personal and social skills. Among social and personal characteristics, level
of attention or effort is considered most frequently (21 comments).
Appreciation of literature and the ability to learn from literature is alsoheavily weighted (17 comments). Assessments of comprehension are almostevenly divided between general comprehension skills (27 comments) and
knowledge of vocabulary (30). A variety of oral reading skills are assessed.
Smoothness and phrasing (38 comments), scanning (9), and use of punctuation
(9) serve to define the students' ability to interpret grammatical structureas they read. Thus about half of the evaluations of oral performance report
progress in understanding of syntax. Assessments: of pacing (20 comments),i.e., regular and unlabored pronunciation of words, and sounding out words (8)
provide evaluations of vocabulary recognition and production. These
constitute about 25 percent of the oral performance assessments. In addition
to lexical and grammatical skills, significant importance is attached to
oratorical skill: expression is the second most often assessed performance
skill (21 comments).

In every evaluation, areas of progress and areas needing improvement arebalanced. For example, one of the slower readers is assessed as follows:

Mark is still working on punctuation awareness and accuracy, but has
made much progress since Fall. He maintains a better pace, sound
words out more easily, and is a more accurate reader. Mark still
needs help understanding difficult vocabulary and benefits from any
reading possible....any effort in reading over the summer months
would be time well spent.

A greatly improved student is described thusly:

Steve is a good reader now) accurate, appropriately paced, and
expressive. It is much easier to understand him, so the emphasis on
enunciation and the regular practice in reading aloud have paid off.
He seldom omits small words and pays closer attention in class',
bringing forth improved comprehension.

For an accomplished reader, higher level skills are assessed:

Tim woke up to the pleasures of literature and develLped likes and
dislikes while evaluating books seriously. Be appreciated the skills
he learned in reading aloud and has new respect for this task that is
not as easy as it appears. Tim is an accurate reader, smooth and
well paced. Be possesses a vocabulary beyond his years and is always
interested in learning new words.
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TABLE TWO

Final Evaluations: Assessments of Reading

Performance Skills Comprehension Skills
Personal

Social Skills

Smoothness /phrasing 38 Vocabulary 30 Effort/attention 21Expression 21 Comprlhension 27 AppreciatePacing 20 Other literature 17Scanning 9 60 Respest for task 6Use of punctuation 9 Other 7Sound out words 8
511

Other 9

n I. 38

114

Enunciation, dialect reading, omit words, breathing irregular.
peeory for detail, use of contextual cues.
Anxious/defensive, share ideas, pride in work.



Table Three offers a protocol of all the verbal comments and corrections
taking place during one 40-minute reading session. The students were well
along in navel about the Civil Mar, a text that was challenging in vocabulary,
in use of dialect, and in story line complexity. Oral performance evoked themost teacher comments (59), both correction of errors and requests for
improved performance. Comprehension comments were second most frequent (23
comments). Personal and social behaviors received 15 comments from the
teacher, including four calls for attention from the group or from
individuals, three comments of encouragement during a student's turn at
reading, and eight post-reading positive assessments on a reader's effort. Inaddition, on five occasions other students in the *group made encouraging
comments to a struggling classsmate.

By far the most frequent correction was for mispronounced words (42
comments). Corrections of stress and rhythm (7) reflect failures tocomprehend grammatical structure, including punctuation markers. Students
were not permitted to read without emphasis and expressions this was corrected5 times. In some instances this correction also appeared to be a check on or
correction for interpretation of syntactic structure. The teacher did notalways follow mispronunciations of words with comprehension checks. She
requested synonyms or definitions of words only 13 times during the entire
session (compared to 42 pronunciation corrections). The teacher checked
general comprehension 8 times, asking for explanation of the paragraph or
sentence just read 6 times and twice evoking group discussion of the context
for the section being read. In addition, she twice provided background
information on events or personages of the Civil War era.

In both the final evaluation report (Table Two) and the sample reading
session (Table Three), performance variables are the most frequent focus of
teacher assessment. Corrections of rhythm ari stress and of expression appearin the class session protocol; in the final evaluations these tests of
syntactic comprehension are reflected in assessments of phrasing, expression,and scanning ability, as well as overall comprehension skill. In class and in
the report vocabulary is afforded the most frequent comments During class, 42
pronunciations are corrected and 13 words' comprehension is checked. The
evaluation reports contain 30 comments on vocabulary comprehension ability andan additional 8 comments on ability to sound out new words.
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TABLE THREE

Verbal Comments 6 Corrections: Reading Circle Session 1

Performance Skills

Word mispronounced
Correct stress/
rhythm
Add enthusiasm/
expression

Word omitted
Add dialect

Reduce dialect for
clarity of meaning

Comprehension Skills

42 Give synonym 7
Explain word 6

7 Mispronounced 3

Correctly
5 pronounced 3
2 Explain paragraphs 4
2 Restate sentence

in other words 2
1 Relate to past parts

59 of book (group
discussion) 2

Provide background
information on
topic 2

23

Personal
Social Skills

Positive comment on
performance 6
Attention requested 4
Group 2
Individual 2

Encouragement during
reading 3
Positive comment on
attitude toward
correction/
repetition 2

15

Encouragement from
classmates 5

20

1Protocol taken of a 40-minute reading period devoted to Across Five Aprils, a
Civil War saga among the most challenging books used in the sixth grade. Students
are from the French II group.
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Assessments e Artsts

Language arts final evaluations are focussed primarily on writing, but
some attention is given to oral performance for this subject as well. Table
Four summarises the teachers' assessments on the language arts section of the
final evaluations. Technical writing skills are most frequently assessed (144
comments), although higher order writing skills are also given extensive
review (106 comments). Only 23 comments about oral presentation skills are
given. Personal and social skills are afforded 66 comments and, as in the
report sections on reading-related behaviors, effort is given the most
attention (24 comments, over a third of all remarks). Effort is also -
reflected in assessments of attitude toward reading (14 comments) and, in
part, in the 14 assessments of pride in work. The teachers' emphasis on
interactional skills is reflected in the 9 comments on students' help-seeking.

Although only three class sessions were devoted to spelling instruction
throughout the observation period, spelling is the most frequently noted
technical skill, receiving almost one quarter (34) of the 144 comments.
Proofreading, a practice highly emphasized in the teachers' classroom
interaction with the students, is the technical skill second most often
assessed (29 comments). In class, proofreading and pride in work were closely
associated by the teachers. Penmanship is commented upon 22 times, also an
accurate reflection of classroom emphasis. Assessments of the mastery of
grammar (22 comments) range from accurate capitalization to understanding of
syntax and derive, at least in part, from work sheet assignment performance.

Assessments of higher order writing skills stress organization (19
comments) and cohesion (17), together accounting for a third of content andstyle comments. Depth (14 comments), self-expression (13), and sincerity (7;
in writing are valued more highly than knowledgability (4), suggesting that
learning to write well and to enjoy writing are more important to the sixth
grade teachers than communication of subject matter through writing.

Writing assessments, like reading assessments, balance progress made and
progress needed, as well as expressing Brenda and Clint's objectives for
student self-reliance and and self-monitoring:

It has been fun to watch Fran's progress in writing. Mid-way through
the year, she developed more depth and sensitivity while increasing
her effort on written assignments. She is more competent with
organizing her thoughts and, with the exception of a few misspellings
peppered throughout, reflects pride in all she does. The next step
to maturity is proofreading. Many of Fran's errors are obvious ones
that she could catch herself, so this should be a goal for next year.
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TABLE POUR

Final Evaluations: Assessments of Language Arts

Technical Skills: High Order Skills:
Graphic, Lexical, Syntactic Content, e

Spelling 34 Thoughts organized 19
Proofreading 29 Cohesion 17
Penmansidp 22 Depth/interest/
Grammar 22 involvement 14
Punctuation 15 Writes for
Paragraphing 6 self-expressioi 13
Dictionary use 5 Research skills 11
Accurry/precision 5 Directness/clarity 10
Other 6 Sincerity 7

144 Knowledgeability 4
Creative wording/
phrating 4
Other 7

106

Personal
Verbal Skills Social Skills

Oral presentation Effort 24
ability 12 Pride in work 14

Listeging skills 4 Attitude 14
Other 9 Appropriately

25 seek
6
help 9

Other 5

66

n i 38

1
Apparently refers to both understanding syntactic structure and to specific markers
for written syntax, e.g., punctuation, capitalisation.

3Capitalization, sentence structure, integration of art work.
Research skills are mentioned generically and specifically, including outlining,
Anote-taking, paraphrasing, condensing and organizing material.
?rites to report research, humor, fluency.5
Comprehension of verbally presented material, positive attitude to oral presentation,
aphrasing, verbal expression, oral vocabulary.
Learn from homework, meet deadlines, follow directions.
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As Ulrich matured, writing and self-expression became easier....His
style is clear, direct and often peppecad with humorous wit. We
enjoy reading what Ulrich composes and respect the obvious growths hehas made this year. He shows better organisation of thought, more
cohesion, neater penmanship and a broader understanding of basic
grammar requirements. Ulrich is not the best of spellers but is
quick to seek help and can even be cajqled into using a dictionary.
His exuberance doesn't include proofreading but when lie slows dow abit, he has the potential for catching many of his own errors....He
feels rightfully proud of his obvious progress.

The teachers' integrated model of learning is also reflected in the
evaluations. Reading and writing, oral presentation and written composition
are tightly integrated skills, dependent upon one another. And all are tied
to personal and social skill development. Their evaluation of Jim's progressin reading and writing illustrates their instructional philosophy:

Reading has new importance to Jim since he has discovered that
reading aloud is not as easy as it once appeared. He has
concentrated and worked hard over the year to read accurately,
smoothly and with more expression. Re is just transcending from
reading words individually to phrasing and scanning ahead, which ispart of the process. He still doesn't catch his own errors and needs
more focus on comprehension, but he's getting better...Perhaps
because Jim is just beginning to enjoy literature, his writing alsoreflects a borderline discovery approach of the same nature. He
doesn't like to write and will be the first to admit it. He is
bothered by spelling problems which, until lately, have inhibited hiswritten expression. It has taken Jim a long time to build up enough
confidence to write freely. He displays deeper thought, more
cohesion and better organisation than we saw earlier. His
understanding of basic grammar is improving and he is able to stay
focused on a writing assignment, which is fairly recent....He
profited from the small research classes and used his time
productively. Again, focus and maturity come into play.

Twenty students" oral presentations of oceanography project reports were
observed during the 'study. Table Five reports the teachers' comments duringand after these presentations. Together the written and oral versions ofthese reports constituted the largest language arts project during the
observation period. Minimally, the teacher(s) responded to every report witha positive comment or a ':hanks', if the report was brief or perfunctory.
Positive comments included 'That's the best report on (topic)we've had inyears', "Very fine work", 'An outstanding job', 'Good work', 'Ore of your bestefforts to date', 'Now we see how it's supposed to be done'.
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TABLE FIVE

Verbal Comments 6 Corrections: Oral Re

ioncluding Comments

Positive comment
Thanks

Presentation Style

11 Speak too softly 5
9 Make distracting
20 gestures/noise 3

Use mural

appropriately
Engage audience
Bad posture

2

1

1

12

rts

Content

Knowledgeable on
topic 11
Conclusion
follows from
repwrt

Able to answer
questions 3

Good explaination 2
Data good, but
low

comprehension 1

Comprehend
hard topic 1

Report to point
of topic 1

Expertis0 will be
applied on
beach trip 1

13

Provide Assistance Directed to Audience

9Ask directive Request attention
questions 3 Individual 6
Help control Group 3
students' questions 2 Good question 3

5 12

n=20
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For five students the teachers stepped in to provide assistance, either
directing questions to the speaker, in order to get the talk back on track, or
to help with the management of questions from the audience, when these
interrupted the flow of tho presentation. Comments to the audience were
mostly requests for attention (4), but acme students were also complemen4td
foi: insightful questions (3).

In addition, the teachers commented on presentation style (12 comments)
and content (13). Five students were told to speak up (during and/or after
their talk). Three were admonished for making distracting no;ues or gestures
while speaking. Use of the required visual aid was praised twice.

Content remarks were genetally directed to the students demonstration of
mastery of the topic. Your comments evaluated the extent to which the
conclusion of the report followed from the data or explanation presented.
This corresponds to the teachers' frequent classroom queries of how students
came to a conclusion, or how they know what they claim to know. For example,
a film during the oceanography project focussed on Darwin's theory and the
steps to his scientific analysis had been carefully discussed. In one-on-one
work significant attention was given to logical progression of thought and
creating an evidence base for claims.

Although group question-answer sessions were relatively infrequent, they
did sometimes occur at the conclus;ons of films of story-readings in the
post-PE listening session. In part, these questions clearly served to monitor
student attention and to spotlight failure to be attentive. These were the
only occasions during which Brenda andClint chose to call on students who
were least likely, rather than most likely, to know the answers. Although the
post-listening sessions included higher-order questions, one typical series
requested that six students recall facts from the story, three add to the
story by developing background informntion, two restate the ploti'and one
explain why something had been done. That is, six questions were recall
queries, tw) tested comprehension, three required intevretation, and one
demanded analysis.

Brenda and Clint value the higher order skills highly and stress them in
their individual work with students. However, they also believe it is
important to expose the students to all forms and levels of questioning.
During the year the sixth uses only one textbook, spending a few weeks working
through a biographical section of Scott Foresman's IMAGE 1, including the
questions for each story and the unit review. Analysis of these questions
found 26 comprehension questions (38%), 17 application questions (24%), 14
rer.all questions (20%), 10 evaluation questions (10%), and three analysis and
three synthesis questions (4% each). Unit review questions were restricted to
recall and comprehension. In explaining why the textbook was used, Brenda
stated that it is important that thts students do even the tree -false
questions; since 'they should be exposed to that; there's nothing wrong vith
it.' Such forms of questioning are not regularly practiced in the sixth and,
especially for students who are leaving Mount Stanton, rehearsal of ttse
skills is of value.
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Assessments of Math

In contrast to the final evaluation assessments of reading and language
arts, in which academic skills comprise the large majority of comments, in the
math section of the evaluations personal and social skills constitute fully 40
percent of all comments. This directly reflects Clint and Brenda's belief
that attitudinal problems, not lack of ability, are the source of most math
failures. Table Six details comments on math achievement for 37 final
evaluation reports. Personal and social skills are assessed with 112
comments, compared with 169 comments on academic with skills, 110 remarks,(4,1 total) on technical skills and 59 (201) on higher order skills.

Parallelling the reading and language arts evaluations, in the math
evaluations effort is the most frequently assessed personal characteristic (20
comments). And, as in those other subjects, attitude is also commonly noted
(18 comments). Buwever, confidence appears here for the first time as an
academically-related attribute, with 19 comments, nearly as often assessed as
effort and oftener than attitude. (In the final evaluation sections on
personal and social characteristics confidence is the third most frequently
assessed personal skill.) Performance under time pressure (14 comments), also
a confidence indcator, is uniquely noted for math. The comment 'interested in
higher math skills' (10 comments) ec.s the reading assessments' comment
'appreciate literature', both suggesting that learning is made easier and more
fruitful by genuine interest in the subject. The math evaluations consider
frustration with the subject as a significant factor (6 cements) and pride in
work and appropriate help-seeking (6 comments each) appear here, as they do on
the language arts evaluation, however less heavily weighted in math. The math
evaluations also make mention of students' ability to ask good questions,
closely allied to the ability and/or willingness to seek help.

Technical skills and higher order skills are catefully distinguished in
the math evaluations. For example, one of the slower students is described asfollows:

Math is still a weak area 'for El! '1h, but she has learned new
skills and narpened many 41d the year. She continues to
be slack with multiplication fa. should work on building up
speed with these. Her conceptual knowledge is pretty solid, but she
le forgetful of yrocesses or makes simple computational errors...

Genuine iro.zrest in mathematics is enthusiastically noted as explanation

for academic improvements

Ivan became more conceptual every day, not satisfied with finding the
answer bet interested in how processes were related. This is the
thinking of a mathematician, and as his confidence soared, so did his
test scores. It didn't phase Ivan whether or not he was under a time
pressure as he set his own pace, used his increased speed in
computations and appeared to be unconcerned. Be was pr as to
careless errors when he hurried, like all of us, but did fine once he
discovered he could work within the time frames.
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TABLE SIX

Final Evaluatic74: Assessments of Math

Technical Skills Higher Order Skills
Personal fi

Social Skills

Accuracy/carefulness 26 Understand concepts 27 Effort/attention 20
Mastery of content 23 Understand process/ Confidence 19
Testing performance 23 can work in steps 24 Attitude 18
Computational skills 15 Problem solving Behavior under
Computational facts 8 skills, !sp. story time pressure 14
Speed 7 problems 8 Interested in
Proofreading 5 59 higher math
Neatness 3 skills (algebra,

110 geometry) 10

Easily frustrated 6

Appropriately
seek help 6

Competitive /pride
in work 6

Asks questions 5
Other 8

112

n at 37

1
In three cases, problem solving ability %ma directly related.to the student's

treading ability.

Appreciate relevance of math to other skills, under-value own math skills,
complete homework, meet homework deadlines.
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On the other hand, 4 negative attitude toward math, not lack of aptitude,

is assessed as the primary cause of failure to learn:

Math is not as easy for Ginger as it would have been had she paid
sore attention in class. She started off the year with sincere
effort but became easily distracted in class and missed much. She
has the aptitude to be a pretty good mathematician if she set her
mind to task. Many processses are just below the surface and come
forward with simple refreshers, but others have gaping holes because
she wasn't paying attention and did,u't concern herself with the
learning. Her lack of progress has been an attitude problem and one
she needs to correct to maintain an appropriate standing in the
seventh grade.

Among the math technical skills, accuracy and carefulness (26 comments),
mastery of basic content (23 ), and performance in test situations (23) are
most frequently noted. Remarks on mastery of computational facts (8
comments), fundamental computational skills (15), and notes on speed (7) and
proofreading (5) make up the remainder of the technical skills assessments.

Higher order skills are assessed as 'understanding concepts (27 comments)
and "understanding math processes/working in steps' (24). For eight students
story problem-solving ability is commented on, and in three cases it is
directly correlated to reading ability.

Testing behavior is not mentioned anywhere else in the final evaluations,
although reading and language arts were time-tested as well as anth. In
addition, the math *valuation notes the likely math gr'up placement for the
seventh grade. Although final decisions from the seventh grade teachers had
not been made at the time of writing the evaluations, the sixth grade teachers
judge from the achievement test scores and their own knowledge of student
performance (and their influence on the placement process) which of four mathsections the students are most likely to find themselves in. (This topic is
taken up again in the section on critcrion-referenced assessment, below.)

A Developmental Base for Academic Spccess

Throughout their formal and informal assessments Brenda and Clint
articulate their strong conviction that personal and social development are
the prerequisite for academic success. As the excerpts cited above
illustrate, they consider both achievement and aptitude in their evaluations.
However, they tend to draw their basic distinction not between these two
aspects of learning, but between achievement and aptitude, on the one hand,
and personal readiness to learn, on the other.

Queried about the distinction between achievement and aptitude as they
shape irstruction in the sixth, Clint and Brenda acknowledged the distinction,
but refocussed the question on personal development. As is their habit, they
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use student examples as the basis for their explanation of their pedagogy.
Bare Clint describes Steve, a bright, but immature and underachieving boy, and
Linda, a mature and apparently highly able girl with a subtle learning
disability:

Look at Steve and you know that he's intelligent and he has
difficulties even writing a sentence. In that case you can't expect
him to live up to his ability because he hasn't even touched it. And
with him you're looking for progress...and when you see him reach it
and then you feel good and you figure out what the next one is going
to be and then you go for that one. But there are other kids that
really go beyond their ability. Linda would be an example....

Steve remembers and he makes sense. He's thinking all the time.
That's one of the difficulties with him, he's not paying attention in
class because he's thinking on his own....He's got ability he hasn't
used yet, bet he's more able to use it, I think, because his
communication skills, his feelings about himself are better. Re's
just a more confident person than he was, a more attractive person...

Clint and Brenda caution that personal and, social skills, while they are
are fundamental to the learning that takes place in their classroom, are not
reliable indicators of ability or achievement. Linda, mentioned in the
passage ibove as working beyond her ability, is an example:

Brenda: Linda came to us with absolutely raving reviews because
she's such a wonderful person. I never heard a negative
comment about her ever. And it took a while to find out
that the kid had some serious academic problems. Real,
real holes.

Clint: Not just things she that she didn't know, but things that
she couldn't learn in that way.

Brenda: And that's when, and then when you see that it's causing a
child anxiety, "Bow come they got that and I didn't get
it?", then it's time. That's when I call in (the school
testing specialist) Dora and say, "What's going on here?'
and Dora will run extensive, professional testing.

Consistent with this philosophy, the teachers' final evaluation reperts
stress personal and social development above all other assessments. Table
Seven brings together comments on social and personal characteristics relatedto academic achievement from all sections of the final evaluations. A total
of 507 comments on academically- related behaviors are made, an average of over13 specific remarks per student. The six of the seven most frequently cited
behaviors-- effort/attention, responsibility/self-monitoring, confidence,
attitude, seriousness about work, enjoyment of learning--are not specific to
task achievement, but rather reflect orientation to learning and readiness tolearn.
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TABLE SEVEN

Final Evaluations: Assessments of Academically-Related Behaviors1

Effort/attention 81
Responsible/self-
monitoring 62
Confidence 56
Task comyletion 47
Attitude 46
Serious about work 43
Enjoy learning 35
Appropriately seek
help 25
Punctuality 23
Vblunteer to
perform/assist 23
Pride in work 22
Orgarization/itudy
habits 14

Follow directions 10
Ask questions 10
Easily frustrated 6
Other3 4

507

n =38

1
Sums assessments from all sections of the evaluation.
Positive attitude = 31, negative = 15.3
Share ideas, self-motivated.
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Criterion-Referenced Assessment

Throughout their class work and their evaluation reporting, Brenda and
Clint articulate their commitment to criterion-referenced assessment. During
the two-months' observation period, the teachers were never heard making
comparative evaluations of student performances or student work. They strictly
maintained an attitude of evaluating each student on his/her personal
progress, socially and academically. While they relied extensively on
modelling among the students, they avoided situations in which student success
was publically contrasted. For example, the oceanography topics were
carefully selected so that better - achieving students received more challenging
topics, thus enabling even weaker students to do a creditable job. Then acmeof the outstanding language arts students were asked to do the first
presentations, modelling for the others what could and should be done. The
oral reading circles also served to share performance and improvement
publically.

However, student scores on math or language arts homework were never
announced orally, even when papers had been exchanged for correcting. Each
student simply dropped her/his assignment in Brenda's in box and could
discuss the result privately. Ridicule of poor performance by classmates was
never tolerated and rarely occurred. Compliments to others on a good
performance were highly encouraged and occurred with surprising regularity.

One telling incident illustrates the values of mutual support and
appreciation that Clint and Brenda encouraged in their classroom. Clint hadprepared a 100-question multiplication exercise for a student who had
requested additional help and practice. When the students arrived in the
morning, some had seen it on the desk and requested that they be assigned a
timed exercise of multiplication questions as a game and assessment of theirown progress. Clint and Brenda agreed. Many of the students, especially
those who arrived a bit late and had not seen the development of the exercise,
took the "test" very seriously and some were very distressed when they failed
to complete the 100 questions in the alloted time. A few minutes atter the
test had been corrected and many scudents were clustered around Brenda's desk
telling their scores, three girls brought a fourth, tearful classmate through
the crowd, dragging her by the hand. "Brenda", they said, "tell Patti she cando things. She's upset because she couldn't finish the test, but she can dolots of things: Brenda immediately dropped all other concerns to attend to
the distressed student, taking her aside privately to assure her of her
skills, achievements, and math abilities. Later, Clint and Brenda spoke to
each of the supportive students, complimenting them on their compassion and
the way they had handled the situation. Each of these students' final
evaluations notes their kindness and helpfulness.

Except for mathematics, the final evaluations contain few norm- referenced
assessments. Of the over 700 comments on personal and social charActeristics,
only one implies relative standing in the group: One student is described as
"as ready as any anyone we ever had to succeed in the Middle School.
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In the 38 reading assessments, there are 14 comments that suggest the
general performance level of the student (5 "very good"/"fine;
'good' /'able'; 3 'pretty good'; 1 'challenged"), ',tat none that directly
compares a student to the class. Similarly, in the language arts section,
only three explicitly norm-referencing comments appear in the 38 evaluations.
One student is described as having a vocabulary 'beyond his years"; two
students have spelling skills 'above the sixth grade level". An additional 23
comments suggest achieve:it:Tit level: two students find vocabulary
' tough' /'difficult'; one is a 'pretty good' speller and two are 'not very
good' /'flawed'; eight students writing is 'natural' /'respected by
otherenotable"PeasePgood" and two students is 'slow" /'difficult'.
Reading and language arts assessments are almost exclusively couched in terns
of personal growth since the fall.

In math, however, 29 of the 37 evaluations (71 %) include exulicitly
norm-referenced comments. For almost all students, performance is generally
characterized to suggest their place in the group. For 14 students, seventh
grade math group placement is projected. For an additional 15 group standing
is noted. For example, 'Chester consistently scores above average on tests in
class and on the standardised exam'; "Carl...is proficient at the class
level'; David tests high in math, both in class and on the standartized exam";
' To make progress which now places her in the higher average side of the class
was no easy task (for Patti).' General characterizations of math skill level
include 'whim' /'a natural' /easy " /'high level' for five students;
' capable' /'pretty solid' /'good' for four students;
' challenged' /'difficult'/'hesitant' for eight students; 'weak'/"area of
concern' for six students, as well as 23 comments on specific skills that
imply group-normed ability.
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Assessment Strategies

Testing

Because Mount Stanton Lower School is a non-grading institution,
achievement testing plays a minor role in the sixth grade classroom. It is so
rare, in fact, that a testing situation evokes considerable anxiety among somestudents. As noted above, during the standardised achievement test two
students broke down and were unable to finish and one student broke into tears
over a pseudo -test of multiplication proficiency. 'Brenda and Clint work to
avoid subjecting their students to test-like performances, arguing that the
test situation does not offer a true measure of achievement or ability. Theyprefer to rely on assessments drawn from ''be normal progress of instruction.
However, the teachers do choose to make . a of se;f-designed tests for
diagnosis and for sizing up.

The teachers make ready use of diagnostic testing when they suspect that a
student may have an ability impairment. They called in the testing specialistfor more than one student this past year, including a girl whose learning
disablity had gone undiagnosed throughout her Lower School years. This testingis done in private and is followed by meetings with the parents and the
student and, often, parents and student together. A supplementary or
auxiliary instructional program is jointly developed.

Clinc composes a math test in the fall that the sixth uses for sizing up
the students' achievement and ability in that subject. This test covers
material they expect the average student would have mastered in the fifth
grade and also skills that they anticipate having to teach in sixth. Theyrefer to use their own test rather than the results of the fifth grade
standardised achievement test because, as Clint puts it:

I want them tested right, tested with some kind of humanistic feel to
it....I like it better to look at our own (test results), because I
know how we set them up for those things. I just feel better about
it if we've dono it ourselves. I know that somebody like Ali (a
dislexic), for instance, was unsettled....I woul6 never want to get
an impression of Ali from a test I hadn't given.

The problem with testing, Brenda adds, is that:

What you're getting in that (ordinary testing) situation is basically
readi 3 the directions and administering the test without any
prefaces about what they (the results) are going to be used
for...simply following the words in the test. Clint, when he does
it, he really talks to the kids before about the test, not to put too
much weight on it, that it's sort of a good thing to know how to do,
but your life doesn't depend on it.
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The sixth grade conducts required annual year-end achievement testing,this year administering language ,Arts and math sections of a standardized examon throe different mornings. The test was announced and discussed severaldays beforehand. Clint and Brenda emphasised to the students that the test
would be only one of the factors that attected seventh grade placement and
that they, the classroom teachers, would have final approval of all placements
and discrepencies from classroom performance assessments would be corrected. -

The standardised test, they repeatedly stated, was very unimportant compared
with the students' ongoing classroom work. These assurances were repeated,and expanded, at the beginning of test sessi.An. Clint went overexamples and instructions careful]; .mile making humorous comments to try tolower the tension. He also related how well the sixes always do on the test,far above the average, and how such of the material would be familiar to them
already.

Clint and Brenda's pedagogy relies upon a relation of trust between
teacher and student, is which the students learn to assess for themselves whenthey need help and gra/ to feel comfortable disclosing their need for help, to
classmates as well as to the teachers. Clint describes his objection totesting this way:

Now if we were grading these kids, and their 75 or 90 (percent) were
up on the door, that whole thing (trust) would be broken down. Then
nobody--you know these kids , 12 or 11, they won't admit that they
need help or that they couldn't do somethi-g as well as somebody
else. But the whole thing is, well, this is life, and this is the
kind of thing we're getting through. It takes down some barriers, itmakes it so that people can learn what they need to learn and sort of
feel that this is what life's about at that period and they don't
have to fake it.

Classwork and Homework Assignments,

Student written work is carefully read and, as described in the section on
assessment records, above, carefully recorded, and samples kept as individual
student records. During the observation period no papers were returned or
filed without written comments and all objective assignments were scored withnumber or percentage right or wrong. Student compositions received evaluativecomments one to eight sentences in length. These invariably contained
encouraging remarks, noting progress from the previous assignments. Critical
comments ranged from noting lack of care with proofreading or penmanship to atoo short or superficial job. In math class Clint worked from problems on
worksheets or on the blackboard. He collected problem sheets on the averageof twice a week, sometimes announcing that this particular work would be
collected and sometimes not.

Witten class and homework assignments were either dittoed handout
worksheets or teacher-composed. Many of the math problems and much of the
language arts work on basic grammar, punctuation, and vocabulary were drawn
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from the worksheet folders. However, both math problems and vocabulary and
grammar problems were also generated by the teachers. .Because Clint and
Brenda try to associate the work with ongoing curriculum themes as much as
possible, they construct real life problems whenever they can. For example,
various things in the classroom were measured as part of the basic geometry
instruction. And, a few days before the beach trip, a long list of vocabulary
and spelling words was dictated that included various oceanography terms, as
well as a list of all the items from home that the students were to bring with
them on the trip.

Writing assignments are all teacher-created, some planned as a regular
part of each year's curriculum and some generated spontaneously, in response
to a class activity or student interest or to meet a particular pedagogical
need that the teachers have determined. As an example of a planned activity,
the class field trip to the state legislature and governor's office evoked a
thank you letter assignment. Each student wrote to thank the governor for
visiting with them and to pursue some line of questioning .hat came out in the
meeting, or that they felt should have been discussed.

A more spontaneous assignment was created through brief consultation
between the two teachers when a language arts period suddenly became available
due to cancellation of rehearsal fur the fifth -sixth grade musical play. It
was the next-to-last week of school and there had still been some format
problems with the last set of letter-writing exercises, so they required a
thank you letter to someone who had helped the student through the sixth
grade. This assignment, created on the spot, was so successful that it was
selected as the writing sample to be sent home with the final evaluations.

At the other extreme of planning, the sixes undertake a series of major
multi-media projects during the year, flows including a biography project, a
physiology project, a study of the local city, and the oceanography project
associated with the beach trip. For the oceanography project, the major work
underway during the observation period, even the individual student topics
remain largely the same from year to year. Assignment and assessment forms
are carried over as well. These projects are componentialised, the students
first reporting their bibliographies, then an outline of their paper, and
eventually first through final drafts of their report text. Once the
pre-final draft of the written report is approved, the students adapt it for
their oral presentation. At the same time they develop their visual aids, a
aural to illustrate their oral presentation and an illustrated cover for their
report, as well as illustrated covers for their special trip notebook. Bach
of these components is carefully assessed and recorded.

Brenda and Clint are completely open about their assessment activities.
The/ take considerable pains to explain to the students when and on what theywill be assessed. For example, Brenda carefully explains whether a particular
writing assignment is required to be in final or draft form. Students usually
ask a number of clarification questions every time an assignment is
announced. A questioner who contributes to general understanding of the
assignment receives strong, immediate positive reinfolement: The teacher
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states that this is a good question and calls the class' attention to it,often requesting 'hat it be repeated if some students have already turnedtheir attention to the work at hand.

Many comments and cues inform the students that assessment is taking orwill take place. Film and story sessions offer one example. While Brendareads to the class or a film runs, Clint takes notes, demonstrating that there -will be a question session at the end. Often he speaks over the film,pointing out this or that important point. Students are instructed to takenotes during some films and presentations and they are so attuned to theassessment requirements that they frequently stopthe speaker or requestTe-viewing of a film clip, in order to get their notes straight. Many timesthese requests directly anticipate Clint's comment to note that very sectit.n.

The assessment process for the beach trip and oceanography project iscomplex and multi-faceted. It was explained to the students several timesover during my observation period. Brenda detailed just which components wereincluded in a complete project and in what sequence and when they were to becompleted and checked. Ste prepared and distributed an outline of all theparts of and dates for the work that the students were to use to monitor theirprogress. When interim due dates were mlssed, she requested that they referto their check list while meeting with her about their work. Both Clint andBrenda offered comments about quality of the work as it progressed, noting theoverall progress of the wall murals on a daily basis and call4ng the attentionof the class to murals that were particularly well done or on which notableprogress had been made. In additLon to extended comments on all the writtencomponents of project, a summary amusement fora was completed for eachstudent. (See Appendix.) As announced beforehand, Brenda completed thesewhile listening to each of the students' oral presentations. These generalproject assessments were then immediately available for the students to study.

The experiential component of the oceanography project was assessed asthoroughly as the academic components. As they well knew, the students wereto be assessed on their general behavior during the trip itself, specificallyon the extent to which they were able to learn from the activities there andtheir maturity as responsible group members. Numerous references were madethroughout the preparation period to the need that Brenda and Clint would havefor quiet and control during the trip back from the beach, for they would bejointly composing their assessments of each student. In addition, thestudents were informed that their trip counsellors' evaluations would be takeninto account. A semi-serious awards ceremony the last night at the beachcompleted the trip assessments. Each student was given a title that reflectedsome aspect of their week's experience, for example "best kitchen aide',"martyred sufferer', "dressy camper, 'I lost it'. Some of these appellationsappear in the final evaluations as indications of level of personal and socialdevelopment.

Recitation

Students in the sixth are required to perform publically in a variety ofways. However, with the exception of attention check questions after films orstory-readings, they are rarely asked to answer questions unless they are
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prepared. It is routine to take volunteers in response to class- or homeworkassignment checks. If the teachers go around the circle, no negative comment(verbal or non-verbal) is attached to a refusal to answer. Students are notexpected to provide any excuse for failure to know an answer to, for example,one of the math homework questions. The teacher simply passes on to the nextstudent. Clint notes that he never wants to aembarass" individuals this way.There may be a variety of reasons why a student has not completed a specificassignment on time: the recitation period is not the proper venue forexploring that question. Repeated failure to complete ',ark in a timelyfashion is, however, taken up with the student in a one- on-one discussionwhose seriousness is lost on none of the sixes.

Public performance is required in reading groups and in oral reports andrecitations. Ability to speak before the group is an important skill in theeyes of the sixth grade teachers. They assess it, however, when the studentshave had the chance to prepare for a specific assignment, rather than inon-the-spot questioning. This is consistent with their stated philosophy ofhaving students take responsibility for themselves: asking questions in atesting fashion only undermines their self-esteem and level of trust; askingthem to prepare for a recitation, on the other hand, offers them anopportunity to take the responsiblity for their performance.

Reading circles are assessed by Brenda, evaluating factors that are alsopart of her, and Clint's, responses to and corrections of oral readingperformance. Bet assessments are recorded immediately after the readingsession and, more than once during the observation period, she declined totake individual student questions at that time, citing that she was completingassessments of the preceding session. Again, the process and the criteria arewell known to the class.

Students are fully aware that oral reports and prepared recitations areimportant occasions for assessment. In the oceanography project, the teachersreminded the students several times that the oral presentation was every bitas important as the written report.

Another assignment during the observation period was memorization andrecitation of a poem of the students' choosing. Clint and Brenda told theclass when and how to prepare and made explicit note of the fact thatpresentation style, not just accurate memorization were important. Theylikened these skills to those that had been developing in the oral readinggroups over the year and assured the students that everyone in the classcould, if they chose, succeed well at this task. Brenda explained that shehad required a hand-written copy of the poem Wore their 'val performancebecause she would be making notes on their copy as they r-ad, citing errorsand prompts and "delivery". The students watched the assessment processproceed, just as described, and, completing their recitation, were given theircopy back, with Brenda's annotations, to be later returned to her "in* box forrecording.
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Observation and Interaction

Ongoing observation of student behavior is the fundament of assessment inthe sixth. As Clint stated in the pre-study interview, "I'm always assessingthem.' Brenda and Clint place great importance on a wide variety cf student
characteristics, many of which cannot be assessed with traditional classroom
evaluation measurements such as testing. For them, responsibility is asimportant as reading and confidence as crucial to math as multiplication. Itis not necessarily the high achievers who are the most attractive children tothem. Clint put it this ways "...pure academic smarts are just one trick thatpeople have. And of all the people you'd rather be, pick one..."

The teachers constantly observe even subtle student behaviors,
interactions among the students as well as their own conversations with them.They are discussed at length between the two; often they review the day afterthe students have left, filling each other in on student behaviors thatoccurred when the other was elsewhere. Their memory of the minutee of studentconversations and actions is prodigious.

The observational process is no secret to the students. The teachers
frequently comment to the group on how well they have performed, academicallyand interpersonally, at the end of a class session. Reading circles are an

. obvious and outstanding example of assessment based on observation. Theteachers discuss the oral reading performances of the groups they haveconducted on a nearly daily basis. They also switch back and forth with oneanother, so that each has ample opportunity to obJerve all the students. And,in addition to the verbal assessments that follow many of the individual turnsat reading and the group assessment that'the teachers often provide at the endof the session, Brenda keeps occasional, but conspicuous individual records ofstudent reading progress. The task of the reading group is oral reading andcomprehension improvement, but assessment is an integrated part of theinstruction.

Each day, Clint offers a verbal assessment of how the day has gone to theassembled class. This takes place before afternoon dismissal, if time allows,or first thing in the morning and is based on his and Brenda's observation ofclass process. On a typical afternoon the wrap up assessment had thefollowing elements:

o Call for attention.

o The classroom day has gone fairly well overall. Pretty productive
lessons and also homeroom groups were on task.

o Review of the morning's Lower School assembly. Behavior of group wasgood, orderly, a model for the little kids. Note Al's good idea
about how to set up the assembly.

o Comment on Clint's visits to the 2 music classes held this
afternoon. Found that the sixes were doing ok, paying attention.Also pleased to see some enthusiasm building for the upcoming classperformance. Notes that the music teacher is a replacement, deservestheir support.
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c Shop is being left messy. More consistent cleaning up is required.
It would be best f'o try to clean up collectively, not just look outfor your own mess.

o One problem in the classroom and in other settings Is that requests
from teachers are noi. witting quick enough res7onse. 'Sometimes it'simportant that Brenda and I just tell you things and you do it.'
Explanation of why such arbitrary demi.nds are necessary, e.g., tosave time.

o rends asked to add: Points out the number of names on the board withoverdue homework. °I want to see that number reduced by half
tomorrow.'

o Announcements: Class newsletter to go home with them; be sure to
copy math problems from the board.

o Final reminder to clean up desk area, put up chair before leaving.

Much of the instruction in the sixth is carried out one-on-one betweenteacher and student. One of Brenda and Clint's goals is to train the studentsin their process of instruction, i. , knowing when and how to ask for helpand how to receive it appropriately and apply it. These semi- and privateinteractions also constitute evaluation opportunities and become data forassessments.

The final evaluations reflect a constant monitoring process. Assessmentsof academic subjects (these sect, ns, too, filled with observational comments)constitute just about half of most of the evaluations. The other half of theteachers' evaluations is derAed to assessments dawn entirely from theirobservations of and interactions with the students. This includes a sectionon behavior during the beach trip, a paragraph on PE performance, often abrief assessment of shop work, and one or two paragraphs of general assessmentof personal and social growth. The students are closely observed, as thisexample illustrates:

Dyan had a great time at the beach nestled in with Kathy in theirtwo-person tent. The girls stuck close together on most activitiesand tried everything with fairly positive. attitudes. Dyan was anindependent sort of person, as long as Kathy was close by, but alsowanted to check in with us often to :active her allotment ofaffection. She was not one to offer help but accepted work chores aspart of the trip. Frank, Dyan's counselor, referred to her as onewho 'did what work was necessary with a nice and affectionate manner.'

In this classroom observational evaluation is a constant concern of bothteachers. And their observations become perhaps the primary basis for theirf,rmal assessments of the students.
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Functions of Assessment

Admission

As a private school, Mount Stanton is able to select among its
applicants. Potential students submit their school records and are -2!bjected -to achievement testing by the school. Parent and student interviews with theprincipal precede and follow. The most crucial test, however, by bothprincipal's and teachers' report, is a trial day in the class the childeupects to enter. The teachers' observational assessment is the decisive
information, their decision is final.

Six or eight applicants visited the sixes during the observation period.Each was assigned a student-buddy who was responsible for talking with thenewcomer and preparing an introduction for the rest of the class. At the endof the day, the teachers conferred about whether the child had the potentialfor functioning well in their classroom. In no case did they find itnecessary to study the child's school records; observation of his/her behaviorin the classroom and brief, informal discussions sith the chili] were evidenceenough. The teachers' criteria included demonstrations of academic ability(e.g., in the reading circle), general deportment, willingness to participatein the classroom activities, ability to interact with at least the assignedstudent-companion, quality and appropriateness of the child's responses toquestions about him/herself and interests and how he/she enjoyed the day.

Expulsion

The classroom teachers are also the primary decisionmakers in expulsion ofstudents. This has rarely occurred in the Lower School, but last fall Brendaand Clint refused to 'run' one bay whose behavior was too disruptive to theclass. Be failed to get to his various classes on time, talked and acted outof turn in the homeroom, and finally destroyed property and stole fromBrenda's purse. The theft enabled Clint and Brenda to have the boy summarilydismissed from the school, but they had already decided to request his removalfrom their classroom because of his unacceptable
interactional behavior andhad informed his parents that they would not keep him. He was, in Clint'swords, immature, inappropriate, just not a sixth grader.

Remediation

It is not uncommon for Mount Stanton students to repeat a grads duringtheir Lower or Middle School years. The sixth had one repeating student thisyear and at least one student's parents came in to discuss the appropriatenessof having their child remain with Brenda and Clint for a second try. Thedecision last summer to have Moam come back and the decision this spring notto encourage Mark's parents to return their rin to sixth were both based onassessments of personal as well as academic skills.
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Thc. decision to retain Noam, the teacher, report, was easily reached.They were on the verge of contacting his mother last spring to broach thesubject, when she came in and asked to have him kept back. His academicachievement levels were below the class norm and he was 'just not ready' fcrthe seventh grade. For Brenda it is important that the student is part of thedecision: "I like them to feel it will be good for them. And that they feelgood enough about us that they would want to spend another year with us. InMoam's case, once teachers and parent had agreed on the wisdom of repeatingthe sixth, each approached the boy and discussed the merits of such a move.By summer's end Nom agreed and was willing to came back to the sixth. Brendaemphasised that she respected his for being able to make a difficult choiceand that this was a sign of his growing maturity.

I was able to observe the conference between Mark's parents and theteachers on the question of their son's repeating the sixth. Clint and Brendastrongly discouraged them from asking Mark to repeat the grade, because theyassessed him as ready for the Middle School, despite certain deficiencies.Cie deficiencies were largely among academic, not personal skills, so theyfelt he would do better going on. Mark is below the class average in math andreading, but making what his final evaluation characterises as solid
progress' in all the homeroom subjects. He is, according to the evaluation,"able to take care of himself, a serious student, and a loyal person andstrong member of his class.. Mark is the smallest boy in the class andphysically young- looking--a child, not an adolescent, as are some of hisclassmates.

During the parent conference Brenda brought out her assessment recordfiles and offered samples of Mark's work from the beginning and end of theyear as illustrations of how far he had come. The teachers clearly
communicated their confidence in Mark to his parents; the latter went awayreassured and proper. . to work with Mark over the summer to better prepare himfor the Middle School. In later discussion, Clint and Brenda described theirdecision about Mark this way:

Clint: Re's not a good student, but he's on his way. Be thinks that
(seventh grade) way.

enda: It (retention) would be a disaster.

:lint: Re's no longer a little child. I don't case what his academic
standing is, it doesn't make any difference how e4ch he's
learned by now.

Brenda: Or how big he is.

Clint: He walks bigger than he is.

Mark was not the only student whom Brenda and Clint contemplated as apossible candidate for retention this year. As in Mark's case, with two girlsit was personal and social skills, not academic achievement that they weighedmost seriously. If it were not for her very high academic standing, they
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would have liked to suggest that Suzanne stay another year. She is one of the
youngest in the group, small, quiet, and, from their observation, very
immature for Middle School. She had recently written an essay about having nofriends and not knowing how to sake them. In Brenda's opinion, she doesn'ttry very hard either. A second girl, Ginger, is also physically young and her
academic skills are sore precarious. Both teachers predict that she may well
repeat a grade before going on to the Upper School. 'Right now", says Brenda, -"she needs to stay with her group. She's not ready to appreciate a chance tocatch up and get ahead. But later she'll zee what an advantage it can be.'

While the teachers only occasionally recommend that a student repeat a
grade, they often suggest remedial work. At Mount Stanton most of the parentsare willing and able to contribute substantial effort to help their childrenwith homework and extra assignments. In one case this past year, a father met
weekly with Clint and Brenda during the fall, in order to be better able toassist his son. As with Mark's parents, Brenda provided materials for the
parents to use to work through special problems with their children.

For many students the final evaluations contained recommendations for
summer work at home, and, in two cases, enrollment in a structured summerremedial studies program. Reading practice was most frequently suggested:
Twelve students' parents were asked to spend tire listening to stories overthe summer. For seven students summer math work was recommended, with the
specific skill noted. Two students, for example, did not have full mastery ofthe multiplication tables and memorization work was suggested. Tennis or someother active sport was recommended for three students whose physical
coordination is poor. And parents of one student whom Clint and Brenda had
difficulty engaging in conversation were asked to emphasize verbal interactionwith their child.

Sizing Up

Although Brenda and Clint are provided with the results of the fifth grade
achievement test, as well as school records and test scores for students newto Mount Stanton, the sixth grade teachers prefer to size up their new
students through classroom performance before they look at any documentation.It is several weeks into the new term before they examine the test scores andthen i* is to check against their own sizing up. In general, there is a highlevel of congruence, they report. Discrepancies that do occur are usually
higher performance on the self-designed test than the standardised test
results would predict. This confirms the teachers' distrust of high-stress
testing situation results.

In fact, Clint and Brenda t.'th report that they go out of their way not toget to know the students in the fourth and fifth grades but in order see themall fresh and without preconceptions when they arrive in the sixth grade
classroom. Clint cites Ulrich as an example: "Be's widely regarded as someonewho skates around things, is a cut-up. I'd just as soon not know that that'show his fourth grade teachers look at him.'
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They plan a series of activities in the first weeks of the fall tern tosize up the students' academic and personal skills. Clint was developed hisown meth test which is given the first week of school. It covers materialthat should be mastered by the sixth and also material he plans to cover.This initial math assessment also includes careful observation of the
students' anxiety and self-confidence levels. Be and Brenda check the testpapers for clarity, neatness, and carefulness, as well as accuracy.

The reading circles start immediately, and Brenda and Clint begin theirassessment of the students' oral reading and comprehension skills. Theyselect the first books according to their observations. The students havealready been grouped for French, according to background in the language, sothe teachers are also monitoring whether some of the new Mount Stanton
students have advanced language arts skills, despite their French placement.

The first major language arts project serves to size up a wide variety ofskills. Bach student is assigned a classmate wham he she is to interview andthen introduce to the class. The oral presentation must include a biographyof the classmate and some interesting things about her/him and be accompaniedby a portrait of the subject that the student has drawn. A written version ofthe introduction is also submitted. This assignment works well to create asense of group cohesion, the teachers find, since there are always a number ofnewcomirs to the class. It allows them to size up the students' writing andspeaking skills and also their ability to get to know another person, theirinterest in others, and how insightful they are about other people. Brendaexplains: You find out who isn't thinking, who has trouble thinking.Somebody will ask five questions, get 'yes' or 'no' and think they're done.Brenda specifically points out that the drawing of the classmate is often arevealing factor. They range from stick figures to carefully executed andoften striking likenesses: A charicature, a stick figure, or a joke is, 'Ican't do it,' sort of. The process of presenting another person in art tellsa lot about the children's self-esteem and confidence, as well as their depthof understanding of others. Further, the teachers note that they can learn agreat deal about the students' attitudes toward learning, as they watch laterpresenters revising and redoing their work to follow good models they havealready seen.

Brenda and Clint also the seventh grade teachers in sizing up theiroutgoing class. Because the Middle School format has students meeting with adifferent teacher for every class, the seventh grade teachers, as Brenda putsit, don't have the time to get to really know them all' early in the term.Thus, they must rely upon achievement test scores and student records far morethan the Lowur School teachers. But Brenda and Clint are given theopportunity to go over the placements before they are finalized and often makesuggestions. They have sent several notes to teachers in the Middle Schoolabout certain students, for example noting a learning problem that is notapparent in a bright child and suggesting that some students should be groupedtogether and others not.
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Grouping

Achievmment grouping is a controversial practice i% the Lower School.
Brenda and Clint personally regard it as counter-productive. Yet the students
are grouped for two levels of French- -Clint calls it 'experience
grouping' --and, as a result, are ciao grouped for the reading classes that
take place during the French session on alternate days. Most of the homeroom
instruction is structured so that it involves only a portion of the 42-student
class. Reading breaks the class into four small sections; math into two
groups of about twenty; and the two afternoon sessions in which the studentsalternate among science, art, music, shop, and hoMeroom engage a third of the
students at a time. With the exception of the two French levels, all these
groupings are carefully constructed to combine, not separate, students of
varying background and ability.

For French (and therefore reading) the class is divided into two equal
groups: those who have a done well in the language and those who have done
poorly, along with students new to the school's language program. This
effectively puts most of the students with strong language arts ability intoone of the halves, although some of the incoming students have strong skills
in language arts, despite their French I placement. This Brenda and Clint
regard as a critical advantage, since there remain some good reading models in
the lower language arts groups. The further division of the two halves of the
class into small reading circlet is entirely at the students' discretion. Twodifferent books are offered and the students select which they would like toread. When a pair of books is completed, the two circles assemble, discuss
new selections, and reconstitute as new groups.

Math sections, too, are consciously structured to avoid ability or
achievement grouping. During the observation period there was a small,
special math group that had recently been formed of students who had been
absent several weeks on a school trip. They were temporarily getting an extrasession, so that they could catch up. Otherwise, the two math sections were
divided in an apparently random fashion. Clint says he gives his sizing-upmath test 'just to see where the kids are', but does not use the scores to
structure the groupings. Grouping kids is 'too bossy'. For each assignment,
he suggests that the students look at their scores and consider whether they
need more work on that skill or not. With Brenda's assistance, he subdividesthe class into reviewers and those who are going on to something else, telling
Ulm", 'If you think that you want to work on this stay here; if you don't, godo something else.' Typically, Brenda works with those going on to the new
skill and Clint Jorks individually with those who are reviewing.

The teachers work hard to defuse the stigma of seeking more help. Clint
often cites his own school years: 'If you can't do it and I couldn't at
12--come on over and we'll bang it out.' Or, as he retells it to them, 'I
couldn't do this in the sixth grade and I still grew up to be a math.
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teacher." ley late in the year, Brenda says, they are able to realize the
self-responsible behavior they seek:

It works, it really does. It's amazing. If we take the papers home
and correct them and enter them in the book and just sort of mentally
divide them up. So the next day you go back in and you actually
don't even have to pass the papers back. The kids know if they've
done well or not. They know if they know it and know if they don't.And if you give them the choice of "If you know it stay here and if
you don". go over there they will almost always put themselves the
same way we would.

Indeed, this behavior could be easily observed during the math classes.
When the class divided itself for problem work, those who had done wellshifted to the 'new work" section of the room and a cluster of help-seekers
would form around the review instructor. Some students would g( co Brenda andwork for a while, then just say, "I'm going to see Clint now an go back toget the review. Clint and Brenda believe that a non-graded environment iscrucial for developing this level of openness in the students.

Even when groupings do not work out well, Brenda and Clint are reluctantto alter them. One example cane up during the observation period. Nom,their repeating sixth grader, had become a discipline problem for the artteacher, cutting up with one of his buddies. The art teacher requested thatNoes be moved to another of the afternoon groupings, so that be would be
separated from the other boy. Clint and Brenda considered this question intheir after-school conversation. The primary reason they decided not tofulfill the request was that Noam "really needs to take responsibility forhimself. This (forced change) would just make it our problem, not his." Toimpose such external discipline would be directly contrary bo, their
pedagogical philosophy. The teachers chose instead to have a serious talkwith Doan, pointing out to him the effects of his behavior on himself andothers.

Diagnosis

Diagnosis of,individual student academic progress is derived from the
written work turned in as homework and class assignments, from in-class
performance, and from one-on-one work with the students. Assignments aretailored to the individual student in certain cases. Some will be asked toredo a paper for a third or fourth time, if it still shows weaknesses. Othersare asked to do an extra sheet of math problems in an area in which they arestill having trouble. In most cases the teachers suggest, rather thancommand. An oceanography mural, for example, was considered done by thestudent, but Brenda asked if it were sufficient to help the student explainall the points in his talk. The student deliberated and chose to expand hiswork. During in-class work corrections and diagnosis occur almost exclusivelyin one-on-one sessions between student and teacher. Brenda also callsstudents to her desk to discuss written work, using these explorations to foradiagnosis of that student, sometimes gaining impressions of misunderstandingsthat may be sore general to the class as a whole.
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The teachers use homework and in-class checks to diagnose the progress ofthe class. The math homework, for example, is collected about twice a week,
for, according to Clint, You wouldn't know what they're up to if you
didn't.' They often stop while giving an assignment to see if there are
questions and use the questions to clarify the assignment, as well as make
farther instructional comments. They also stop to ask the group, in general,how they are doing. .Tn math, for instance, Clint pauses after a board problem
or an explanation and requests, Raise you hand if you know how to do this.'At such a point he may decide to review or go on, depending on the percentage,
or divide the class into new and review sections.

Diagnosis is an ongoing process, the teachers say, an integral part of
their instructional work. It is also a judgement call, something that you canonly learn by experience and which requires that you really know the students
well. Just after a math class I asked Clint to reflect on one of his
diagnostic activities. The group had been working on problems relating to
area and volume. A number of students used square° for the measure, when
'cubic' was called for. In some cases Clint stopped and corrected the
student, in others not. Why the distinction, I asked. know the kids', washis response. 'Sometimes it's just sloppiness or carelessness, but they know
the concept. In some of the others it tells me they just don't have it yet.'
These kinds of performance errors, he went on to say, are important
information for making instructional decisions.

Feedback to Parents

Parent feedback is a structured part of Lower School work, including two
written evaluations (serving in the place of grade reports) each year,
individual parent conferences, parent information nights, and a monthly class
newsletter. The evaluations and conferences have been described above.
Brenda's files of student written work are available for and used during
parent conferences. These files are sent home with the students at the end ofthe year. No parent nights took place during the study period.

Two examples of the sixth grade newsletter are included in the Appendix.
The first fall newsletter outlines Brenda and Clint's instructional and
assessment practices. Subsequent issues include--along with various
announcements and updates--information on the progress of the class in the
homeroom subjects. Parents are informed about the specific skills their
children are expected to have mastered.

In the fall, and occasionally throughout the year, parent review of
homework is required. In order to impress both the students and the parentswith the importance of regular and prompt homework completion, notes are senthome that require parents' signatures, affirming that they have looked at the
completed assignments. Brenda also occasionally writes short notes on
"signature sheets' outlining how the student is doing. This strategy is usedWhen individuals or the group are irresponsible about their work. Brendareports that many of these come back with more than a signature. Some parents
write notes, many thanking the teachers for their careful monitoring of
student effort and some detailing what work they do with their Children at
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home. These comments are very helpful in deciding how to proceed with an
individual student, Clint and Brenda report. It's valuable to know 'if we're
doing the job alone.'

Feedback to Students: Control and Motivation

While plenty of control statesents occur during the course of a day in the
sixth, relatively fewof them are directly related to assessments. As with
any group of 40 12-year-olds, intermittent calls for quiet, attention, and
order are required. Those that are assessment- related are overwhelming
lectures on timeliness--failure to be punctual for classes or to get down to
work immediately upon arrival and failure to complete tasks on time. Brenda
and Clint use public listing of those with overdue assignments and,
eventually, recess period and after school detention to discipline habitual
offenders.

The only other occasions of 'balling out° --an Clint characterises his more
aggressive lectures--occurred when students violated class norms for
politeness to teachers and other students. These included talking when a
student or teacher was presenting, pursuing some private game or interaction
with a neighbor during presentations, and, once, two students walked out to
get a drink while Brenda was reading a story aloud to the class.

In cases in which Brenda and Clint deemed a serious infraction had
occurred, they signalled the importance of the impending interaction by
several cues that were apparently readily interpreted by the class. Clint
rarely raised his voice, but when he did, attention and quiet were instant.
All his serious 'balling. out' took place from the same location at which he
stands for class announcements and group instructionsthe teachers' speaking
chair. (See Figure One.) If he started a disciplinary talk and even began
moving to that location, the effect was the same as raising his voicequick
attention. Brenda did not ordinarily use the teachers' speaking chair as her
forum, generally remaining in the area of her desk. On one occasion, when she
was very put out that few students had heeded her demand that a specific
assignment be completed, she moved to the speakers' chair to announce, in her
usual quiet voice, how irresponsible the class was being. The students
recognized the use of that space by Brenda as unusual and important. They
comprehended the seriousness of her reprimand and responded unusually quickly,
getting down to work on the assignment.

Generally, assessment feedback is used to motivate students, especially to
motivate them to put out effort, to be self-monitoring, to feel successsful,
and to take pride in their good work. For example, math homework is always
scored, so that students 'know where they stand', Clint explains. If they get
the percentage or number right, they can easily see if they need more help and
it is then their responsibility to seek it. Whenever a student performs in
front of the group, verbal assessment comments are made by the teachers.
Often they explicitly state that 'That's bow it should be done', i.e., that
this is a model for others to follow. Some of the teachers' proudest momeits
case when students voluntarily undertook to redo their assignments after
seeing a classmate do a better job than they had planned to do.
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One of the goals that Brenda and Clint cite for the oral reading circles
is that everyone feels successful'. There are so many components to reading
aloud that most of the students can do a good job of one or some of them,
e.g., knowing lots of the words, speaking in a humorous or animated fashion,
being able to speak in dialect, remembering the background of the story. The
teachers try to comment on successes by every student in the course of their
discussions with the class. For one student whose academic skills were below
average, the teachers pointed out the excellence of his mural drawing many
times. For several others shop projects were commented on positively or
displayed to the class. Tot others appeared in the afternoon wrap-up as
models for success from their PH performance. Specific instances in which a
student had been observed helping or complimenting a classmate, making a
clever statement to another student, or asking a good question were all
recalled at the end of the day for the class to appreciate and learn from.

Students in the sixth are encouraged to plan their own wort. Initiative
in this area is immediately rewarded and often recalled in class wrap-up and
in final evaluations. Several interesting examples were observed. Larry and
Patti had failed to complete their oceanography wall mural the afternoon
before their scheduled presentation. Brenda's instructions were that the
mural must be done first, since it was to illustrate the talk. The two
students came to her in their homeroom period and negotiated to come early to
school the next day to work on it and to have their talk rescheduled from the
morning to the afternoon. They would stay in through recess period and come
back early from lunch to finish up. Brenda agreed and concluded the
conference with a discussion of how they had got themselves in this difficult
position and what they had learned from the process.

When, the last week of classes, the students were assigned a thank-you
letter and required --in very vociferous terms --to get it in by the end of the
day, Brenda accepted only one extension. With the exception of Mark, everyone
who did not complete the letter had to stay after school. Mark is a
below-average writer, but a serious and hard - working student. He came to
Brenda during the latter part of the day in great distress. He had been
working on his letter, but was clearly not going to finish. He asked if he
could take it home and complete it. Brenda describes her &minion:

Mark is a slow and difficult writer. He simply would not have been
able to cope if he'd had to turn it in today. Be knew that, at this
point in the year, we were going to have to have a job that takes
longer, instead of a quick, shoddy one. We've really been working on
writing with him and he's come so far. His last book report was
terrific--sensitive and well-written. I wouldn't have traded that
for all the an-times that are possible.

Ideally, the sixes function in peer-like relationships with their
teachers. Willingness and ability to negotiate about their work is for
Brenda and Clint, one of the strongest indicators that they have succeeded
with their students. Clint interpreted for me a conversation he had with Tim,
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who had returned from an extended illness to be elected class president. The
presidency required that he do quite a bit of organsiational work for the
sixth's final assembly. Tim came to Clint and asked to be excused from a
project. It was agreed.

Be came around saying, "I've got a lot to do as class president and I
can't do the city project." I said, "line. What you're doing is
just as important." Now, is that sensible? Two reasonable people
just talking to each other....That's the difference. We're not a
policeman and we're not a heavy.

These are among the most successful and rewarding moments for Clint and
Brenda. They see their students taking the work seriously and wanting to
complete it well, rather than simply meeting the minimal requirements of the
assignment. They value this positive and selfresponsible attitude to
learning higher than completion of any specific task or attainment of any
specific skill or knowledge. Rather than "policing" student work, at the best
of times they are able to function as negotiators and facilitators as students
undertake, under their guidance, endeavors which become the students' own.
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Students as Assessors

Self-assessment is a stated goal for the sixth grade teachers. Brenda and
Clint assess their students, and themselves, in terms success on this
question. It is communicated to the students in a variety of ways, formally
and informally: Level of self-responsibility and self-monitoring is the most
frequently noted behavioral characteristic in the students' final evaluations;
students ars constantly reaffirmed for taking responsibility and initiative in
class; instances of student self-responsibility are pointed out to the rest of
the class as models for behavior.

One of the last major writing assignments for the sixes offers the
teachers an index of their success in making the students self-assessors.
Each student is required to complete a self-evaluation. (See Appendix for
self-evaluation assignment sheet.) Students are asked to evaluate their
subject matter classes, their trips, and their projects; to describe what has
been their greatest success and failure in the sixth; and to consider goals
for the coming year. Table Eight displays the comments made in eighteen
self-evaluations. The self-evaluations ranged from one to seven pages in
length and addressed an average of over twelve topics. They vary greatly in
detail and in tone.

Every self-evaluation contained at least some comment on progress in a
subject matter area. Of the 139 comments on academic skill level, all but 12
comments reported improvement. The remainder were expressions of
disappointment that either progress had not been as great as the student had
hoped or self - chastisement that the student had been unable to apply
her/himself sufficiently to the subject. The homeroom subjects, writing,
reading, and math, were of primary concern to the students, evoking almost
three-fourths of the comments (82). The specific skids mentioned for those
three subjects closely parallel those noted by the teachers in the final
evaluations. (See Tables Two, Pour, and Six, above.)

Remarks on academically-related skills and on goals for the seventh grade
also dovetail with fae teachers' assessment topics. The first paragraph in
the teachers' final evaluation assesses the students' behavior on the beach
trip; the most common comment by the students is the extent to which they were
able to learn from trip experiences (13 comments, all positive). "Pride in
work is equal to task completion" in the number of comments (12 each) and
the students also share their teachers' values about quality of work and
risk-taking. (See Tables One and Seven, above.) It is not only standards for
punctuality, task completion, and effort that Brenda and Clint have
communicated to their students. The sixes have come to understand that more
complex and abstract skills are expected of them and that those personal
characteristics are important for their academic progress.

For 17 students the self-evaluations contain enough material to enable
one-on-coo comparison with that student's final evaluation. In only two cases
is there substantial disagreement between the evaluation the teachers were
then in the process of preparing and the student's self-assessment. In one of
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Subject Matter Skills

TABLE EIGHT

Student Self-Evaluations

Academically
Related Skills Goals for Seventh Grade

Writing
Spelling
Penmanship
Grammar
Pnading
Tnterest

Phrasing
Comprehension
Scanning/
wording

Math
Decimals
Fractions
Percentage

9

5

3

3

2

2

2

3

2

2

34

27

21

Learn from trips
Task completion
Pride in work
Quality of work
Punctuality
Try new things
Attitude to
learning

Make friends
Effort
Talk in class
Classroom behavior

13

12

12.

9

6

5

3

3

2

2

1

68

Math
Spelling
Make friends
Punctuality
Writing
Reading
Penmanship
Effort/attentign
Other subjects

6

4

3

3

2

2

2

2
3

27

Multiplication 2
Reports
Vocabulary
Other subjects

n = 18

17
2

38

139

1
French (12), shop (8), PE (71, art (41, music (.31, Spanish C11, geography (11.2
Shop, PE, science.
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these exceptional cases the student reports a far lower level of self-esteem
than do the teachers. In the other, the student is not as satisfied with her
progress in various subject areas as are her teachers. In all 17 cases, there
le high congruence in choice of subject for comment. Almost all the specific
topics the students select for comment are among those cited in the teachers'
more detailed evaluations. Two examples will illustrate how fully many sixth
grade students are able to assess themselves.

Larry is a good student academically and socially. He writes in his
self-evaluation that he has 'learned alot (sic) in math, language, and French
and that he nes 'looked at learning from a different standpoint' this year.
Specifically, he reports that he met his goals of improving spelling and
writing. He feels he still has some carelessness in math, but has improved
his skills. Best year he wcnts to be more accurate, too. Larry enjoyed his
oceanography project. It was 'one of the funnest (sic) reports' he has ever
done snd he feels good about Aearning how to do research as well as his
experience working with his partner on the mural part of the project. Be was
able to use his research on crabs, he says, to learn things at the beach and
had fun and learned a great deal there. He does worry that he has the habit
of procrastinating on large projects and sets more steady work as a goal for
next year. Overall, Larry reports that he is 'most satisfied with all than I
have learned this year.'

Brenda and Clint's final report to Larry and his parents highlights many
of the same accomplishments. They observe that the beach trip 'was a high
point of Larry's sixth grade year.' Be is a serious student, learned a lot on
the trip, but also took time to have fun and enjoy his classmates and the
counsellors. Be should be satisfied with his progress in all areas, social
and academic, they report, for he is a leader and 'most definitely respected
and followed by all who know him.' Larry's self-criticisms would come as no
surprise to his teachers. Be is 'a responsible student' and good academic
work 'is a high priority in his life....He sets high standards for himself and
meets the.' Specifically, they note that he 'paced himself pretty well on
major reports', an area in which Larry himself would like more improvement:
And they agree that his research skills have incresead: 'The small research
classes were useful to his.' They also note that he 'gives credit to those
who provide help,' as, in fact, Larry does give credit to his co-workpc on the
crab mural. (Larry likewise takes space in his self-evaluation to thank his
homeroom teachers, writing 'I've learned so much because of the teachers.')
In his homeroom subjects Larry and his teachers agree that he has improved in
spelling and the teachers report, as does Larry, that his writing is good.
Larry feels he is not yet careful enough in math, and the teachers report
that, while he is 'careful, methodical', he 'does get frustrated easily.' They
concur with Larry's insight that he has begun to see his education 'from a
different standpoint': this student, in his teachers' view has developed 'a
mature understanding' of his educational life.

Kathy's self-evaluation and Brenda and Clint's final evaluation of her
show equally striking parallels. For example, Kathy writes that 'My reading
has stayed the same', while her teachers report, °Kathy's reading skills have
remained pretty constant over the year.' Both student and teachers agree that
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Kathy's reading skills we-- and remain above average in the class. Both
express concern over her physical condition, Kathy writing that it was, 'one
goal that didn't work out and her teachers commenting that, while she is
making progress, they would recommend some physical activity for her over the
summon.. Writing is, from Kathy's perspective, 'always a fun subject and her
skills are at a good healthy level'. Tram the teachers' point of view,
'Writing is easy for Kathy and perhaps her strongest suit.' And, in the area
of social and personal growth, teachers and student alike suggest that making
new friends should be a goal for Kathy in, the upcoming school year.

This year's sixer were also set a second task'that gives some insight into
their understanding of their teachers' assessment process and educAtional
goals. Bach was asked to create a list of ggestions for the to ,osing sixth
graders on iihc- to succeed in the sixth'. Table Nine details then
responses. The 18 lists available included one to 12 icons, wi-c: meets of
relations to the teachers most frequently eenticeed (18 A 168 warm:its).
Some of the lists were all humorous; most included a few jokes at the
teachers' expense (e.g., 'Don't get Clint mad'). Here, too, the teachers'
values of 'be nicu°, 'be responsible for yourself', 'try new things', 'keep
trying' show up as well as the more obvious priorities of task completion and
punctuality, although the latter are by far most frequently reinforced in the
classroom.

When one of the students asked to explain more to him about what I was
doing in his classroom, he responded to my explanation of classroom
performance assessment research by 'hexing his own ideas about essessuent.
Tim had spent his first years in public school, he told m*, and he preferred
Mount Stanton because there are no grades.

Our evaluations are better t . grades, because they tell you what's
wrong. I talk too much. In dublic school I would just get a °D°.
Math, it's not a problem, but with math I talk a lot, so I'd get a
'D'. But I know how to do it real well.

The same, be says, is true of reading, where he would get a low grade
because he talks, but 'It (a low grade) wouldn't mean anything.' A grade
'doesn't tell me what to do' to make it better or to improve in substantial
ways. usually he agrees with what Brenda and Clint say cm their evaluations,
even the negative things. On the times when he didn't agree, °I told my
Parents I didn't do that and then I just went somewhere and read or something.'

Success, says Clint, is 'When you get the kids not to think they have to
do things, but when they feel freer and more independent.' Brenda agrees.
Her day is made when students take initiative to think about an assignment,
when they ask themselves:

'...What is the assignment? What should I do with it ?' The whole
attitude- -what kind of creativity they throw into it....You know,
there are a lot of things that they come up i&th that would be OK (as
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TABLE tine

Student Assignment "How to Succeed in the Sixth"

Relationship
to teacher 18
Don't fear
them 6

Don't get Clint
mad (facetious) 5
Respect
use them 4
Be affectionate 3

Complete homework 14
Be nice/kind/polite 13
Be punctual 10
Don't be sloppy 9
Give full effort 9
Don't cut up
Be flexible/patient/
good sport 8
Have fun 8
Be prepared to
work hard 8
Be self-responsible 7

Try new things/
take risks 6
Keep positive

attitude/keep trying 6
Accept criticism 5

Develop confidence/
relf-esteem 5

Don't swear 4

Don't talk out of
turn 3

Set example for
younger grades 3

Listen in class 3
Be organised/consistent 3
Be direct/honest 2

Hake friends 2

Follow directions 1
Cements en other
subjects 13

.168

n -22

'French (71, shop (5), art (1).
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a form of the assignment). Like today, when Emily as,:ed, "What about
ma,:ng a card instead of a (thank you) letter?" I told her, "If it's
an interesting card.' (Elaine :] "I could decorate it with flowers
all around." That was real nice; she was thinking.

Failure, Clint adds, is when the students don't take that kind of
responsibility and initiative: "I'm always discouraged when somebody says, 'Ia
this what you want?'" Judging from their students' performance and
perceptions, Brenda and Clint have little to be discouraged about.
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7.
STUDENT.L,r. INSTRUCTOR

L. COURSE Oovigi Silt.
.

V
RATE --2 S

In Shop we strive tO develop an appreciation for wood and the ability to work mitt:-4,

It. The following categories represent the activities and attitudes we consider

.to be important in this endeavor.

1. Understandinrof the tools:
't44,

a) Excellent b) Good c) Average d) Poor Liii, IC
f

rI

2. Understanding of the materials:

a) Good b) Fair c) Limited

3. )
Expresses ideas through drawing

a) Eagerly b) Willingly c) Hesitantly I..- 7-

, 4. Seeks help and follows directions.

a) Always b) Usually ',...- c) Seldom
ri

5. use of time:
a) Very effective b) Usually effective 40- c) Fair

6, Wort in a group:
a) Always works well b) Usually works well Lo" c) Works poorly

7. Initiative, curiosity, perseverance: ..-

a) Outstanding b) Satisfactory 1......- c) Reluctant

.

-,.

8. Shows pride in workmanship

a) Always b) Usually, 1./. c) Sometimes d) Seldom

9. Shows respect for the shop. .'

a) Conscientious b) Moderate i c) Indifferent

twee: A
10. Additional comments: .- e P 47

i ;*
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Sixth Grade

Self-Evaluation Assignment
20 May 1985

t rethought:
lin

i
t:a you proud of and

erdI;ponal and academic

4rts fell short?

. ;1

feel most satiii611 with about this year?'

goals have you nett

ld be or are your goals (or plans) for the '85-'86 sclool year?

4pg,iwri iing, language, FrenchOtsic, shop, P.E., art

t!! :! tmAsiti" 1.11

Ill& city sti
..1

Allisillirs cabii;1 xicd

iy

S, notes, comments, suggestions bap a

146
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November 5, 1984

Dear Parents,

We have moved from Halloween, U.N.I.C.E.F., conferences, O.E.S. soccer games, andfractions into the month of Thanksgiving, food drives, rummage sale, Charles Wrightand decimals. The sixth grade is running smoothly despite occasional changes in theschedule.

First, we want to say thank you for taking time out of busy schedules for conferences.It is a special time for us when we can meet and discuss individual students.

The trip to the Multnomah County Library was successful in every sense of the word.
Students discovered that their research skills were not limited to the Lower School
Library, and we thank our Librarian, Una, for the excellent preparation and confidenceshe instilled in these young people. All county books were due November 1 and returnedby us.

On Tuesday, October 30, we were treated to a symphony by the Youth Philharmonic Orches-tra at the New Arlene Schnitzer Performing Arts Center. Students were impressed withthe new structure, appreciative of the invitation and enjoyed a morning of diversifiedmusic. It was a good trip and we were proud of our kids.

The Famous Person Biography Project is now well underway with most students working onrough drafts at home and maps, portraits, visual projects, etc.. at school. Illustratedtimelines of each person are finished and soon to be posted. Outlines are completed,and all notes have been checked by us. Students have signed up for a presentation date
which is noted on the enclosed signature sheet. In the past, parents have joined usfor presentations. This adult participation has been greatly appreciated by formerstudents. With advance notice we try to schedule a specific time to fit your needs,so please join us if you can.

Students and teachers alike are enjoying the transition from fractions to decimals inmath classes. By the end of the month, most students will compete decimals with easeand be familiar with converting fractions and decimals. Fractions, an important focusof sixth grade math, are never totally dropped, so do not be concerned if your son ordaughter is still hesitant in this area.

Parts of speech have been the focus of language arts classes. Having studied nouns,verbs, and pronouns, we are ready to move on to adjectives, adverbs, and prepositions
Penmanship classes are held on Friday with students having the option of cursive orItalic instruction.

In reading, all groups have finished either Old Yeller or In Search of the SandhillCrane. Our next two selections are both by TigngfiTnbeck: TRieredFostorNliarl.To our dismay, there was much confusion with the Biography Boineport which we werenever quite able to clear up. We are kicking off the next assignment for a classicbook report which will be due December 14. The book report form is enclosed here.Students are expected to have their books selected by November 9th and should spendsome time reading nightly.

The permission slip for the trip to Charles Wright Academy, a private school in Tacoma,is enclosed. We will travel by train.
departing on November 16th at 8:00 AM. Pleasereturn the enclosed permission slip and fare as soon as possible.

. Sincerely.,

147
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September 11, 1984

Dear Sixth Grade Parents,

We are off to a good start with sixth grade and looking forward to a
full year. We see many bright, questioning minds and a strong desire
to put in active days. That's what we love to see-- energy.

Back-to-c,:nool Night, September 25, is an evening set aside to discuss
the year's upcoming activities in the homeroom and special subject
classes, and answer questions. We would like to pass along some in-
formation, however, which may be helpful through the next few weeks.

1. Homework. We are firm believers that homework reinforces daily
skills and helps develop a strong sense of responsibility required by
Catlin education. Students failing to complete homework will attend
study halls during recesses. Generally. assignments should require
30 minutes to an hour, but this will vary according to individuals.
If an assignment demands more time or help than seems reasonable,
please encourage your child to return the paper incomplete and let us
know. We will pick it up at school. Our intent is to encourage and
build confidence with skills, hopefully avoiding evenings of frustra-
tion. Via monthly newsletters, you will be informed of major projects
and due dates. Occasionally project work will be encouraged at hone
in lieu of a nightly assignment sheet. Short-term and long-term
homework is posted on the blackboard, and students are encouraged to
keep an assignment book.

2. Book Reports: Students should always have a silent reading book
close at hand. Generally, for a written report, we provide a category,
i.e., classic, animal, science fiction, approximately once each month.
The first book report, due October 25, is from the biography category.

3. Corrected Papers: Your child's work will be sent home at the end
of every month with the exception of creative writing which is kept in
a classroom file.

4. Supplies: We have an ample supply of paper and pencils which are
set out monthly. If extra supplies are needed, we will ltA you know.

5. Trips. VIP are proud to be a "portable" classroqm and enjny :Wow
taneous day jaunts - so he prepared. A written nntice hill :rece'tk
trip% or activities.
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Chapter 4
Classroom Assessment Journals

ABSTRACT

Thirty-two teachers kept journals in which they described the most
important of their assessments of students each week for 10 weeks. As a
result, nearly 300 classroom assessments were collected for analysis. The
results of that analysis are presented in this chapter. First, the frequency
of occurance of various assessment practices is reported. Then major themes
gleaned from journal entries are discussed.
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Classroom Assessment Journals

The final component of the Center's current classroom assessment research
is based on assessment jou:Tule asintained by 12 elementary (R -6) and 20
secondary and middle school (7-12) teachers. The thirty-two Journals, each
developed over a 10-week period, were intended to aid teachers in tracking and
analysing their own assessment practices. For the assignment, teachers were
asked to thoroughly descrtbe the single most important assessment conducted
during each week. In d so, they were to include: a description of the
assessment's p a. ana omportance; tae characteristics or aieas 4f knowledge
measured; th .sment methods used, such as observation or objective test;
the source of . tr. .ssment (e.c., teacher-developed or textbook); and the
assessment resul.s--row well it worked and what revisions might be needed.

Teachers were urged to include a broad range of assessment options:
individual, small group and classroom tests; assessments that measured social
characteristics, aptitude and achievement; and measu. s that included
observations, performance tests and objective tests.

Analysis $47 Journals

The thirty-two journals include some 290 individual assestJert.
activities. In summarising these, we focused on two major issues: (1) how
teachers described the assessments and their outcomes im respect to purposes,
methods and characteristics of the assessment: and (2) what specific issues or
perspectives they raised about their own assessment process and their
classroom assessment environment. Descriptions are summarised below. We
recorded the specific characteristics cf elementary and secondary teachers'
assessments in order to understand what kinds of assessments were being
conducted and what teacheri relied on most frequently. :wive dimensions or the
assessment activity were considered:

o what purpose teachers most frequently dercribe and how thole
purpises differed from elementary to secondary programs,

o what characteristics, such as achievement or aptitude, were being
assessed,

the assessment strategies used,

O special dimensions of the test, that is whether it was planned or
spontaneous, obtrusive or unobtrusive, and

o how the assessment was "corded.

A Composite Assessment Picture

Before describing each dimension separately, we would like to present a
cost site picture of the assessments described in these teachers' journals.
Although the characteristics of teachers' assessments varied considerably
across grade level and subject area, teachers' important assessments were
strikingly similar.
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For elementary teachers, determining students' mastery was the typical
assessment purpose. Student achievement rather than social characteristics,
aptitude or personality were the key focus of attention, and observation
methods were used more frequently than objective tests. In addition, these
elementary teachers usually used progress reports rather than grades or
anecdotal records to monitor students' progress. This differ04 fxon the
typical secondary assessment. Secondary teachers were preoccu, ed with
grading. They too focused on student achievement or mastery rather than other
personal or social characteristics. Secondary teachers were most likely to
use a teacher-developed test, planned in advance, rather than other assessment
strategies, and results of the assessment Imre regularly recorded as a grade
in the grade book. The following comments and accompanying tables describe
each assessment dimension and teachers' responses more thoroughly.

Purpose. Table 1 summarizes teachers' purposes for conduc,.ing
assessments. These range from assigning grades to diagnosing, grouping, and
evaluating instruction. In their journals, both elementary and secondary
teachers focused almost exclusively on three assessment purposes: assigning
grades, judging students' mastery of material, and diagnosing individual and
group needs. As Table 1 indftates, teachers seldom mentioned other purposes
such as sizing up students , grouping, or feedback to parents in these journal
entries.

Table 1
Assessment Purpose*

Elementary Secondary Total
No. No. No.

Assign grades 7 6 73 36 80 25
Diagnose individual and
group'needs 26 21 33 16 59 18

Sizing up 5 4 - 5 2
Grouping 5 4 2 1 7 2
Selection for program 7 5 3 2 10 3
Feedback to parents 4 3 2 1 6 2
Evaluation of instruction 3 2 18 9 21 6
Control and motivate 1 1 7 4 8 2
Feedback to managers - 2 1 2 1
Communicate expectations - - -
Mastery 67 54 60 30 127 39

In the assessments, teachers most frequent purpose was grading or determining
student mastery (64 percent). Diagnosing needs was mentioned in only 18
.percent of the journal entries, while only nine percent of secondary entries
noted that evaluating instruction was a purpose of the assessment.

*Some assIssmeli4s involved multiple purposes.
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Traits Measured. These teachers were primarily interested in judgingstudent achievement.
Eighty-thtee percent of the assessment entries discussedthis characteristic; 17 percent recounted evaluating other characteristicssuch as social abilities or aptitude. As Table 2 illustrates, the only othercharacteristic Poted with some frequency is social functioning, e.g.,interactions with others, etc. Overall, seven percent of the entires, fairlyevenly divided between elementary and secondary teachers, discussed assessingthis characteristic.
Interestingly, very few teachers

mentioned assessingcritical thinking skills in their journal entries; in fact, few referred tothe cognitive level of their test questions despite the emphasis in thiscourse on assessing
higher cognitive thinking skills. In judging achievement,most teachers appeared to use a criterion-referenced

system; only .7. fewindicated that their assessments compared students to one another(norm-referenced system).

Table 2

Characteristics

Elimentary Secondary Total
No. % No. % No. %

Achievement mastery (undefined) 59 48 86 51 145 50Achievement-- criterion referenced 33 26 46 27 79 27Achieverani;--norm referenced 9 7 9 5 18 6Aptitude
7 6 4 2 11 4Higher cognitive functioning 1 1 2 1 3 1Social characteristics

of individual
of group 11 9 11 6 22 7

Personality characteristics 1 1 2 2 3 1Unspecified
1 1 2 2 3 1Other
1 1 7 4 8 3

Strategies,. In this sample,
teacher- developed objective tests, used in 24percent of the entries, were clearly the single most frequently usedassessment method. However, as Table 3 illustrates, behavioral and productobservations are the second and third most frequently mentioned areas. Whencombined together, they occur with greater frequency--in 56 percent of thejournal entries--than

any other kind of teacher devised assessment. Althougha substantial number of elementary
teachers also critiqued the use ofstandardized testa in their journal entries, a far larger number

of-elementaryentries (56 percent) discussed using observation techniques. Few of thisgroup, however, used rating methods or checklists to record their observations.
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Table 3

Assessment Strategies

Elementary Secondary
No.

TotalNo. % No.

Standardised tests
18 16 8 4 26 9Text embedded
12 10 11 6 23 8Behavioral observation 34 30 57 29 91 29Product observation
29 26 52 27 31 26Teacher developed test* 20 18 53 28 73 24Other
- 12 6 12 4

Planning of Assessment. This category attempted to describe whether theiassessments were planned in advance similar to most objective tests, orspontaneous, such as an informal observation of a student. In recordinginformation, the categories 'planned° and °spontaneous are used to describeobjective zest., while *structured" and 'informal' address characteristics ofteachers' observations and performance assessments.

The overwhelming majority of objective tests anu quizzes described inthese journals, were planned rather than spontaneous. In a few instances,however, teachers talked about giving a quick check up quiz to measurestudents' progress. The structured versus informal continuum also indicatedthat slightly more teachers described
observational assessments that werepreplanned (28 percent), such as in judging students'

reading skills (this didnot necessarily mean that they formally recorded results) rather than usedinformal assessments. Use of unobtrusive
assessment, one of the most usefulcategories shown in Table 4, illustrates that a small number of teachersconducted an assessment without telling students.

Characteristics, such asability to work cooperatively or to express oneself clearly, were frequentlyjudged via unobtrusAve observation by these teachers.

Table 4

Dimensions

Objective tests were:

Elementary Secondary Total
No. No. % No.

Planned
51 44 69 39 120 41Spontaneous
3 3 9 5 12 4

Performance assessment were:
Structured

30 26 52 29 82 28Informal
19 16 41 23 60 20Unobtrusive
11 10 7 4 18 6
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Assessment Record.
Teachers' assessment records, as described in Table 5,indicate that grades in the gradebook were far and away the most frequent typeof record maintained by these teachers. A much smaller

percentage describeau_essnents that involved feedback other than a grade. in addition, asubstantial number of teachers did not mention their method of recordingassessment results, probably because this aspect of the assessment was notspecifically requested in the assignment. When teachers described results
-

they usually discussed how well the students did on the test rather than whatrecord they maintained of results. Few teachers buintained any writtenrecords or files of students' work apart from a grade in the gradebook.

Table 5
Form of Record

10.

Elementary Secondary Total

% No. % No. %
Grade in book (progress report) 40 38 78 46 118 43Permanent record

12 11 4 2 16 6Written comment (form) 13 12 19 11 32 11V-bal comment
8 8 17 10 25 9Nca-verbal comment
4 4 4 2 8 3Unspecified

23 22 46 27 69 25Other
5 5 3 2 8 3

In summary, the most important
weekly assessments described by theseelementary and secondary teachers show the following

characteristics. Theassessment's pia-pose, regardless of grade level, primarily focused on judgingstudents' achievement or assigning grades (64 percent); only 18 percent ofthese entries discussed using their assessments to diwiresis student needs.An even smaller
percentage indicated that they used thA assessment to evaluateinstruction. Although teachers' assessment may look at a range of importantstudent

characteristics--achievement, social development, aptitude, higherthinking skills,
personality, these teachers were unquestionally moreconcerned with achievement (83 percent) than any other characteristics.

Thismay relate to both the importance of this characteristis for these teachersand to the relative ease in documenting these assessments because they usuallyinvolve specific tests.

These teachers showed that they relied on their own observations toconduct a majority of assessments (56 percent). These ranged from evaluatingoral reading, writing, map making, to art activities, to group interactions.Teacher- developed objective tests were the second most
likely assessments to

be described, while text embedded wens least likely to be discussed in thejournal entries. This, however, may reflect the class' emphasis and the kindsof assessments that are most demanding to conduct rather than these mostfrequently used. Finally most teachers said they recorded assessment resultsin the grade book; fewer teachers noted that they provided
other kinds of
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feedback, either written or verbal, to students. The large number of teachersthat did not mention how they record results is as perplexing as the minimalattention teachers gave to discussing
or analysing test results.

This section gave an overview of teachers' journal assessments, noting thepurposes, characteristics,
strategies, dimensions and records discussed.Teachers' journals also contained rich descriptive information about theirexperiences in conducting these assessments. The next section describesteachers' perceptions about this aspect of their assessment experiences.

Teachers' Analysis and Criticism of Assessments

In describing the assessment activities and environment in theirclassrooms teachers were asked to comment on the most important
assessmentthey conducted each week in terms of how it worked and how it might be revisedin the future. The teachers varied in the degree of reflection and analysisthey applied to their weekly assessments. Overall, teachers maintained theirown pattern of c3nsistency in writing journal entries, but there wasconsiderable di-ferences in thoroughness across teachers. However, nearly allteachers did comment on these issues.

The following entries demonstrate the variation among teachers inevaluating their assessments. This business, teacher ended a full two pagetyped journal entry with these reactions:

I an most happy to report a success! Perhaps the greatest measure of myresults came from the comments made by the students themselves. They wereoverjoyed with their *proved accuracy rates. There was a real showing ofpride and accomplishment in a job well done. I was called over by severalstudents to see the improvements they had made.

The results verify what the students already knew. Out of 20 studentspresent for the testinc', two students scored an A, eight scored a B, fivea C, and five failed.

What a motivator for future assessments! It was a real pleasure to seestudents pleased with their performance; not to mention the change inattitude I experienced
as I corrected their tests. It was no longer adrudgery that I avoided, but a real thrill to see positive results. Icertainly plan to continue with similar drills in the future prior totimed writing tests.

In contrast is the physical education teacher, whose entries consisted ofone page items about which we gleaded little information, evaluated hisassessments in this manner:

This unit was the best of the 3 years. I've taught it before. This typeof skill grading works well. I feel the students know where they stand asthey play. Sort of a self evaluation. To improve or check thisphilosophy would be a good idea by having each student write his own gradedown based on the posted skills to be mastered.



The total of 290 entries was culled for these evaluative comments on howwell assessments worked and how they might be revised in the future. Theteachers interpreted the directions freely and frequently wrote incompletedescriptions thereby leaving questions about the classroom assessmentenvironment unanswered. There was, however, enough information in theteachers' responses to draw conclusions with respect to these overarchingthemes:

o Are teachers able to analyse and critique ansessment processes andc-_tcceies?

o Do teachers use simple quality control procedures?

o What is the student's role in assessment?

From the answers to these questions, we were able to identify some generalproblems with teacher skills in analysing their own assessments.

To analyze these issues, we grouped our conclusion
subissues which thedata shed some light upon. Differences between elementary and secondaryteachers' perspectives regarding the classroom assessment environment arenoted where relevant.

AM TEACHERS ABLE TO ANALYZE AND CRITIQUE THEIR OWN ASSESSMENT PROCESSESAND OUTCOMES?

The overwhelming majority of teachers were able to analyze and critiquethe assessment process and its outcomes. Teachers were willi..q and able topoint out the weaknesses in their assessment process. In contrast, they wereless skilled in providing any indepth analysis of those weaknesses. If anassessment worked, teachers often voiced pride or enthusiasm but they seldompinpointed factors which contributed to success. When an assessment did notwork, teachers usually related it to instructional issues or problems. Thefollowing subissues, however, provide a richer understanding of the breadthand scope of their concerns and their readiness to spot shortcomings in theassessment process.

Can teachers critique the instruments used? Teachers were often concernedwith the fact that test items used were inadequate in testing the students'knowledge of the unit being assessed. Some were quick to cite the lack ofcongruity of the instruments to match the purposes of instruction, noting thatthere was an overemphasis on recall level questions. These observations wereoften made about district or textbook publisher tests. Their own tests, ortests of their colleagues, were criticized for their excessive wordiness orambiguity in questions. The need for better planning prior to testconstruction was often noted.

Can teachers comment on the outcomes of assessments? Frequently teachersevaluated the outcomes in terms of the instructional process. For example,the results often ilelped them to (el identify those students needing review
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and assistance, (b) conclude that the students needed increased preparationfor the test or (c) spot those who needed clearer examples of expectations toimprove performance. Teachers also noted the value of increasing thefrequency of the evaluation;
several teachers noticed the value of immediatefeedback.

A few elementary
teachers recognised that teaching teat taking skillsimproved students' test results, and they spent considerable time emphasizingthis in both their

instructional goals and their discussion about theirconcerns for the assessment. While this is not only an issue in the earlygrades, it is interesting to note that only the elementary teachers wereconcerned with testwiseness,
particularly as it related to the success oftheir students on required standardised tests. Additionally, only elementaryteachers cited the effects of test anxiety on performance and devised

appropriate strategies for dealing with this problem.

Do teachers analyze standardised or district testing practices? Bothelementary and secondary teachers spoke forcefully regarding standardized ordistrict testing practices. This was one arena where they were not reticentto point out problems and where they were the most kesn in addressing not onlythe limitations of the practices but the apparent uselessness of standardizedtest results. Only two teachers mentioned that results from standardisedtests were helpful in that they confirmed other data about the children andtheir own professional
perceptions about students' capabilities. Generally,for these teachers,

standardized tests failed to provide needed diagnosticinformation. The tests seemed unrelated to instructional goals in that thecontent of the tests did not match what they were teaching or what they wereexpected to teach. Finally, these tests were judged inadequate for evaluatingwhat a *child knows and can do." Teachers gave some of the reasons for this,noting that there are too few :toms and the tests do not est criticalthinking. Elementary teachers recognised that some students have difficultyin following directions on tAt answer sheets, suggesting the need for moretest taking practice. Others found the vocabulary too hard and unrelated tothe instructional goals of their classroom. One teacher cynically maintainedthat 9/10ths of the test data 'mid never be used for instruction and thatstandardized tests were given for public relations reasons."

Can teachers use and critique observational or performance assessments?We noted a significant number of teachers who used observational orperformance assessments regularly in their classes. Secondary teachers whotaught business, physical education, science, art and home economics usedperformance assedwaents often and were most likely to have developed morestructured rating scales. Sometimes they suggested that they needed toimprove the criteria or sharpen the rating scale in order to differentiatestudent performance more ca.sfully. One home economics teacher observed thatsimultaneously evaluating both the process and the product was difficult.Where process and product were equally important in cooking she fearedinconsistency in her ratings due to the physical limitations of getting aroundthe classroom in time.
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The elementary teachers rarely used rating scales or checklists but oftennoted how much more important observation was than objective testing inassisting the instructional process. They made frequent use of mental noteswhich were illuminated in the journal but only a few advitted that thereliability of mental notes and snap judgments was highly questionable.

Can teachers analyse problems with grading? We were surprised to findthat grading was a continual, nagging problem for secondary teachers but wasrarely mentioned as a concern by elementary teachers. This could beattributable to the fact that traditional letter grades are not usually givenin the lower primary grades but, rather, teachers prepare progress reports.Secondary teachers struggled constantly with fairness in grading practices,especially as it related to the need for account for social behavior, effort,and attitude. As one art teacher asked rhetorically, Row do I account fairlyfor effort when there is obviously little talent? Physical educationteachers often wondered how to devise appropriate ways of assessingresponsibility, cooperation and effort. Several teachers noted theirfrustrations with motivating students to complete assignments or takeparticular assessments seriously when they were ungraded.

Secondary teachers were anxious to communicate bow they addressed thegrading dilemma, which rarely allowed them to speak to the total learning,strengths/weaknesses or progress of their students. Many of them resorted tosome kind of two-level
process in assigning grades. One teacher had studentsgrade their own products. A final grade was negotiated whenthere was a 6ifference in teacher/student perception of performance. Severalteachers linked performance ratings with a point system to account forattendance, attitude and effort. An art teacher found a way to resolve thediscrepancy between talent and effort by judging student products based uponthe level of skill demonstrated in their previous products. One middle schoolphysical education teacher was forceful in his belief that athleticachievement should not be a criterion for grading. Re judged students mainlyon responsibility, cooperation and effort. A few teachers mentioned the needto check for discrepancies between daily work and letter graded material toarrive at 4 grade.

DO TEACHERS USE SIMPLE QUALITY CONTROL PROCEDURES?

To be clearly
understood, this issue must be explored in light of thecontext within which the journals were written. The teachers who kept thejournals were graduate students in a 10-week course in educationalmeasurement. Therefore, through the term, they were receiving new informationand guidelines on practical aspects of classroom assessment. This issuefocuses on whether or not the training had a discernable impact on teachers'tendency to use simple procedures to maximise assessment reliability andvalidity.

Do teachers use multiple assessments? Occasionally teachers did recommendthe use of more than one assessment technique. This was a significantindication that they wanted to verify initial observations of behavior or
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check for the consistency in the results they were obtaining. Teachers eitherrecognised the complex nature of the assessment process or the shortcomings ofone particular assessment. They were flexible enough to try another approach.
NO were pleased to find a few instances of teachers verifying an initialobservation of behavior with another assessment, perhaps a followup quiz orhomework check. An elementary teacher did point out that her initial paperand pencil vocabulary test needed a regular observational recheck to see ifwords were used correctly later. Only one teacher, spurred on by guidelineslearned in the measurement class noted that he was planning his first test forhigher level thinking skills. In response to her concerns about the limitedstudent data generated from a standardised test, another teacher tookextensive anecdotal notes of students' behavior during the testing itself,then used this information with her principal to build a case for theplacement of certain individuals.

Same teachers described how they verified judgments of classroomperformance with a test activity, or reviewed material and retested to verifymastery. Onft elementary teacher used a checklist to record specific readingskills, then discussed the results with students to confirm her judgments. Asecondary physical education teacher described his pre -post testing processwhich summarized the data on graphs to communicate improvement quickly tostudents. While he noted this as time consuming, it was worth the investmentas improvement increased and the students stayed motivated.

Do teachers develop clear criteria to Judge characteristics specified in aperformance assessment? As we noted earlier, these teachers conductedperformance assessments regularly. But with the exception of severalsecondary teachers, few indicated that they CdO ratings or checklists. Thus,we took special note of those instances where teachers were working to refineor develop their
performance criteria checklists and rating scales. Becauseperformance assessment is one of the topics stressed in class, teachers werequick to note their improvement in this area a direct result ofinstruction. For instance, after learning how to score essay testseffectively in class, one teacher reported spelling out the assessmentcriteria more thoroughly and noted a positive impact on student learning.Another teacher clearly specified the criteria for behavioral observations,recognizing that a simple checklist record of behavior may not have beenadequate, but was an improvement over the mental record she had been keeping.

Do teachers develop test taking skills in their students? As mentionedearlier, elementary teachers were concerned about their students performingwell on standardised tests. A few teachers built in practice time to developtestwiseness. This practice can enhance test validity. One teacherconscientiously prepared her students for the standardized test with practiceitems. Another evaluated her assessment methods based on the performance ofstudents and their difficulties in mastering the test format. One teacher wasso sensitive to the potential negative effects of the testing upon herstudents performance that she and her colleague provided a snack break and anin-seat art activity break o reduce fatigue during testing.
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Do teachers revise assessment to ensure validity? Although teachers oftendiscussed instructional purposes in terms of the entire group, they frequentlyevaluated their assessment practices in terms of meeting individual needs. Asubstantial number of teachers made reference to techniques which modifiedtheir routine assessment practices to ensure quality. One elementary teacheradjusted the testing mode for non-reading students while another applied avisual technique to vary the form of the test.

Several comments implied that teachers recognized their own ability to beflexible. One teacher noted when an individual amassment may be moreappropriate than group assessment, as in the case of a shy student speaking infront of the class. A secondary art teacher pointed out that it is importantto plan small goals for students who are completing long term projects. Oneelementary teacher summarized her assessment goal eloquently when she statedthat it was important to identify the conditions when a student functions welland build assessment
problems around a student's strengths.

We recorded only a few instances where teachers specified adjustments inthe instruction based upon the assessment. Teachers seemed either to takethis process for granted or they focused upon meeting individual needs asnoted directly above. A secondary physical education teacher stated, NIobserve skills as I teach them. Several others used informal and structuredperformance checks to monitor and adjust instruction. One teacher did saythat student frustration meant that reteaching was necessary. Often teachersimplied that the verbal and nonverbal cues of students guided instructionaldecisions such as when to reteach or reassess.

WHAT IS THE STUDENTS' MOLE IN ASSESSMENT?

By far the most frequently noted new technique with which teachersexperimented was that involving students more actively and dirently in theassessment process. Buoyed, perhaps, by the philosophy presented in themeasurement course which encouraged teachers to use students as evaluators assuch as possible,
teachers ventured forth with confidence in thin area. Theyfound that increasing student involvement not only made their job easier butwas also rich in instructional benefits.

Several teachers noted that student evaluators are highly motivated. Theprocess provided quick feedback to the students. A secondary teacher askedstudents to note their own level of participation in the unit to help herunderstand why their performance on the unit test was so poor. One teacherused students' evaluation of the tests to improve instruction because studentslearned what good performance meant by evaluating it. Another discontinuedstandardized testa in favor of teacher-made tests based on the reactions andcomments of his students when they evaluated results.

Teachers experimented by conducting assessments in teams. One elementaryteacher found that using groups to solve problems workqd well with studentswho had partial mastery. In this case, she was using students to providefeedback to teach each other. Generally, teachers believed that engagingstudents in the assessment proams improved the outcome of evaluation byholding the students responsible for their own learning. A few teachersnoted, however, that when students were asked to evaluate their own work, theytended to underrate themselves.
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One teacher had groups of students developing their own test questions andgave the test to the class. Another elementary teacher fostered collaborationwith partners on assignments. Secondary teachers were more likely to havestudents evaluate their own performance and grade themselves but only oneteacher mentioned asking students to explain the process they used in arrivingat their ratings.

Cheating was mentioned by several elementary and secondary teachers as aproblem which required constant vigilance and forethought. Although noteacher described an actual instance of a violation, many noted it as areality of classroom life.

THE SHORTCOMINGS OF JOURNAL RECORDS

As we read the journals, we noted our own reactions to the teachers'descriptions of their most noteworhty assessment of the week with its failingand promise for improvement in the future. By far our most serious criticismabout the entries was that teachers provided little indepth analysis of theirassessment and seemed satisfied to simply relay the practice, implying that ifthe problem were solved the level of analysis was sufficient. Whenassessments did work, teachers often gauged the "success" of an assessment interms of student reactions and motivation. For example, teachers said thatthey "saw student pride and confidence,' or, "students did not seem to enjoythis and performance suffered." It appeared that teachers too many of theirassessment practices for granted and assumed that others reading the journalsor observing their class would intuitively know why something worked withoutthe necessary explanations or justification. When teachers mention that theymade jugdments based upon observations they usually failed to describe whatwas being observed by way of the criteria.

Another frequent error was teachers' failure to distinguish the propose ofthe assessment clearly. For example, teachers confused assessment for masterywith assessment for diagnomis. It appeared that there were often multiplepurposes for an assessment but this was overlooked. Related to this was alack of clarity in relating assessment purposes to the instructionalobjectives. A few teachers consistently failed to distinguish the assessmentfrom instruction because they critiqued the instructional process, rather thanthe assessment strategy. For Example, if students did poorly on a test, theywere more likely o conclude that more teaching was necessary rather thanattributing poor performance to a faulty or unreliable assessment. This mayhave been due to the fact that many assessments were formative, and teacherswere concerned with mastery and the related effectiveness of their teaching.

Criteria for evaluation often was not specified. For example, one artteacher described his performance criteria as "comparing this art project toall artwork in my head." Similarly, few ratings or checklists were used whereperformance tests were given. Secondary teachers did a more noteable job inthis area perhaps because they were more likely to present assessments thatwere summative and for the purposes of grading.
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Several teachers consistently disregarded noting how assessment resultswere used or recorded. This was an easy oversight as the assignment did notspecify that this be included. We were left to infer how results were used inmany instances based upon the purpose of the assessment. But we learnedlittle about how teachers record this information and whether they distinguishthe methods of recording results for themselves or other audiences, such asparents and supervisors.

Summary and Conclusions. For these teachers, mastery of learning was thepurpose of assessment, and their assessment methods and concerns related tothis purpose. The teachers were eager to critique and analyse the assessmentprocess and its outcomes, but they were less skilled in providing any indepthanalysis of particular assessments. They expressed frequent concern for
students' growth and well being and were easily attracted to tiring strategieswhich increased student involvement in the assessment process. They were alsoeager to find new ways to solve the practical problems of classroomassessment. Taken together the assessment techniques teachers described wereso varied and situation specific that we marvelled at the size and complexityof the classroom assessment enterprise. It was difficult to determine howmuch district or collegial support is available to help teachers address
assessment concerns but based upon the journal entries along, teachers viewstandardised, departmental or district testing requirements as less helpful intheir daily routine than their own teacher-made assessment techniques. Wtatthey need is technical help and support for those in-class assessments. Theneed help in specifying the criteria for evaluation as well as differentiating
the purposes for the assessment. The journal suggest that much can be done tohelp teachers and improve assessments.

For many of the teachers, however, there was a continual tension betweenthe constraints of time, and the desire to do the best possible job ofteaching and assesuing students. Same teachers expressed the realisation thatgood instruction and assessment are very complex. Bowevir, many teachers alsohad ideas for new and appropriate strategies for handling complex problems.Yet, others perceived these problems as ongoing and endemic to the nature ofthe instructional process itself. For instance, when a student was
°misplaced° due to parental pressure or faulty use of standardised testing,the teacher had to live with the problem and make the best of the situation.
The "solution" was not within her power. Similarly, the presence of learningdisabled students taxed the limits of one teacher who brought a special
education teacher in to observe her work with these children. No usefulsolution resulted and the teacher urged that more school or district resourcesbe applied to help teachers gain skills in this area.
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Chapter S
Suemary of Results

The purpose of these studies of actual classroom assessment environmentsand journals of key classroom assessment was to document the key ingredientsin creating an effective classroom assessment environment. As a result ofthese studies, we are able to conclude that the assessment environment, likemost other dimensions of the classroom, are under the direct control of theteacher. What we have uncovered, however, is a clearer sense of the kinds offactors that constrain the teacher in establishing that environment. Thereare six eats of constraints.

The most important konstraints are those the teacher brings to theclassroom. These include knowledje of assessment methodology, prior classromexperience, an array of personal characteristics,
perceptions of the studentsin class, a set of values regarding reasons for and methods of assessment ndstrategies for communicating expectations and achievement results.

Another set of constraints can arise from characteristics of the classroomitself. These include patterns of staffing and organization as well as theavailable space and facilities and how they are used.

A third set of constraints often come from school and district policyregarding standardised testing, procedures for recording and reportingachievement results, homework requirements, and grouping for specialservices. Districts manifest specific values with respect to test data thatmay impact classroom assessment.

Yet another set of constraints can often be found in the texts andmaterials available to the teacher. Many provide assessment of varying timesand varying quality.

Varying characteristics of different school subjects can also influencethe nature of the classroom assessment environment. For instance, theperceived importance of the subject can impact the kinds and quality ofassessment used. In addition, different kinds of content are more or lessamenable to the use of different kinds of evaluation procedures.

Sixth and finally, the assessment environment is defined by the actualassessments used, given these constraining factors. This includes both theactual purposes served and method used to serve those purposes. Theseassessments are determined by the criteria considered by the teacher inselecting from among the various alternatives available. Those criteria, inturn, contribute greatly to the actual quality of the assessment used.
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A graphic representa;lion of the relationships among these factors providesinsight into the origins of the assessment environment:

Parents Policy Subjects

ii
iStudents

terkals

Teacher 4,----Classroos

11Asse_)ssents
and Snir: consents

The specific ingredients of the sets of constraining factors--those factorsthat give rise to thm assessment unvironsent in any clasdroom are listed anddescribed on the following pages. The descriptions include the unJerlyingcontinuum along with any factor which can vary for any given clessroce andrecnmmended strategies for an observer to use to profile any particular
classroom in terms of its assosement environments.
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FACTORS TNIPLUENCING THE
CLASSROOM ASSESSMENT ENVIRONMENT

Factor

1. Teacher Characteristics

A. Knowledge of assessment methodology

( 1) Paper and pencil test development
( 2) Paper and pencil test use
( 3) Performance assessment development
( 4) Performance assessment use
( 5) Oral questioning strategies
( 6) Test analysis strategies
( 7) Test score interpretations and use
( 8) Grading strategies
( 9) Assessing thinking skills

S. Classroom Experience

( 1) In district
( 2) In school

( 3) At grade level
( 4) With content

C. Personal Characteristics of Teacher

( 1) Perceived autonomy
in classroom

( 2) Expectations of professional self

( 3) Orientation to classroom structure
( 4) Definition of high quality

performance
( 5) Attention to exceptional student
( 6) Sense of student norms
( 7) Willingness to experiment with

class
( 8) Willingness to experiment with

student
( 9) Orientation to class
(10) Expectations of working

relationships
(11) Attributions of success/

failure a students
(12) Orientation to punctuality
(13) Definition of on task"
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Relevant

Continuum

Well informed-
uninformed

Experienced-
inexperienced
(in years)

-Servant of parental/

schools-independent
professional

Expect _Attie-
expect a lot

Rigid-flexible
Right/wrong-range
of quality

Never-frequent
Clear-unclear
No risks-risk taker

No risks-risk taker

One on one-group

Coot,:ation-
competition

Student responsiole-
teacher responsible

remand it-unconcerned

Data

Collection

Test (oral
or written)

Self report
(discussion
or interview)

Observation of
assessments

Self report

Interview

Inteview

Interview
Observation

Observatio
Interview
Interview

Interview

Observation
Interview,

observation
Interview

Observation
Interview



Factor

D. Teacher's Perceptions of Current Class

( 1) Ability to learn
( 2) Variation in ability
( 3) Rate of achievement

( 4) Variation in Late
( 5) Willingness to lsarn
( 6) Variation in willingness
( 7) Maturity

( 8) Study skills

( 9) Social skills

(10) Willingness to perform

(11) Gender differences

(12) Feedback needs

(13) Self-assesamenr skills
(14) Student sense of what's fair
(15) Reactions to testing

(16) Parental expectations

E. Valued reasons for assessment

( 1) Diagnosing group needs
( 2) Diagnosing individual needs
( 3) Sizing students up in fall
( 4) tdelecting for special services
( 51 Controlling students
( 6) Motivating students
( 7) Evaluating instruction
( 8) Communicating academic expectations
( 9) Communicating behavioral expectations
(10) As test taking training for students
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Relevant
Continuum

Low-high

Lo -high,

Accelerating-
deceleration

High -Low

Data

Collection

Interview,
discussion

Responsible-

irresponsible
Developed-undeveloped
Follow directions-
have difficulty withwe

Developed-undeveloped
Cooperative-disruptive
Complaint-resistant
Willing-reticent
Passive-aggressive
Important-unimportant
Related interactions? Observation
Frequent-infrequent
Individual -group
Verbal-models

Developed-undeveloped
Clear-unclear

Positive-negative
Anxious-tranquil
Clear-unclear
High -low

Important -

unimportant
Interview with
anecdotes
from

observation



Factor

F. Valued Assessment Methods

Relevant Data
Continuum Collection

( 1) Daily written assignments Useful- useless Interview( 2) Observation and judgment
( 3) Paper and pencil tests
( 4) Assessments from text
( 5) Assessments 2rom other teachers
( 6) Oral recitation in class
( 7) Standardised tests
( 8) Student peer assessment
( 9) Student self assessment
(10) Group assessments

G. Valued Strategies for Communicating Expectations

( 1) Written, verbal
Useful-useless Interview( 2) Oral

( 3) Via model or example
( 4) Via assessments

H. Strategies for Providing Feedback to

( 1) Students
Observation(a) formality

Formal-informal(b) mode
Written -oral

(c) frequency
Never-continuously(d) form
Grader-comments
Private-public(e) focus
Achievement?
Ability?
Social personal traits?( 2) Parents

(a) formality
Formal-informal(b) mode
Written -oral

(c) frequency
Never-continuously(d) form
Grades-comments
Private-public(e) focus
Achievement?
Ability?

Social personal traits?( 3) Supervisors

(s) formality
Formal - informs'(b) mode
Written -oral

(c) frequency
Never-continuously(d) form
Grades-comments
Private-public(e) focus
Achievement?
Ability?

Social personal traits?
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Factor

2. Classroom Characteristics

A. Staffing and Organization

( 1) Teachers present
( 2) Teacher aid
( 3) Parental assistance
( 4) Free planning periods

B. Use of Space

( 1) Density cif students (space /student)
( 2) Physical arrangement
( 3) Assessment displays

(a) records of achievement
(b) =dela of good work

( 4) Neatness and order criteria
( 5) Strategies for noise control

during assessment
(a) specific rules
(b) seating arrangements

C. Support for Assessment

( 1) Resources such as library,
movies, etc.

( 2) Equipment such as size lab

( 3) Facilities such as computers
and overflow space

3. School and District Policy

A. Standardized Testing Policy

( 1) Sense of accountability for scores
( 2) Scores valued and used
( 3) Time comited to testing
( 4) Perceive importance of

testing exper' le

Relevant
Continutsz

Alone-team
Available"
Neverf ,aently
None-many

Much-little
Describe it

Present?

Explicit-implicit
Present-absent
Rigorously applied?

Available?
Used?

Available?
Used?

Available?
Used?

Strong-weak

Useful-useless
(In hours)

Important-urimportant

B. Policy Regarding Record Keeping and Reporting

( 1) Frequency
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Frequent-infrequehc

Data

Collection

Observation

Observation

Observation

Overt policy-
see policy
manuals

Covert policy-
interview ad-
ministrators



Factor

( 2) Ct,atent

( 3) Form

( 4) Target of reports

C. Policy Regarding Homework

( 1) Frequency

( 2) Form of homework required
( 3) Grading policy
( 4) Time appropriation
( 5) Reliance on text assignments

D. Policy Regarding Grouping for Special
(L.D., Gifted, Chapter 1, etc.)

( 1) Data requirements
( 2) Classroom data allowed
( 3) Criteria for selection

E. Valued District Uses of Test Data

( 1) To establish teacher accountability
( 2) To compare schools, classes, etc.
( 3) To show achievement trends

4. Characteristics of Texts and Materials

A. Assessments Provided in Texts
(may vary with subject)

( 1) Discussion questions for class
recitation

2) Homework assignments in text
( 3) Workbook study sheets
( 4) Assessment guidelines in

teacher's guide
( 5) Paper and pencil tests
( 6) Performance assessments

Relevant
Continuum

Achievement?
Ability?

Social personal traits?
Otandard-individual
Grades-comments
Students?
Parents?
Supervisors?

Intervals or
frequency specified?

Written only?
I cutoffs?

Specified?
Required?

Services

Clear-unclear

Grades-comments
Clear-unclear

Important-unimportant

Present-absent

Data
Collection

Examine tests
a associated
materials



?actor

B. Quality of Assessments Offered

( 1) Validity

(a) match content of text
(b) match cognitive levels of

text and recitation
(c) sample representatively?

( 2) Reliability

(a) length
(b) methods
(c) item construction
(d) scoring guidelines

( 3) Ease of use

C. Nontext Materials Used in Assessment?

5. Characteristics of School Subject

Relevant
Continuum

Miss-match

Data
Collection

Appropriate-inappropriate
Objective-subjective
Clear - unclear

Absent-detailed
Convenient-inconvenient

(describe them)

A. Perceived Importance of Subject as Seen by
(will vary by subject)

( 1) Students
( 2) Parents
( 3) Teachers
( 4) School
( 5) District

Important-unimportant Interview

B. Other Indicators of Importance Time allotted
(by subject)

Required-optional

C. Relationship of Content to Assessment
Options (by subject)

( 1) Written assignments
Amenable to cont.!.

( 2) Teacher observation and judgment not amenable
( 3) Classroom paper and pencil tests
( 4) Assessments from texts
( 5) Assessments from other teachers
( 6) Oral recitation
( 7) Self assessments
( 8) Peer assessments
( 9) Standardised tests
(10) Group assessment
(11) Application of rules of

Punctual completion-evidence
quality

Right/wrung-degrees
of quality
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Factor

6. Characteristics of Assessments

A. Assessment Purposes Demonstrated
(may vary with subject)

Relevant
Continuum

( 1) Diagnoelng group needs Never used-
( 2) Diagnosing individual needs frequently used
( 3) Sizing students up in fall
( 4) Selecting for special services
( 5) Controlling students

( 6) Motivating students
( 7) Evaluating instruction

( 8) Communicating academic expectations
( 9) Communicating behavioral expectations
(10) As test taking training for students

Data
Collection

Observation

B. Assessment Practices Used
Observation(may vary with subject)

( 1) Daily written assignments

( 2) Observation and judgment
( 3) Paper and pence' tests
( 4) Assessments from text
( 5) Assessments from other teachers
( 6) Oral recitation in oleic
( 7) Standardised tests
( 8) Student peer assessment
( 9) Student self assessment
(10) Group assessments

Never used-

frequently used

C. Categories of Thinking Skills Addressed

( 1) Levels defined
No-clearly

( 2) Levels in assessment match Miss-match
instruction

( 3) Describe levels used

D. Criteria Used by Teacher in Selecting Method

1) Pit of results to purpose Important-unimportant2) Match to material taught Evaluated how?
3) Ease of development (easy access)
4) Ease of scoring
5) Origin of test
6) Time required to administer
7) Degrae of objectivity
8) Test security
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Factor

E. Oality of Assessments

( 1) Validity

(a) match to content
(b) match to cognitive levels
lc) representative sample?

( 2) Reliability
(a) length
(b) rethods
(c) item construction
(d) scoring procedures

Relevant
Continuum

Miss-match

Data
Collection

Examine
assessments

Appropriate-inappropriate
Objective-subjective
Clear-unclear
Appropriate-inappropriate

Note: The implication of these many factors for further research and teacher
training in assessment will be explored in the final report.
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